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ABSTRACT
This yearbook discusses mathematics instruction in

the following countries: Austria, Czechoslovakia, England, France,
cormany, Holland, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Russia, the Scandinavian
countries, Switzerland, and the United States. Much of the
information was collected as a followup to the first International
Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics. Although there is a
separate chapter devoted to each country, the following are topics
common to many of the reports: general school organization, present
curricula, recent or proposed curricular changes, publications and
teacher education. (LS)
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Elarron's PREFACE
The custom of publishing yearbooks is rather generally estab-

lished in Se Vend national organizations. The first three yearbooks
of the National Council Teachers of Mathematics have been
well received. The first dealt with Survey of Progress in the
Past Tweety-five Years," the second was devoted to a considera-
tion of "Cuaieulum Problems in Teaching Mathematics," and the
third dealt with "Selected Topics in the 'reaching of Mathematics."

The fourth yearbook was mr.de possible by the financial as-
sistance of the American Commissioners of the first International
Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics (1908-1922), Pm-
fessors W. F. Osgood of Harvard University, David Eugene Smith
of Teachers College, Columbia University, and J. W. A. Young of
the University of Chicago. I wish to take this opportunity to ex-
press my own personal appreciation to these men for their assist-
ance, without which the material for this yearbook could not have
been secured.

I also wish to thank all my students at Teachers College who
have helped in one way or another in the preparation of the last
part of the yearbook relating to the United States. Especial credit
is due Dr. Vera Sanford for translating the articles relating to
Austria, (;ermany, Italy, Russia, and Switzerland, and to Dr. R. Lu-
kayska-Stuerm for translating the article on Czechoslovakia.

It is hoped that the thoeghtful consideration of the changes and
t rends in the teaching of mathematics in the leading countries of
t he world as herein prevented will help to improve the teaching of
ni3thenilities wherever the yearbook is read.

W'. D. REEVE
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Br DR. KONRAD FALK

Piidagovisches utitut, Vienna

Introduction. The following report is in two sections: the
first deals with the mathematics of the Volksschule, the Haupt-
schute, and the continuation schools; the second, with that of the
secondary schools.

The Austrian Vo/ksxrioden have courses of two, three, four, five,
or six years. In the small towns in the lowlands and in the moun-
tains, the pupils attend these schools from their sixth to their
fourteenth years.' In the cities, the pupils attend the Volksschule
from the sixth through the tenth year, going then to the Hauptschule
from the ages of eleven to fourteen or else spendit g their tenth
to their eighteenth years in one of the secondary schools where they
are prepared for the university, 13oys and girls who are obliged
to go to work at the end of their fourteenth year are required 'to
attend a continuation school for a period of from two to four years
according to their traue. For example, a mechanic is obliged to take
a three-year course, a hairdresser must train for four years, and a
worker in the clothing trade two years. These continuation schools
ore in session from eight to twelve hours a week.

I. VOLKSSCHULK, 11AUPTSCHULE, AND CONTINUATION SCHOOLS

Arithmetic Curriculum. Prior to 1920 when the first plan of
reform went into effect, the curriculum in arithmetic in the 1'olks-
schu2e Wh.i based on a very systemiti( plait. The following sum-
mary shows the general plan of the work:

FIRST YEAR Numbers to 20
SECOND YEAR Numbers to 100

THIRD YEAR Numbers from
0.001 to IMO

FOUHTU YEAH Numbers to
1,000,000

Four fundamental operations
Four fundamontal operations and the

simplest common fractions
Computation with inlgrs, common frac-

tions, and decimals
Computation with intvgvrs, common frac-

tions, and &ennuis

The period of compulsory. Lslui.ntluu In AustrIu.
1
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&VON D CLASS
Topic: The First Snow

ReadingThe Whitt, Street
Study of For Ball, sphere
CountingSnowball light

NIultiplieution tables for 5 tad 10
Tuna) CLASS

Topic: The Sky and the irtather
Tile view front the %vindow in the late evening
11 intim% panes. Square decimeters
Cutting square decinitlers from paper
Measuretat tit of surfaces such as a desk or table by applying squares of

paper to theta, thus giving an introduction to the measurement of rec-
tangular surfaces

FOURTH CLASS

TUpie : A Trip in to the ll'aehau (the most beautiful section of the Danube
valley)

ArithnalicReading the map of Austria, computing mileage, computing
the number of vines (the Waehatt is a wine-producing district)

Theoretical work Multiplication with two-place numbers

These illustrations give an insight into the mode and manner of
the instruction in arithmetic in the Volksschule.

The work differs in certain respects from that given formerly,
Fractions and the writing of fractions are now first introduced in
the third class and the work is limited to the unit fractions 11, 1,./4
1/8, and 17-10. In the fourth class the following fractions are intro-
duced: 1/10 and 1,5; 1,-H, and rioo ; and 3/3. The order of opera-
tions (integral numbers) is division, multiplication, addition, and
subtraction. These operations arc illustrated by cutting and com-
bining sectors from circles made of paper. Drawings are made later,
Decimal fractions are introduced in the fourth class in connection
with problems taken from the field of business. The first ones used
are the hundredths us 3.25m, 4.25m2, 4.27q, 3.36s, 4.1211. Later
tenths and thousandths are introduced. In all of this work, the
teachers are expected to bring the subject matter close to the
children's interests through the use of real materials, and they are
also expected to develop the work in arithmetic front these same
materials.

Upper Classes. In the upper classes of the l'olkssehule (ages
10 to 14) and the 11auptschule (ages 10 to 14), the subject matter
is presented in a fashion that is inure and inure systematic but
nevertheless related to the child's life. For example, the study of
the Danube as a means of transportation brings with it the ideas
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of kilometers, of addition and subtraction of three-place numbers
and of higher numbers.

The plan of study for the introductory lessons is given in the
syllabus published in 1928.'

Instruction in Geometry. Instruction in geometry begins in
the first school year, for at this time the aspects of space are clearer
to the child -nd richer and more permanent than are his concepts
of numbers. The work of the first school year is called the cultiva-
tion of space perception (Pfiege r Raumanschauunfil. Certain
concepts from geometry fundamental in the work which begins in
the child's eleventh year are presented in his fourth school year
(that is, when he is 9 to 10 3 ears old) .

Instruction in Arithmetic. In the continuation schools, in-
struction in arithmetic and in the study of space is entirely de-
pendent upon the student's trade, for the work is based on the
mathematical expriences needed for the trade. Accordingly, those
working in electrical trades learn how to reckon with electrical
quantities. Their lessons include calculations of the strength of a
current, plans for installing lights, laying cables, and the like. In
addition to this, they are instructed in simple bookkeeping. Before
1907 this instruction, which is now entirely devoted to practical
things, bore the name of the trade fur which the students were
preparing, namely, shopkeeping course kgewerblichkaufmannischer
Unto-richt). As a general rule, special collections of problems deal-
ing with the different crafts were given to the pupils in the form
of a business story. Sites(' 1920, the needs of the student's environ-
ment have been considered also the apprentice at home (budgets),
the cost of illness, alcohol as a poison, and other problems.

In all types of schools, it. is required that rules and theorems
be developed by the class as a joint piece of work and that these
be expressed in the pupils' own words. For this reason, the newest
textbooks in arithmetic give either kw rules or else none at all.

SEcoNnAny SHOOLK AND TRAINING COLLEGES

Secondary Schools in 1910. In 1010, the secondary schools
in Austria were humanistic Gymnasi( 11 with an eight-year course,
Ba/sehtden with a Stirl'11-:% ollisp, or Rialflymnasien with an

Lehrman far die erste his fiinfie .\1,(ulsiufe der al/goncinca l'olkosehulen nebat
den dazugehheiven rtnuterungrn. Vinna and 1.1111 g, It 2a.

hoe linnrad Falk, Dit) PlIeVe der Untimansehauung in der r;rundschule. Vienna,
li)22,
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pass, Most notable of the chinos is the organization Of the first
four ;ears of the secondary schools known as the Dcutse)u' Mittel-
schule. Following this comes a four-year 0/4/.8e/cute, This may be
of four types: classical, modern languages, mathematics-science,
or the Deutsche ObersC ale with English as the one foreign lan-
guage. At the sapie time. the Vienna investigators thought it of
importance to introduce the plan of study of the Dutitsche Mittc/-
schute into the numerous schools which are compulsory for children
from the ages of eleven to fourteenan important step in the
unification of the general school program.

Both the plan of study and the method f instruction in mathe-
matics have undergone further improvements. These have been in
the direction of a more thorough working out of the aims established
in 1909. The development of special concepts has been even more
strongly emphasized, and the teachers are directed to make close
connections between arithmetic and geometry. Functional thinking
has become more important. Above all else, the instruction in the
secondary schools has been influenced by the reforms in teaching
now taking place in the Vo/ksschu/e. Vocational instruction is being
introduced for the first time. The teacher is not permitted to supply
the pupil with information which he can gain for himself by the
use of his own hands or his own mind. The teacher may stand
beside the pupil only to guide him. It has actually been shown
that students are able to work out almost the %:hole content of
the syllabus independently and that it is only necessary for the
teacher to suggest certain fundamental ideas. Among these concepts
are the idea of a system of coordinates, the idea of a goniometrie
function, the idea of difference quotientsdiscoveries which man-
kind itself has had handed down in a long period of time from its
greatest men of genius.

It has proved necessary also to avoid following a standard
procedure in the solution of problems, since each method discovere '
by the pupil is of value for hi'n, and the more methods he discovers
the better. A comparison of these methods with regard to their
simplicity, suitability, and economy of thee gives deeper under-
standing and leads to more eilicirmt procedure in the solving of
problems. Warning is given against WO early introduction of the
abstract, against. mechanical drill ',11 rules, and against the use of
definitions in set form. The student i, s- be given concrete problems
as long as possible, lie must see with his own eyes, measure, cut,
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fold, construct, and draw; lie will then himself develop the rules
and find terms to express them ; he will have a tamer grasp of these
rules, and he will make more eAlcient use of them.

Consequently, collections of problems occupy the chief place in
the more recent books intended for mathematical instruction.
Number material, and representations of objects from daily life
are introduced and the customary material of the formal textbook
is included only in an appe.alix, called /At/ad?. In some cases
the formulation and transcribing of principles is entirely the work
of the class or of the individual student.

The Mathematical-Scientific Oberschule. The curriculum
of the mathematical-scientific Obersciude employs in mathematics
the materials used in the former Oberrcalsehule, but the course is
divided into four years instead of three. In the other types of
Oberschulen spherical trigonometry is omitted and the amount of
analytical geometry and calculus is somewhat reduced. Premature
development of a scientific. system is avoided; a comprehensive
survey and review is reserved for the final work of the highest.
class where axioms may be considered and \der a sound scientific
structure may be built up.

The experiments mentioned above were made between 1920 and
1927, working up from the lower classes. The results promise further
steps in advance. The school law of 1927 assured the centralized
administration of all the Untermittelschulen with the Hauptschulen,
the four classes of the G ylinaSiC11 being a notable exception; and the
Realschule was developed into an eight-year type. The plans of
study published in 1928 by the Minister of Education have as the
chief foundation in mathematics the experimental plans of the
Deutsche Mittelschulen which have been cited, and the above-
mentioned Oberschulen. Notes on method to accompany the plan
of study are announced but have not yet appeared,

Teacher Training. The training schools for teachers in the
Vo/ksschu./( 71 provided a four-year course culniinating in a final ex-
amination for their pupils from f bout 15 to 18 :t'ears of age. Prior
to 1923 these had a mathematics curriculum composed of the subject,
matter of the Untermittelschulcn. since that time, at the instigation
of the institutions themselves, the course has been extended, so that
now the subject matter of the Obergymnasium is required for study.
The principles in method are naturally like those of the Mittel-
schulen and are in this case of even greater importance, as the
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pupil in these schools is following out. for himself the fundamental
prioildus ht is lat Pr to apply. A rudir yischts istitut
e,tablistied in Vienna is available for teachers in Vo/ks- and //aut-
schultn for their training and further advancement. 'Ile course in
mathematics in the iNtittit offers a review and a more thorough
study of the material already known, a further insight into the
study of the prolivrtics )f number equations, higher equations,
mpthods of upproxinuttion, functions, and scries, The calculus is
taken up more thoroughly anti in greater detail, and seminar exer-
cises offer discussion of scientific questioning and practical teaching
problems.



CZECHOSLOVAK FA

By DR. QUID° VETTER

Prague

Intruduction. In order not. to extend the length to which this
article is limited, we shall confine ourselves to the mathematical
subjects, arithmetic, geometry, and descriptive geometry, as taught
in the secondary schools proper, (i ynlffil.h 1) and Rcalschufrn, be-
cause these schools determine also the character of instruction in
the professional schools whose parti.,ular specialization results from
their narrower aim, Mathematical instruction in the universities
will be dealt with only so far as these prepare the future professors
of the secondary schools.

Two Periods under Discussion. For the past twenty years,
Czechoslovakian life, as well as the development of the Czecho-
slovakian schools, has been divided into two basically different
periods. The dividing line was the twenty-eighth of October, 1918,
when the independence of our state was regained. The first period
was Austrian and falls again into tiro parts, one before the \Val' and
the other during the war, after 1914, The part before the war is
characterized by the Austrian reform of secondary schools in 1909,
with the collaboration of the university professor, Dr. Fr. Drtina,
who later organized the Czechoslovakian Ministry of Education.
This reform brought relief to the overtaxed pupils of the secondary
schools, an intensified school activity, and a preparation for an
"active" school, introducing, for example, so-called examining for
orientation. A marked change was then introduced into the teaching
of mathematics; in response to the reform movement under the
leadership of Professor Felix Klein, the conception of the function
was made the center of the teaching of mathematics, and the
infinitesimal calculus was introduced.

In Austria and also in Czechoslovakia almost all the secondary
schools arc state schools. The private schools are hound by the
same rules as the state schools, especially as to the curriculum and
qualifications of the teachers, and as to textbooks which the
Ministry of Education has to approve. Therefore, the outside con-

9
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ditions of teaching mathematics within the boundaries of the
present-day Czechoslovakian Republic did not differ up to the year
1918 from those of the other lands of the old monarchy. For that
reason the report of Dr. K. Vorovka, I)r. L. Cervenka, and
I)r. V. Posejpal in the year 1914 1 limited itself only to the Czech
mathematical textbooks and those of related fields, because they
represented the main sphere in which the Czech characteristics
could express themselves, It would be superfluous to discuss here
that period, which will certainly be described more thoroughly in
other similar reports.

The New Movements of Prewar Times. I shall, therefore,
only point out that prewar times were characterized by Czech
teachers of mathematical subjects working themselves into the new
methods and the 'low teaching material prescribed by the new
curricula, gathering experience in their use, and beginning to
criticize the situation. using these new curricula as a basis. The
teaching of mathematics in Czechoslovakia was helped by the fact
that simultaneously with the Austrian reform of 1909 the generation
born around 1880 came into action. This generation included several
intelligent persons full of ideas concerning the reform movement
already mentioned. Their leaders included those mentioned above.
They are Dr. B. Bydzovsky, professor in the Charles University at
Prague; L. Cervenka. government cwinselor and land school in-
spector in Prague Dr. 3. Jenist a, ministerial counselor and chief
of the pedagogical department of the Ministry of Education, lately
deceased; Professor Dr. B. Masek, vice-director of the state
observatory; J. Milk, Gymna8ial 2 professor in Prague; J. Pithart,
Rea/gehuic director in Prague; Dr. V. Posejpal, professor in Charles
University in Prague; K. Hasin. Bra/r/Mc professor in Prague:
Dr. J. Seyfert, professor of Masaryk University in Brne; Dr. M.
Valouch, former section chief of the Ministry of Education; and
Dr. K. Vorovka, professor in Charles -University at Prague.

Results of the Great War, The war brought stagnation to all
public life, and so to the schools. Lack of teachers resulting from
the draft, fear for the future of the nation, economic hardships,
and lack of food exhausted the teachers left at home, so that there

Die Lehrbiich, r fur .11,1temu Ilk. Darstellt side Grometrie and Phynik an den
.11 it elsehulrIf mit ipdonim her Unterrichlsrmirhe, lieriehte fiber den mil temcitiarh n
1' nt, rrielit in ffrmferrrif-h, 111.ft. 13.

Gymna.vinin is th.% rinsAra I high .whool and the reenigenute Is the more
omilern type.
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was, at first, no chance for more spirited action. But when they
realized in 1917 that the Au4trian government wets preparing a
reform of the secondary schools directed against the oppressed
nations, the official Czech representatives formed a committee for
the reform of the secondary schools. Its official character l.eld their
discussions to the general features and made them consider the
current conditions.

Union of Czech Mathematicians and Physicists. Besides
this official commission there was the "Union of Czech mathema-
ticians and physicists," in which are organized all the Czech teachers
of mathematics and physics of the secondary schools as well as the
universities, and which is one of the first professional Czech
associations to prepare and work out a detailed proposal for a new
Czech secondary school.

In the summer of 1917 the board of the Union selected a com-
mittee for reforming the secondary school which divided itself
into committees for mathematics, descriptive geometry, and physics.
The first two authors of the above-mentioned report and textbooks
Were joined by Dr. B. lIostinsky. professor in Masaryk University
at Mlle: Dr, .T. Kounovsky, profe:sOr in tne Institute of Technology
at Prague; Dr. B. Salomon, profeEsor in Charles University at
Prague; and the writer. At the outset, they decided as a result of
a motion made by Professor Vorovka to discuss the free Czech
school as they conceived it, regardless of existing conditions,
which meant., of course, the school in the future Czechoslovakian
State.

The Proposal of the Union. We still have on the one hand
the classical Gymnasium with Latin and Greek, and on the other
the Rialsritule with modern languages and more thorough instruc-
tion in mathematics and the natural sciences, while the two types
of the Rcalgymnasium, with Latin, modern languages, and descrip-
tive geometry, together with the so-called Decin type Gymnasium,
stand between. The proposal of the Union aims at postponing the
decision about the direction of the studies as far as possible until
the pupil is at a more mature age. It suggests a common four-year
basis on the native language and civics, during which period all pu-
pils would learn the fundamentals of drafting. In the two following,
years Latin in one division would alternate with descriptive
geometry and drawing in the other. The seventh form would split
into two departments: those of Gymnasium and of the Rcalschule,
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while the eighth form would have two divisions: philological-
historical and mathematical-technical.

Curricula for Mathematics and Descriptive Geometry. The
committees worked out detailed curricula for mathematics and
descriptive geometry. For the first form four instead of the cus-
tomary three hours a week of mathematics are suggested; in
geometry is added the remainder of the work on axes and planes.
For forms 2 to 6 the Union offers, with the exception of minor
changes, the earlier curriculum of the Gymnasium up to the work
with four-place logarithmic tables, and compound interest. calcula-
tions, as well as the fundamentals of plane trigonometry. The neces-
sary double level of teaching is intended to be interpreted in 14 uch

way that material taught. in the lower grades may be summarized
and deepened in the higher ones, so that the detailed teaching of the
whole field will not be repeated. In the seventh form of the Gym-
nasium, combinations, the binomial theorem for positive integral
powers, the fundamentals of probability, and insurance mathe-
matics, as well as the additional plane trigonometry, are included.
With these the teaching of mathematics is to end, and from the
present offering analytical geometry is to be dropped. The latter
would, however, figure in the Realschule division, where it. would
be taught up to th' work on the circle. For the eighth form of the
natural science division binomial equations, geometrical representa-
tion of complex numbers, De Moivre's formula, and the fundamen-
tals of infinitesimal calculus are suggested. For the eighth form of
the mathematical-technical division numerical and graphic solutions
of higher equations, analytical geometry of conic sections, and the
completion of planimetry are added. In descriptive geometry the
present material of the Realschule is to be taught up to the seventh
form; in the eighth form of the mathematical-technical'division the
fundamentals of projective geometry and conic sections, and the
theorems of Pascal and Brianchon are to be taught, while the mate-
rial completed in the lower grades is to be deepened with the
alternative use of suitable types of projection, and with the expla-
nations of the methods of representation in constant view.

Aim of the Secondary School. At. the same time the Union
took a decisive negative stand against the attitude of the pro-
fessors of the university technical schools who suggested the shifting
of a part of the theoretical teaching material of their schools,
especially that of mathematics, descriptive geometry, and physics,
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to the secondary school. The Union held the opinion that the aim
of the secondary school is mainly taat of general education and not
that of professional preparation.

I have dealt with these reform proposals in detail, because they
have influenced deeply the development of this question in our
country and will undoubtedly continue to do so.

Work of the Ministry of Education. Soon after the bloodless
revolution of the twenty-eighth of October, 1918, the Union came
out with its proposals. This stimulated further discussion in the
committee of the Ministry of Education, whose chairman is Pro-
fessor Dr. I3ydzovsky. This committee brought forward another
proposal which in certain respects is similta to that of the Union
and which now forms the basis for a study by able specialists and
will doubtless become a foundation for future changes. For the
present the belief has become prevalent that a sudden change would
not be beneficial to the secondary school; a slow development with
a gradual realization of the reforms to be sought is considered much
healthier.

In accordance with this proposal and under the influence of
the proposal of the Union, as early as the year 1919 the number
of periods of religion and classical languages was somewhat limited
in the schedule, the hours of the native language were increased,
and in the first. form of all the secondary schools the teaching of
mathematics was increased from three to four hours a week; in
Rcalschtlen and terrarium nasir it the teaching of descriptive geom-
etry was increased 1) one period a week. and in Rcaloymnaif n the
latter was shifted into the last two or three grades of that. type
of school.

Only in Slovakia, where under the Hungarian rule there were
no Slovak secondary schools whatever and the primary schools
were allowed only as private schools with schedules overtaxed by
the teaching of the Hungarian language at the expense of all the
other subjects, was it. impossible to change the schedule in favor
of the subjects of mathematics and the natural spipnees. These
differences were at last annulled by the decree of the Ministry of
Education of June 7, 1927, by which, with small variations resulting
from local conditions (differ' races in the number of periods of
religion and modern languages), the division of the schedule fur
the individual subjects is equal for all the parts of the Czecho-
slovakian Republic.
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Wee::ly Mathematics Schedule. Even in the schools with
different languages of instruction (Czechoslovakian, German, Hun-
garian. Polish. or Russian), the schedule is practically the s tme.
For the teaellit%g of mathematics the following weekly schedule is
in force at present:

SeIlt)(11 1 I 11 I 111 IV

ri nrielt(7??, 4 3 3 3 3 3 3
Realgym nnsiu m

ffirmed Rt algyttitaa-
siii in

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

4

3 3

3

3

3
abzchule 4 3 4 4 4

IVIII Ttni

2 21

2 21

2 i 25
'7

For descriptive geometry and elementary drafting, the following
schedule is in force:

frirInc.(1 R calgymna-
m.11771

1?, n1A-hule

II III IV VI VII VIII I Tutal

2
2

2

2
3
3

2

3
3

3

2

2

2 4

12

13

Also the Dccin type Uyninasiiiin, i.e.. higher liYa/gyntrwilion
three divisions of its higher studies on top of the identical four-:\
basis with Latin, was rearranged as follows:

Sthoul I II IIT 1V V VI VII VIII T.1111

Mat hematics
Gymna.\-ium 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 21
.1? calgymna.sium . . 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 21Realschule 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 29Descriptive Geometry

and Drafting
Rralgymna$iunt . . . . . . . 2 2 2 8
R ratqchule . . 2 2 2 3 2 3 11

Shortage of Teachers. The activity of the teachers of the
secondary schools of all the departments was being exhausted, in
the first ft.!' ye rs after the formation of the republic, by the in-
creased tasks of actual instruction. A shortage of teachers resulted
from the appointment of many to the newly organized Ministry,
and into the newly established schools in Slovakia and Sub-
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carpathian Ruthenia. As has been said, under the Hungarian
rule there WVIT 110 Mum i:4 in Slovakia and Subearpathian R1101(.111,
(which have together 3,693,148 inhabitants) with Czechoslovakian
or Russian language of instruction, though the great majority of
the population is Czechoslovakian (2,018,550, according to the
census of 1921) and Russian (458,145). Within a few years after
1918, fifty-four Czechoslovakian and sixteen Russian secondary
and normal schools were established there. It is not necessary to
add that this lack of teaching personnel, which is only now being
relieved, affected also the teaching of. mathematical subjects.

v.:PAtbooks Published by the Union, The changes in the
teaching material show best in the changes of the most widely used
textbooks, published by the rnion. The first edition is described
in detail in the report of 1912. In an arithmetic by Cervenka, the
examples were adjusted to the new conditions, the present unit of
currency (the Czechoslovakian crown) being taken everywhere into
consideration, and sometimes even the prices in the examples were
changed according to current. prices. It is certainly to be recom-
mended that similar changes he made in all the examples in the next
editions. The parts on political economy were simplified. Although
in the first edition they were very good, they sometimes overtaxed
the interest and comprehension of eleven- and twelve-year-old
children. On the other hand, there was included ratio and propor-
tion, as prescribed by the changed curricula, and also devices for
convenient and quick calculation (addition, multiplication, and
squares). There is, also, an instructive chapter on the differences
between our symbols and those used in foreign, especially Anglo-
Saxon, countries. The geometry by Valouch remained almost
untouched.

The arithmetic by Bydzovsky, however, underwent a much
greater change. It was criticized for having overstressed graphic
delineation. In the last edition some parts of the graphic delineation
were omitted, for example, a very instructive explanation based on
a graph when in an equation of the second degree one root becomes
infinitely large; also, the graphic drawings, which in the first edition
permeated the whole textbook from the very beginning of the first
form, were omitted in about the first quarter of the book, and
ilunbined into a special chapter falling between the materials for
the fourth and fifth forms. These changes will not be generally
pleasing to the friends of graphic representation in our instruction.
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Dr. Cervenka's Lecture at Prague. As to the teaching of
mathematics and descriptive geometry in the Czech schools of the
Czechoslovakian llepublie, and especially those in its largest sec-
tion, Bohemia, the lecture of Land lnspeet or Lad. Cervenka at
Prague is instructive. The lecture was delivered on April 4, 1925,
itt the conferenve of Prague professors of mathematics hilt descrip-
tive geometry. We yawed go into the details which set up for the
teaching of our suliji-ets well worked-out modern aims, frequently
dealing with detailed problems. We shall mention only a few of
the leading ideas.

Dr. Cervenka, the chief of the teaching of mathematics in the
secondary schools of Bohemia, considers the aim in teaching mathe-
matics to be the acquiring of positive knowledge, as well as general
formal education. Ile stresses the development not only of the
intellect, but also of the educational elements in the ethical sense,
in the development of the emotions and will. Because in our subject
inure than in others the pupil's achievement depends on his having
mastered the material, the didactic responsibility of the teachers
of matheniatie.: is so tota the greater. Consequently. Dr. Cer-
venka demands from the teacher, to whom a considerable freedom
in methods is left, a thorough didactic and methodical preparation,
not only on the whole year's material, but also on each teaching
period, during which there is, of course, also necessary an emphasis
upon the detailed situations in the classroom. lie, therefore, calls
for a thorough university preparation in the special didactics of
mathematieal subjects on the part of future professors of the
secondary schools and, emphasizing the present arrangements, he
demands a further possibility of education for the teacher and
insists that lie be not overtaxed by too many hours of instruction.
lie also recommends mutual classroom visits.

Even Dr. ( .erVcilku considers the heuristic 111001m1 hest
the only possible one in the lower grades, with the constant
cooperation of the whole class. However, he warns against its
extremes. lie advises the teacher in the higher grades to introduce
from time to time an uninterrupted model explanation, proof, or
solution. He recommends that the pupils themselves be given oppor-
tunity for such uninterrupted work, perhaps even to a coherent
explanation of the material, prepared on the basis of the references
furnished by the teacher. in all the g 'odes he thinks that the inde-
pendeuce of the pupil should be considered. This, he says, is easily
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ruined by the formal question method. He believes that the pupil's
activity should be encouraged by abundant practical measuring,
weighing, and the like, as well as by the pupil's choice of the
examples, as in the case of subjects for drafting. He stressed also
the importance of making the instruction interesting, especially by
the introduction of historical commentE, and pointed out the educa-
tional value of the biographical element, from the lives of the great
mathematicians. He emphasized the need of sharpening the judg-
ment by oral examples taken from the practical life of the pupil's
environment.

From the details I location only the demand for an exact and
um form terminology, for uniform arrangement of solutions and
proofs, for a certain minimal canon of formulas to he memorized, fur
an abundant. practice of numerical calculation in all the grades to
be subsequently memorized, and for a consideration of the speed
of a work in the various topics in the field of mathe-
matics in connection with which the American tests were called to
attention.

The Activity School. The teachers of the secondary schools
stress lately, also, the methods of the activity school. The reports of
the pedagogical section of the sixth convention of the Czecho-
slovakian natural scientists, physicians, and engineers, in which also
the mathematicians are taking part, deal with this problem, and
we hope that they will give impetus to the further development
of these methods of teaching in our subjects.

Problems of Teaching Mathematics. For a clear discussion of
the problems of teaching mathematics the "Didactic-methodical
Appendix" of the Journal for the Practice of Mathematics and
Physics is also important. It is published by the Union and appears
for the third year in 1927-28 under the editorship of J. Friarich.
le( alschule professor at Prague.

In their individual study of mathematical and physical sciences
outside of school, the pupils of the secondary schools are stimulated
by the Outlook of Mathematics and Natural Science, edited by
Professor Dr. V. Rysavy. An approximate picture of present-day
teaching of mathematical subjects is offered by the statistics of
classification of twenty-nine Prague secondary schools which were
worked out for the convention by Professor J. Muk. The final
results in percentages are given in the table on the following
page:
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The study of future Czech professors of the secondary schools is
better provided for in our state than in old Austria-Hungary. At
Masarvk University in I3rne there WlIS established two chairs
of mathematics; lectures on analytics were given by the well-known
Dr. M. Lerch, and after his death by Professor Dr, E. Cech; lectures
on geometry are given by Professor Dr. L. Seyfert of Charles
University at Prague and the Czech Institute of Technology at
Prague, where the future professors of descriptive geometry spend
two years before their university studies. As a result all are much
better equipped than before. In the Czech Institute of Technology
there are six professors of mathematics, Dr. V. Hruska, Dr. J.
Kloboucek, Dr. F. Itadl, Dr. K. Ilychlik, Dr. J. Svoboda, and Dr.
J. Vojtech, and three associate professors, Dr. K. Dusl, Dr. V.
Hlavaty, Dr. B. Machytka. Three professors, Dr. F. Kaderavek, Dr.
J. Kounovsky, and Dr. V, Hruska, and one associate professor,
Eng. B. Chalupnicek, teach descriptive geometry. Lectures are given
to candidates of the teaching profession on the review of the history
of mathematics by the writer of this article.

In Charles University, under Austrian rule, there were only
three professors of mathematics, Dr. J. Sobotka for geometry, Dr.
V. I aska for applied mathematics, and Dr. K. Peter for analytics.
Now they have been joined by Dr. K. Bydzovsky for geometry,
Dr. M. Koessler for analytics, Dr. E. Schoenbaum for insurance
mathematics; and by four assistant professors, Dr. K. Itychlik for
algebra, Dr. V. Jarnik for analytics, Dr. B. Machytka for geometry,
and the writer.

In addition, Dr. K, Vurovka gives lectures on the philose!,hy of
mathematics. The writer, as assistant professor with the title of
university professor, lectures on the history of mathematics. He
also has a lectureship on didactics and methods of mathematics;
one year he lectures on the general didacties of mathematics, in
another year on special methods of one of tile branches--arithmetic,
geometry, or descriptive geometry. The students themselves report
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on new methods or perform some experiment with the teaching
material of the secondary schools. Dr. Cervenka strongly favors this
arrangement, and with his help and advice, as well as the permission
of the Ministry, the writer organized the classroom visits of the
students and their practice in the didactics of mathematics at three
of the Prague Rt alschulem After each visit the students report and
discuss their experiences. The classroom visits have proved very
successful and they should be continued and developed further.

Except for the M'nistry's approval, the organization has a pri-
vate character, and should be taken care of by the Ministry itself,
after an agreement with the directors in question and individual
well-known professors of the secondary schools. The original
permission of the Ministry should hold for classroom visits in
all the secondary schools of the university town, out of which
certain exceptionally good teachers should be chosen, according
to the suggestion of the land inspector, in order to take ch'.rge
of this difficult and responsible task. Of course, they would have
to be recompensed for their special work. In addition, the possibility
of visiting should be afforded to a larger number of the students
at the same time; the should observe several successive periods
of mathematics and descriptive geometry in the same class, and
after visiting is over the teaching professor himself, ordinarily in
the presence of the university instructor of didactics and methods of
mathematics, should hold a longer discussion with the students
about the performed teaching which they witnessed and on which
they have to hand in a report. Further, it would be necessary to
establish, aside from the two hours a week of the lecturing on
didactics of mathematics, another two hours of seminar work. It
would be advisable to include the didactics and methods of mathe-
matic: and descriptive geometry among the subjects of the state
teachers' examination for the candidates of the professorship of
these subjects. Finally, the university should offer also regular
lectures on elementary mathematics from a higher point of view.

These arrangements could be brought about sooner and more
easily than the materialization of the proposal of the committee on
the reform of the secondary school, in the Ministry of Education,
which suggests an establishment of special model secondary schools,
to which the candidates would be assigned after the completion of
their university studies, and where their "methodical-didactic"
preparation would be centered. This proposal is still under debate.
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BY G. ST. L. CARSON

Introduction. Many of the changes in England since 1910
are due to or are connected with the increasing systematization of
public education. To give a comprehensive account of what has
happened it is necessary, therefore, to state, in outline at least,
those main features of this systematization which have affected
the teaching of mathematics. Up to the present time they have
been almost entirely concerned with the state-aided secondary
schools, that is, schools which receive their pupils at 11 or 12 years
of age and retain them until 16 at lcast;2 but, as will be seen later, a
problem of a different type has arisen and is rapidly becoming an
urgent matter.

We shall discuss these changes in turn, pointing out as many
of the details as possible before giving problems that confront us
at the present time.

I. FIRST MARKED CHANGE

Admission of Pupils. The first marked change in these
secondary schools is in the method of admission of the pupils. The
demand for places having become much greater than the supply,
the schools have been able to impose their own terms for admission,
and these, broadly speaking, have been two in number. The first is
that the pupil on entry shall not exceed a certain age which at first
was often 13 years but is now rapidly tending to become 12 years;
the second, that he must possess some reasonable minimum equip-
ment in English and arithmetic. In consequence, the classes are
more homogeneous as regards both the ages and the minimum
attainments of the pupils, and there is a definite minimum course
of mathematical instruction which can be planned for the school
as a whole, a condition of things by no means common formerly and
not always found even now.

This report has been written with the consent of the Board of Education. by
Mr. G. St. L. Carson, M.A.. MM. Inspector of Schools and Staff Inspector in Mathe-
matics. It should he clearly understood that the opinions expressed are his own,
and that they do not commit the Board in any way.Editor.

I Approximately Grades 7-11 of the schools of the United States.--Edltor.
21
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II. SECOND DEVELOPMENT

Length and Extent of the Course. In considering the length
of this course, and the extent to which it is completed by all pupils,
we come to the second development in secondary schools. It is now
generally recognized that education of this type will inevitably fail
to be effective unless continued for four or five years, and in conse-
quence pupils have tended, in increasing numbers, to stay at school
until they have actually or nearly attained the age of 16 years.
It is true that this stay is not always voluntary in that parents are
often required, when children enter a secondary school, to sign a
corresponding undertaking; but it is finding acceptance as a
cardinal feature of secondary education and the schools are bene-
fiting correspondingly. The type of pupil, formerly very common,
who goes to such a school for a year or two "to finish" is now almost
unknown.

Apart from the abler pupils who stay longer for more advanced
work and who will be considered later in this Report, a secondary
school can, therefore, be regarded as receiving its pupils, under a
minimum qualification, at, the age of 11 or 12 and retaining them
for four or five years. In consequence, classes are much less often
subdivided into groups of which the worst is regarded as practically
hopeless, and teachers have been faced, more than ever before, with
the problem of instructing a whole school, class by class, in a com-
mon mathematical syllabus. The effect on the quality of the
instruction itself has been striking, for the teachers have been led
to attempt many more methods of presentation instead of keeping
to those which were traditional and passing over pupils to whom
these particular methods did not appeal; and to find these new
methods the teachers have used their own ingenuity and have turned
for help and inspiration in striking numbers to meetings of the
Mathematical Association and to courses on the teaching of mathe-
matics. For this a very large amount of credit is due to the teachers
themselves; but to view the matter aright it must be remembered
that what these teachers have in fact done is not so much to initiate
a change as to respondadmirably, as has just been said to a need
brought about by legislative and administrative action.

III. A N 0'11 [ER DEVELOPM ENT

First Examination. Illustrations of this general statement are
of course necessary, but they must be preceded by an account
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another development; namely, the institution of an examination,
called the "First Examination," appropriate to the termination of a
normal secondary school course. All that need be said here is that
certain existing examinations, which were more or less suited to
this purpose, have, by concerted action, been shaped so as better to
suit it and are now taken, not by selected pupils, but by whole
classes. In its general aspects this change is still a matter of con-
troversy; but in regard to mathematics the Examining Bodies, with
the aid of teachers, have devised tests which meet with fairly gen-
eral approval except for the residue of pupils, mostly girls, who are
said to be incapable of learning the subject. This fact is important
because the syllabi and papers supply a statement of what is at
present found to be possible for most of the pupils; and, as will
shortly be seen, in certain respects the contents of these syllabi
provide conclusive evidence of progress.

Normal Minimum Curriculum. Turning now to the normal
minimum curriculum; it includes arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and
in almost all cases trigonometry of a simple numerical kind; and
these are the subjects found in the First Examination syllabi,
trigonometry being sometimes optional and sometimes absent. Arith-
metic now includes logarithms; algebra includes graphs but goes no
further than the traditional quadratics and progressions. Geometry
usually includes Euclid's first six books; and trigonometry includes
only the simplest formulas and identities. This being the present
usual minimum syllabus, there remains to he considered to what
extent teaching and achievement have progressed. The several
branches of the subject wit be considered in turn.

The Arithmetic Syllabus. The only marked change in the
arithmetic syllabus is the introduction of logarithms. usually in the
second or third year of the course, for practically all pupils instead
of a chosen few. In part, this was due to the needs of teachers of
science; but it would probably have happened, sooner or later, in
any case, on account of the desire of the mathematics teachers to
give their pupils more command over problems of varied types.
However that may be, the work is good and has given the pupils
an added source of power, and therefore an increased interest.

Technique of Teaching. In the technique of arithmetic
teaching there is no such marked change: probably none is to be
expected. But there is a markedly more critical attitude among time
teachers themselves, as is well illustrated by t heir treatment of the
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multiplication and division of decimals. For some years the method
known as standardization was powerfully advocated and widely
used in virtue merely of that fact; but there is now a growing
disposition to judge this and other such matters at first hand and
in the light of experiencethat is, the corporate body is finding a
mind of its own.

Achievement in Arithmetic. As to achievement in arithmetic,
the efforts of the teachers have undoubtedly led to increased power
and interest. Problems which would formerly have been considered
hard are now found easy, and this is due to better teaching. But it is
widely felt by teachers themselves, as by others, that standards of
speed and accuracy in simple computations are not what they
should be, and methods for raising these standards are being more
and more considered.

The Algebra Syllabus. In the algebra syllabus, there has been
little change: it has still the traditional content, as has already been
said. It is of interest, however, to observe that the attempt, initiated
some twenty-five years ago for example, to limit the scope of the
formal operations to fractions having single terms for their denom-
inators, has failed, apparently through the tacit opposition of
teachers themselves. Rightly or wrongly, it seems to be felt that
something like the present syllabus is the least that is worth having
at all. Many of the more progressive teachers have not always taken
this view; and, no doubt, some do not now; but on the other hand,
there are now many who have been convinced by experience that
anything less than the present syllabus would provide a tool of
little use.

Technique of Teaching and Achievement. In the technique of
teaching and in the attainment of pupils there seems to have been
little change beyond that which has followed from the efforts
already described of the teachers themselves. In short, apart from
the tacit assertion of the minimum syllabus and the general im-
provement in teaching, algebra appears to have progressed but
little. The truth is probably that it needs an outlet such as
logarithms provided for the work in arithmetic. Compared with
the size of the tool, the pupils have made, as yet, but little use of it.

Geometry. In geometry, on the other hand, there have been
substantial changes, not in ti:e syllabi. but in teaching and attain-
ment. These changes are shown, indirectly but conclusively, by
their results. Thirty years ago large numbers of pupils found this
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subject utterly and completely beyond them; fifteen years ago
the population had lessened much, but was still substantial; now
it is relatively small; that is, there arc comparatively few pupils
who have no mastery of any part of this subject.. To state these
facts is easier than to assign their causes. The now almost universal
treatment of all the congruence and parallel propositions as axio-
matic in a first reading of the subject is one cause, and the
introduction of preliminary courses involving thought in addition
to mere drawing and measurement is another; but it. may well be
that they have counted for little when compared with the improve-
ment in actual teaching. which seems to be greater in geometry than
in the other subjects. The truth is that the teaching of geometry has
received more attention than the teaching of the other branches;
and since there is no lessening of this close study and experiment,
it may be inferred that teachers themselves are not yet content.
A recent publication of the Mathematical Association a has sug-
gested very drastic changes in the treatment. of the subject, in-
cluding a new treatment and use of the congruence and parallel
axioms. Whatever the merits of the suggestions, the interest and
discussion which they have aroused are all to the good.

Signs of the Times. It is somewhat remarkable that, though
the geometrical unrest in this country has now persisted for at least
thirty years, there has been no change in the maximum content of
the standard syllabus and, at any rate until recently, no suggestion
of any change. To obtain a proper treatment of the earlier work
took a long time. it. is true; indeed, there may still he room for
improvement in this respect. But broad and large, the effects of
this change can now be seen; and though they are all to the good.
the teachers show, by their actions and discussions, that they think
there is more to be done. Complaint is often heard. for example,
that ton few boys can attempt easy riders 4 with fair hope of success.
Signs are not wanting that the next general movement may he in
the direction of an enlarged syllabus or range of study, on the
ground that the present content is ton small to give an adequate
background of geometrical experience. The teaching of descriptive
geometry is certainly spreading, if slowly: and the study of one or
two simple curves other than the circle is not now regarded as
utterly impossible, as it would have been fifteen years ago. In

The Tenehing of GeonterYy in Rrh 110 is IIprt tho
Ow I ti td :tnt.s WI. IJII ,ritzinak.- Editor.
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short, teachers may be deciding unconsciously that further study
of the axioms, is, for the present, the flogging of a dead horse; and
that the next. line of experiment must be in a wider study of the
subject.

Numerical Trigonometry. The work in numerical trigo-
nometry has already been sufficiently described. It must be added,
however, that this subject is not regarded as a luxury for the abler
pupils only; on the contrary, it is studied by all or nearly all, and
has in practice been found to be a solvent whereby many boys and
girls have found a first interest in, and power over, their mathe-
matical work. Had the subject been treated on the traditional
abstract line, with the usual crop of identities and equations, the
experiment would undoubtedly have failed, for it would not have
provided that link between number and space which appeals to the
pupils in question.

Reasons for P.-ogress. In the ordinary work of the secondary
school, then, the period under review has been one of quiet study
and substantial progress as regards methods of teaching, and has
been signalized by three outstanding features: the spread of log-
arithms. the spread of trigonometry, and the tacit refusal of
teachers to limit the syllabus in algebra. It might easily be thought,
and no doubt. sometimes is thought, that these three features were
due to ordinances imposed from above, as, for example, by Ex-
amining Bodies. Nothing could he further from the truth. As a
matter of sheer history the fact is that logarithms and trigonometry
found their way into many schools before they appeared in exam-
ination syllabi, and only appeared in these syllabi at all because
schools told the Examining 13odies that they were doing the
work and wished it to be represented in the Examinations; and
had these schools desired a reduction of the algebra syllabi':
there is no reason to think that they would have been less enter-
prising in this respect. It may fairly be concluded, therefore, that
during this period the teachers of mathematics have taken the first
steps towards becoming a corporate body with a mind of its own, a
change of even more importance than the particular events which
signalize it, and largely due, no doubt, to the efforts of the Mathe-
matical Association and its branches.

The Calculus. As to the future, the continued unrest as re-
gards geometry has already been mentioned, but the phenomenon
of most immediate significance concerns the calculus. This subject
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now stands where simple trigonometry stood fifteen years ago. It is
"in the air" for quite ordinary boys, and a small but increasing
number of schools are actually attempting it with success, quite
independently of any examination requirements, the work including
differentiation and integration for rational algebraic expressions
(or polynomials' at least. That history will repeat itself can hardly
he doubted: the end must surely be--years hence, perhapsthat in
some simple form these subjects will find a place in the First
Examinations for all ordinary pupils. In a very limited sense this
has indeed' already happened. In most of these Examinations there
is a subject (taken by very few candidates) called "Additional
Mathematics," which by tradition consisted of further algebra,
abstract trigonometry, and perhaps a little analytical geometry;
by the act of the schools themselves, simple calculus now appears
in substitution for, or as an alternative to, the bulk of this syllabus.

It is in calculus, if at all, that the formal algebra now taught
will find its proper aim. as the few schools which now attempt the
subject with ordinary boys have already found. In fact, it already
seems likely that calculus will fuse with algebra in secondary
schools. as it has in modern analysis; at least, that is what experi-
ence in this country (small, of course, as yet) suggests as the
outcome.

IV. DEVELOPMENT of ADVANCED WORK

Second Examination. Returning now to the secondary schools
themselves, one more development must be mentioned. In 1917, the
Board of Education initiated a systematic encour:u of
advanced work for more able pupils who remained at school for at
least two years after the Fil-t Examination or Matriculation stage.
Many schools had for a long time attempted such work. the pupils
usually proceeding to a university; but for rcasons usually financial
in nature. In:my others could not do so. though equally willing and
able for it. The -neouragement has been effective: in mathematics
as in most other subjects there is now a largely increased amount
of this higher work. Normally two or three main subjects are taken,
mathematics living. continued most often, of course, with physics
or chemistry or both; and a corresponding Examination called the
"Second Examination" has hen set up.

In mathematics. the conditions :'s regards the syllabus are still
somewhat confused. as is perhaps only nat'zral considering the short.
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lapse of time since higher work on this larger scale began. Schools
had to begin by doing what they could, and often therefore took
pure mathematics but no mechanics, a separation probably due to
the fact that many English universities regard pure and applied
mathematics as two subjects and allow the former to be taken
without the latter. 'Where the Second Examination conditions allow
itthere are eight independent Examining Bodies, each having its
own regulationsthis condition has tended to persist, despite a pos-
sibility of taking in combination, as one subject, lesser amounts of
pure and of applied mathematics respectively. Such a combination
would be easier if mechanics were a part of the normal minimum
course in mathematics, but that is as yet, rare; and so far as can
now be judged the calculus is likely to precede it. The syllabi for
higher work are therefore likely to develop independently as teach-
ing at this level matures.

To describe the syllabi of this higher work is perhaps unneces-
sary. They represent, more or less, what able pupils can achieve in
two years when reading mathematics as one of two or three prin-
cipal subjects to which they devote the bulk of their time and
include, of course, substantial amounts of all the main branches
of mathematics. For this Report, the one fact of leading importance
is that there is now a large number of pupils reading in this way
and undoubtedly with profit; it is yet too soon to see the full result.

V. LAST DEVELOPMENT OF IMPORTANCE

More Intensive Work for Gifted Students. One more de-
velopment, small in size but important in nature, remains to be
noticed. Pupils of outstanding mathematical abilitycomparatively
rare, of courseare not well suited by a course in which mathe-
matics is treated as one of two or three subjects; they need and
deserve a more intensive training. This has come to be recognized,
and provision has been made to meet the need. There is no fear,
therefore, that this outstanding ability will be overlooked in the
organization of higher education which has just been described;
and the existence of the safeguard is on2 more evidence of activity
of mathematics teachers.

VI. SUMMARY

Progress Has Been General. It remains to be said that the
limitation of this report, so far as concerns secondary education,
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to the conditions in the state-aided schools must not be taken as
suggesting that in other secondary schools, which include of course
the public schools, there has been no corresponding progress. The
exact opposite is the rase; but the progress has been alike in the
two cases and has been more easily described in the way chosen,
since, as was said at the outset, it. has been so largely conditioned
and even prompted by the public organization of education as a
whole.

Central Schools. Until recent years, at the school stage little
mathematics has been taught in this country outside the secondary
schools, the term secondary connoting any school which normally
keeps its pupils until they are 16 years of age at least. There have
been, however, a number of boys and girls in the public elementary
schoolswhich are state-supported and have no feewho were
unable or unwilling to proceed to a secondary school but had, by
law, to remain at school until 14 years of age at least. More or less
formally according to their number, many of them have received
instruction in subjects such as French, mathematics, and science;
in some of the larger areas they have been gathered into "Central
Schools" for a course of three or four years ending at 15 years of
age.

There has thus emerged a new problem, that of providing from
11 years of age for boys and girls who are not lacking in kaowledge
and capacity but who do not proceed to a secondary school, perhaps
because i.bey fail to gain admission, perhaps because their parents
are iaor-illing that they should stay at school until over 16 years
of age to ree;ive an education thought not to lead directly to good
employment. IL must not be thought- that these children are neces-
sarily less able tha:i those who enter secondary schools; no doubt.
many of them are, on the other hand, in large towns the parents
of really able children not infrequently make this choice.

Modern Schools. It is proposed to make provision for these
cases by a new type of school for which the term "Modern School"
has been suggested. Those in charge of these schools will be faced
with the need of evolving a new curriculum, and here, for teachers
of mathematics, is a new and pressing problem. What can and
should be taught to children in a course of three or four years end-
ing at 15 years of age and followed by employment?

Not unnaturally, many or most of those who have already faced
this problem, for example in the Central Schools, have resorted to
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Obviously, the problem is not easy of solution, if only because
a fairly complete break with tradition is necessary. The present
generation of teavhers in , indeod, fail to find (Well the hegill161114
of a proper solution, owing to the handicap of their traditions; but
they are certainly conscious of the need, and the discussions and
trials of the next few years are likely to make an interesting con-
tribution to the history of mathematical education.
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BY MONSIEUR A. CHATEI.ET

Recteur de l'Acndomie des Sciences, Line

Organization of Education in France. As is well known, edu-
cation in France is organized almost entirely on the lines of the
official prog:am of studies; on the one hand, public or state educa-
tion absorb:. the large majority of children and young people; on
the other, the independent educational organizations are obliged
to adapt themselves to the official curriculum in spirit, if not to
the official time-tables, in order to prepare their pupils for examina-
tions and competitions which are the same for all candidates of
whatever origin and which are passed before state examination
boards.

Therefore an indication of the changes in the curriculum, with
the addition, if necessary, of certain tendencies expressed in periodi
cals or recent books, should, in my opinion, suffice to constitute a
short survey of the evolution in the teaching of mathematics in
France during the last eighteen years. I shay. begin by recalling
briefly the main branches of education in our country.

Infant Schools. Instruction for children of from 2 to 6 years
is given in infant classes, or in "kindergartens," either public and
free, or annexed to the secondary schools for girls (and, but more
rarely, for boys), or private and paying.

Elementary Education. For children from 6 to 11 years of
age, elementary education is divided into a preparatory course (one
year), an elementary course (two years), and an intermediate
course (two years). It is compulsory, and is free in the "public
schools," of which there is at least one in each commune. For those
children not intending to continue their studies, these courses are
completed by two years of higher courses preparing for the Cer-
tificate of Elementary Studies (Certificat d'Etuck's Priniaires) the
examination for which takes place in every district (canton).

Intermediate Education. For young boys and girls intermediate
educatiou comprises three main branches:

32
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1. Technical education, from 11 to 15 years of age, com-
prising one year of higher studies and three years of instruction in
manual and intellectual subjects. This is giver. in Schools of Prac-
tical Commerce and Industry (Ecoles pratiques de Commerce et
d'industrie), and also in a certain number of Trade Schools (Ecoles
de Métiers) and National Technical Colleges (Ecoles rationales
Prof cseionnelles). Such schools prepare for a certificate in practical
commercial or industrial studies.

2. Higher elementary education (Enseignement Primaire Supe-
rieur) also comprises one year of higher studies and three years of
general studies to which are added, whenever possible a few hours
of manual work per week. This instruction is given n the Higher
Primary Schools, or in the Cours compiernentaires, 4 prepares
for a Certificate of Higher Elementary Studies (Brev seigne-
ment Primaire Superieur), with several optional subject agricul-
ture, industry, housekeeping, and the like, the ''Brevet Simple";
the examinations take place in each county (department).

3. Secondary school course of seven years (from the sixth to the
first form, plus one class in philosophy or mathematics) in colleges
and lycees, preparing for the Baccalaureat, an exnminat'm which
is passed in two successive years before entering the University.

Other Phases of Intermediate Education. Courses also exist
for young boys and girls who are occupied during the day and who
cannot attend the schools mentioned above. These are "Adult
Courses" and "Trade Classes." The Adult Courses have no deter-
mined curricula and provide a continuation of the general instruc-
tion in the elementary school. The Trade Classes, which the author-
ities are trying to make compulsory, have much the same object in
view as that of the Adult Courses, but they aim more distinctly
at practical and technical preparation for a given profession.

Courses for Completing Intermediate Education. Certain
courses of instruction with a view to completing the intermediate
education are offered as follows:

1. Technical Instruction is continued in the Schools of Arts and
Crafts (Ecoles d'Arts et Métiers, sc ;en national schools and similar
independent establishments) . Admission is by a difficult competitive
examination; the instruction is partly theoretical, partly manual;
and after three years' attendance, the students graduate as engineers.

2. Higher Elementary Instruction is continued in the Training
Colleges (Ecoles Normales Primaires, one to each county); admis-
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sion is by competition and the object is to train teachers in three
years of general studies and practical pedagogy.

3. Higher Elementary Instruction and Technical Instruction are
continued in various special schools of commerce, electricity, etc.,
both public and private.

4. Secondary Education is completed by two courses of prepara-
tion for the Grandes Ecoles or by pre-university studies: the
Premire Supericure for arts and Mathematiques Speciales for
sciences. Similar instruction is also given in the Faculties of Sciences
in preparation for the certificates of P.C.N. (physics, chemistry,
natural history), M.P.C. (mathematics, physics, and chemistry),
zual general inzaheinatics.

Higher Education. (University Instruction.) This is given
principally in the Faculties of Arts and Science preparing for the
various licenses and doctorates, and also for the competitions for
secondary school teachers (certificats d'aptitude, agregations). It
exists also in certain Grandes Ecoles, such as the Ecole Normale
Superieure, Ecole Polytechnique, Ecole des Mines, Ecole des Ponts,
Ecole Centr0e, and so on.

The Place of Mathematics in Each Division. In this rapid
summary I have made no distinction between boys and girls; the
curricula and competitive examinations, although still differing on
some points, tend to become identical. In going over these main
divisions, my object will be to show the place given to mathematics
and to explain their development.

Infant Schools. There is, strictly speaking, no official curricu-
lum for these schools, but numerous tendencies are noticeable in the
curriculum of the certificate for teachers in infant classes (attached
to Girls' Secondary Schools) in the teachers' congresses, and also in
pedagogical magazines.

The first teachiDg of, or more exactly, the first instruction in
mathematics, comprises, above all, a concrete conception of numbers
obtained by comparing different groups of objects. The child acquires
a notion of addition and multiplication also by experimental study
of the various partitions (or divisions into sums) of simple num-
bers. Certain definitions, forms, and even geometric principles are
learned by sense training and suitable apparatus. I wish to note
particularly M. Terquem's very ingenious apparatus; it consists of
pieces of cardboard of several colors, of very simple figures, equi-
lateral triangles, rhombuses, regular hexagons, squares, and half-
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2. The possibility of a brief theoretical teaching of the rules
of multiplication and division.

3 and 4. The study of decimal fractions along with that of
ordinary fractions based on simultaneous or previous knowledge of
the metric system.

5. The solution of problems (typical problems, analytic meth-
ods, trials, use of letters, etc.).

6. Curriculum for geometry in the higher forms.
Technical Education. The programs have not been modified

since 1909 and may be compared, in letter and spirit, to those of
the higher elementary education of which I shall speak later. Never-
theless, there is a growing tendency, in all quarters, towards tech-
nical instruction with a view to a trade and by means of that trade
(La pedagogic de l'Enseignement Technique, L. Eyrolles, ed., 1927).
Besides these programs there are the Instructions for 1909: "The
object of algebraic calculus is to enable the student to understand
and apply the formulas he will meet with in courses in mechanics,
technology, and electricity, and, later, in the forinularies." In so
far as I can judge from the books in use, aiid certain classes and
results that 1 have seen, there is still room for improvement in
the closer linking up of theory and current practice, in order not
to separate descriptive geometry from the drawings of machines,
geometry from the workshop problems, algebra from commercial
questions, mechanics from physics, or even from everyday expe-
rience. But this effort is not beyond the capacity of the great
majority of teachers.

Higher Elementary Education. This branch was originally
merely a continuation of elementary education and therefore com-
prised only arithmetic, or what was called theoretical arithmetic,
divisibility, prime numbers, and the theory of the working of opera-
tions. The exercises consisted of problems of the first algebraic
degree, to be solved arithmetically; that is, without the use of
letters, as I have indicated above for the higher courses. As early
as 1909 (Decret and Arrete of July 26) the curriculum comprised
algebra (systems of equations of the first degree, numeral equa-
tions of the second degree) and the study of plane and solid
geometry limited to the essential definitions, to angular and metric
relations, and to a few demonstrations of the formulas for areas and
volumes. But arithmetic maintained, of course, part of its former
importance and the instructions indicated that: "problems in arith-
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metie, the educative influence of which is not unimportant, shall
occupy the chief place in the Higher Elementary Schools." This
first indieation %vas, :is a matter of fact, corrected by a second one
(which has nut been unfailingly observed) that: "questions of a
purely speculative order must be done away with, and that there
must be substituted for certain 'absurd' problems on mixtures and
alligation, exercises on the rations necessary for the feeding of
cattle," and so on. The exercise of mental arithmetic was also
devised as -excellent training towards suppleness and quickness of
mind in dealing with mathematical questions." (I highly approve
of mental arithmetic, but fur other reasons.)

Release from Arithmetic Tradition. In 1920 another effort
was made to release the curriculum from arithmetic tradition. It
was clearly specified, as in elementary education, that the study
of decimal numbers, based upon the use of the metric system, should
precede that of general fractions. A handbook, the author of which,
M. Millet, formerly a teacher in the higher elementary schools is
now aurCilc teacher in a lycee, furnishes a characteristic example
of this method (Hachette, 1923). The method of ahbreNiated and
symbolical notation is advised in the working out of questions, and
the following is added to the Instructions of 1920, which are still
in force: "Train the beginning the student shall be e:.couraged to
use the letter notation and be initiated to simple numerical algebra;
the utility of this will have its influence on the study of questions
which up until now have been worked out by arithmetic." (I may
be permitted to express some doubt as to this subtle distinction
between reasoning by algebra and by arithmetic.) Above all, the
use of graphs is advised, and the third year there is introduceu

tentatively the study of functions x' and 1
x- . It is possible that

such studies, carried out in a sufficiently concrete and intuitive way,
might precede, or at least elucidate the study of square root, equa-
tions of the second degree, and inversely proportional quantities.

Geometry Curriculum. The geometry curriculum has remained
practically unchanged; it should not be separated from observation
and practice, or from drawing and manual work. Unfortunately, no
indications are given regarding exercises; the necessity of preparing
their pupils for examinations has kept the teachers to the "specula-
tive.' problems, and has perhaps prevented the strict application of
the Instructions.
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lcondary Education. The programs for 1900, even with the
modifications fur 1905 and 1909, had drawn a marked distinction
betven the "litcrat int, classes" (6111 to 3rd A; 1st and 2nd A
and B) and the "science classes" (0th to 3rd B; 1st and 2nd
U and ll). The program for 1925 is characterized, among other
things, by a program of mathematics and sciences common to all
candidates for the first part of the bacculaun'at, The official instruc-
tions take into account the difficulties of this organization: "Stu-
dents of frequently varying standards will be for a period of six
years under the same instruction, For the teaching to be as fruitful
as is hoped, it is indispensable that the classes remain as homo-
geneous as possible. Such a condition is only possible if the great
majority of students are interested; therefore, the teaching must
be understandable to that majority. simplicity and clearness are
necessary." This amalgam has found ardent opponents as well
as ardent partisans; it was apparently proposed by those whose
competence rested on uo scientific foundation. However that may
be, the results of the experience will riot clearly appear for several
years to come, and it will be until July, 1929, that the candi-
dates to the various baccalaunTals (first part) will come up for a
common scientific test.

As to pedagogical details, the Instructions emphasize the neces-
sity for work in common in the classroom, of an association between
pupils and teacher for the working out (or, to use an accepted term,
the "rediscovery") of problems; they also emphasize the necessity
for obtaining an "understanding" of mathematics, and of shorten-
ing as much as possible the period of blind submission tt, imposed
rules, thus facilitating an "awakening of the critical sense."

This would seem to be in opposition to the doctrine of technical
and higher elementary education. The opposition is perhaps greater
in theory than in reality. The teachers of various grades are now
pia,sing in increasing numbers through the universities; the licence
mathematique t (certificate of differential and integral calculus,
rational mechanics, general physics) is the degree which is most
generally sought. While striving to adapt themselves, all the more

I vat.11.r, in i/ens and crineural are either ugreges
it'll. art. ,rhnlas who latvr pit ::.m..1 it t, Cj didicult 1.xaininatinn
10,..n a, th. /writ, le.1 th, ii,ence SA hi.11 corn-

t., tio d.4,.. Nia:-.1r of Art,. '111. ayrryaticin is Inure
than that fur tigrp ui Ii(t.ir ut Philu,nphy in the United States.- -

Editor.
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successfully for their being more learned, to the special objects
their pupils have in view, the teachers maintain and communicate
to their classes the clear logical spirit, the desire for proof, and
even that slight skepticism which is typical of French mathemati-
cians. In all grades of teaching, demonstration is the rule; hard and
fast truths, unexplained formulas are nearly always forbidden;
exceptions are studied with as much interest as general cases.

The Class of Mathematics, which is parallel to the Class of
Philosophy, and brings secondary studies to an end, is still on the
lines of the old curriculum, although trigonometry and descriptive
geometry. have been added, having been eliminated from the pre-
ceding class; dynamics alone has been done away with.

Supplementary Education. There is a tendency to raise the
level of mathematical studies in thn entrance examinations and in
the curricula of the schools of arts aid crafts. In the training col-
leges (Ecoles Norma les Primaires) , the Amite of 1920 demands
above all the development of mathematical knowledge acquired in
the higher elementary schools. Its interpretation varies greatly in
different districts, however, especi,:ily for the third year, in which
surveying, cosmography, and descriptive geometry are not officially
recognized.

In the Class of Special Mathematics and in the certificates of
general mathematics of the various universities, analysis (deriva-
tives, integrals, series, differential equati-,as, equations in real vari-
ables) has been developed at the expense of pure algebra (theory
of equations) and especially of analytic geometry and modern
geometry. Vectorial calculus has been introduced tentatively into
the official curriculum, but certain recent books and a general tend-
ency of thought will doubtless bring about their more comtaon use.

University Education. Candidates for the Licence are always
at liberty to pi 'pare for the separate Certificats &Etudes SuiW-
ricures of differential and integral calculus, the curriculum including
the theory of analytic functions and differential equations; of
rational mechanici, kinetics and dynamics of solids and systems of
solids; and of general physics. To these the students may add, if
they wish, special certificates in advaneed analysis. advanced geom-
etry, applied mechanics, astronomy, mathematical astronomy-
onecanique celeste), and on, the currieultna and teaching of
which vary with the different professors and lecturers.

I can see no huportant modification here, any more than in the
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doctorate, which remains a dewee of a high order given for per-
sonal work of value.

I have already pointed out that the preparation of teachers of
mathematics in practical schools, higher elementary schools, and
in colleges (secondary schools in small towns) tends to become
uniform through the Licence, which is, be it said, more strictly
regulated than in the past, specified certificates being required. But
there are still special teachers' certificates for teaching in the prac-
tical schools on the one hand, and La the higher elementary schools
on the other. Lastly, the supply of lyeee teachers (though their
teaching is die some as that of teachers in colleges) is assured
amongst licencies by the difficult competitive examination of the
agregation, where the percentage of "passes" is only 25 per cent.
In this connection the increasingly higher level of the agregation
for women is noteworthy; this now consists of three papersin
elementary mathematics, in algebra and analysis, and in geometry
and mechanics. Nevertheless, it is hardly possible as yet to foresee
the complete assimilation of this examination with that for men.
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BY DR. W. LIETZMANN

Gottingen,

I. GENERAL SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

Important Changes. A knowledge of the changes in the struc-
ture of the German school system since the time of the IAIUK
report is a necessary prerequisite to an understanding of the present
condition of the teaching of mathematics. Discussions regarding
the school curriculum which had begun before the close of the
World War and which led to stormy controversies during the Revo-
lution, reached a more peaceful stage after a Reichsschulkonferenz
in 1920. At this educational parliament, with its more than six
hundred members, certain fundamental principles were agreed upon.
The discussions centered about the questions of the training of
teachers, the organization of the schools, and the method of instruc-
tion called the Arbeitsunterrichts.2 The national government took
the initiative in legislation by founding a four-year Grundschule
which was to be compulsory for all children, but the further regu-
lation of education was soon surrendered to the states. We shall
have time to describe only the situation in the greatest of the states,
i.e., in Prussia, and to note a few variations from it.

General Structure. The following diagram indicates the general
structure of the Prussian school system:

7 8 9

Grundxchuly
* * *

Chronological Age
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

V 1k:sr/Jule,
* * 4 *

\ :l ufbaitsrhule
* * * *

itteIschule

18

*

*

19

Final examina-
tion, university
or technical
school

* * * * * * *

\ Ho/zero Sciode ((,rundstiindiq)
* * * * * *

I The Internationale Mathrmatischr Untcyrichtm.KommiR8i01 , known net the
DIVE'. Is the German name for the International rum mieftion on the Totrhing of
Methrmattes whose work terminated in 1922 with the publication of Its last report
under Professor Fehr of Genera. Editor.

2The Arbcitsunterrichts Is explained and discussed on page 41.---Editor.
41
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The Grundschule, All children are required to attend the
Grundschule, which has a four-year course. Following this, the
pupils may enter a four-year Volksschule, which is intimately con-
nected with the Grundschule in its admir.istration, or they,may
attend a six-year Mittelschule, or lastly, they may go to a
grund4undige Ilohire Schuh), which has a nine-year course. The
Mittelschule prepares for all sorts of vocations; it requires one for-
eign language, offers nearly as much mathematics as the first six
classes of the Ilohcrc Schule, and sometimes allows the better pupils
the opportunity of transfer to them. The higher schools prepare for
the examination which is required for entrance to the universities,
the technical schools and the other advanced institutions. Counting
from the beginning of the Grundschule, this course is thirteen years
long.

The Aufbauschule. Gifted students in the Volksschule may be
able to reach this same goal in a six-year course in the so-called
Aufbauschule taken after _heir seventh school year.

The Mittelschule. The Mittelschule is found only in Prussia
and in a few cities in north Germany, and A ufbauschulrn have
not yet. been established in certain of the south German states. as
for example, in Bavaria.

Types Before the War. Before the War, there were three types
of secondary schools in Germany: 1 Gymnasien, with Latin.
Greek, and on, modern foreign language. t2) Rea/gymnasicn, with
Latin and two modern foreign languages. (3) Oberrea/schien, with
two modern foreign languages.

Variants of these were found in the Reformgymnasium, and
Ref ormrealgymnasium, in which that purpose was the same as that
of the Gymnasium and the Realgymnasium but in which Latin was
replaced by a modern foreign language as the first foreign tongue
to be studied. Shortly after the War, a fourth type of school was
organized in Prussia and in a few other states. This was the German
Oberschule. It resembled the Oberrealschule, but differed from it
in subordinating the second foreign language to German and history
rather than to mathematics and science. The six-year Aufbauschule
corresponds to the German Oberschule but not to the Gymnasium
and the Realgymnasiunt. Coeducation d',-,es not exist in Germany.
With some slight variants. seeondwy schools for girls follow the
same form types as those for boys, but girls' schools corresponding
to the Gymnasien are rare.
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Training of Secondary Teachers. The training of teachers for
the secondary schools continues as before: an examination (Reife-
priifung), at least four years' study at a university (for the
mathematician this may be at a technical school), a state examina-
tion, one or two years of practical, general pedagogy and methods
of teaching in a normal school (Seminar) usually attached to a
secondary school. and lastly an examination in pedagogy. The
preparation is adjusted according to supply and demand. In former
times, teachers of the Volksschule and Allittelchulr completed the
Volksschule and then attended a normal school for six years. These
normal schools have now been given up in Prussia and in a few
other states, but they are still to be found in Bavaria. Prospective
teachers of the Volksschule are now required to pass the /?eife-
priifung and to take two years of training in a Piidagogigrhen
Akadrmie, of which Prussia has four: or in instituter?, as in Saxony;
or in the university itself, as in Thuringia and in Hesse.

II. THE CURRICULUM IN MATHEMATICS

Unified Sketch Impossible. since the determination of the
curricula is the business of the individual states. it is impossible
to give any unified sketch of the work in mathematics. The variety
is too great, particularly if one considers the minor differences in
schools of the same type. An additional difficulty lies in the fact
that instead of having a detailed plan of study which shall he
obligatory in all schools, Prussia has recently adopted the scheme
of issuing a standard leirhtlinien upon which the individual insti-
tutions are to base their own plan of work. The differences in the
work in mathematics between schools, however, are not so large -Is
to prevent the discussion of certain general objectives. For example,
the time devoted to the subject varies from three to six hours a
week, these hours being of 45 minutes each. the total number in a
week ranging from 30 to 36.

Contents. The p.sqpnse of the work in mathematics in the
Grundschule is the verbal and written mastery of the four funda-
mental operations 1.i t h whole numbers.

In the Vo/kssehuic, fractions are studied together with their
applications to practical problems 'lased on the mathematics of
the home, the factory, and the state (for example. the Hide of Three
and percentage). Ult. most important concepts of both plane and
solid geometry are studied and those useful in daily life and in the
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rinlplest industries are represented clearly and an opportunity is
given for measuring areas and volumes, and for drawing grcund
plans and elevations.

The Mitte ischule generally otters the s:tine work in mathe-
matics as that given in the first six classes of the higher schools.
The higher schools are divided on the 3-3-3 plan: the 1 'nt, rst uf c,
the 31 it telstuf e , and the Oberxtufe. In the first of these divisions,
the work in arithmetic is planned to show the uses of the funda-
mental operations with whole numbers and fractions as they occur
in civil and in mercantile affairs. In the Mitt( l tuft, the operations
of raising to powers, finding roots, and finding logarithms are
developed in connection with numerical work in the study of equa-
tions of the first and second degree, where at the present time, the
ideas of functional dependence and graphic representation play
leading rules. In the last three years of the course, the number con-
cept is extended to include complex numbers and sometimes also
he Moivre's Theorem, a the study of arithmetic and geometric
progressions is taken up connection with the reckoning of inter-
est. annuities, and sometimes also with insurance. Combinations
and probability are given much less attention than was formerly
the case, The idea of functional dependenci. is strongly emphasized
and it is studied by the methods of the calculus. In the Realschule,3
the differential calculus (rational integral functions and trigono-
metric functions) is introduced in the third year from the last.
because of its value in the study of mechanics, Somethnes the
integral calculus is taught at this time also. The study of equations
consists entirely of the investigation of the zero value of integral
functions, and solutions by Cardan's Method are being replaced to
an increasing extent by methods of approximation stud( as the Rule
of False and Newton's Method. This is followed by the discussion
of rational integral, rational fractional, and algebraic functions,
and the most important transcendental functions (trigonometric.,
cyclometrie, exponential, and logarithmic In the integral calculus,
attention is concentrated on the simplest hutgration, although in
the Oberreakehule in southern Germany this work is carried con-
siderably farther. In the leralschulc, the simplest power series are
studied as being the most useful method for the numerical mastery
of algebraic and transcendental functions.

The elements of plane and solid getunetry and of plane trigo-
Th muderu gehtml ti.. dist itigtib.11 d toms th tq.
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nometry have already been studied in the Mittelstufe. In the
Oberstufe, spherical trigonometry is introduced together with its
simplest applications to geodesy and astronomy. Plane analytic
geometry is studied also, but solid analytic geometry is seldom
offered. In the Obcrrealschuie the synthetic geometry of conic sec-
tions includes the methods of Apollonius Iproperies of the locu,.
Dandelion spheres) and Desargites (methods of perspective, Pas-
cal's Theorem), From the Mittelstufe on, map-making and the
representation of solids both in orthogonal projeetion and in central
perspective form a part. of the instruction in geometry.

HI. GENERAL COMMENT ON :METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

Various Plans. The plans of study in the German schools have
always laid great stress on the making of "methodical notes" and
the Prussian Richtlinien of 1925 considers these as being of prime
importance. The present slogan is Arbrit.ointerrieht. This term is
differently interpreted. The essence of the matter is that the pupil
shall make the subject matter his own by his own independent
work. Thus, the idea includes intellectual creativeness. Some w.ould
add spontaneity also. In accordance with these ideas, the teacher
is forbidden to use a dogmatic exposition of his subject., and the
question and answer method is being thrust into the background
since it depends on strongly suggestive guidance on the part of
the teacher. The more common form of instruction is an interchang,e
of discussion between pupils and teacher. Fanatics urge discussion
on the part of the pupils with the teacher almost entirely excluded.
Teachers of mathematics are in violent disagreement in the argu-
ments for and against this Arbeitsunterrieht. They are expected to
conform to it, but there are marked differences in its applications.

Problem Solving. The requirement that the pupil be intellec-
tually independent results in a considerably increased emphasis 01,
problem solving in mathematics. In former times, the collections
of problems were limited to traditional materials such as numerical
equations and problems involving equations. In geometry, they
were constructions. Now emphasis is laid on examples which develop
the subject matter and which teach its applications. Great progress
is to be noted in the variety of examples. It is of course necessary
that such a method should pay the greatest attention to the mental
development of the pupils. Consequently, the student progresses
from visual work and the wore or less empirical handling of mate-
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rial as in drawings and models to methods that are prei3minently
logical and deductive. In short, the material must be as real as
possible in its applications; it must. not use artificial settings for
its problems but must take them from the usual surroundings of
students of the age concerned.

Correlation. An important and constantly reiterated purpose
of the Richttinion is connected with concentration. The strain of a
variety of studies pulling the student in many directions must. be
lessened by correlations between these subjects whenever possible.
Not only shall mathematical problems borrow their material from
physics, from geodesy, and the like, but a connection must also be
made between such different subjects as mathematics and languages.
In the GymPingium, excerpts from Euclid and Archimedes, for ex-
Ample. are to he used as sources; in the Helfmninasium Descartes is
a possibility. Instruction in the mother tongue should give attention
to mathematical works, and in return classes in mathematics must
pay due heed to expression in German.

Cultural Values. The Richt !inlen lays particular emphasis on
the stressing of cultural values. in the case of mathematics, this
implies greater attention to historical development and also a con-
sideration of the relation of mathematics to philosophy. Not- only
can logic and the general philwophic studies he utilized to this end.
but also psychology and. in the investigation of the fundamentals
of mathematics, the theory of knowledge. The strong emphasis laid
on the history of mathematics is a tendency in the same direction.
Here, the mere citation of names and dates is not sufficient, but
the history of a problem is investigated and traced to its source
wherever possible.

Elective Courses. The question may he raised as to how the
limited hours of study can permit the attainment of such wide-
spread aims. The general intention of this report is that a limited
number of problems he considered in great. detail. enough topics
being omitted to make this possible. Such a procedure would be
difficult in mathematics where one must lay a foundation for all
the work which is to follow. Another solution has been offered,
however. Several decades ago, a movement began which permitted
the students in the upper classes to choose between several alter-
natives in their studies. This method as it is used in Lubeck makes
only about two-thirds of the weekly laairs compulsory for all
students, the rest of the time being given to electives. The group
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system is in use in Saxony. Here the pupils of the Oberstufe are
divided into two sections: the language-history group and the
mathematics-science group. Even before the appearance of the
Richtlinien, parts of the work were elective in Prussia. The
Richtlinien itself provided that from six to twelve hours a week
be set, aside for free work groups, the time varying according to the
size of the institution. Choice of the work groups is made every
half-year. Naturally, the students who are particularly interested
in mathematics choose this subject if group work in mathematics
is provided. Thus, much of the work that was mentioned above
as desirable may be handled here, and in addition the work groups
may treat various other topics of mathematical importance. Among
these may be mentioned nomography, mathematical statistics,
mathematics in relation to art, mathematical fallacies, and mathe-
matical recreations.

IV. A FEW SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS

Illustrative Examples. Since it is impossible to give a full dis-
cussion of the individual problems that are met in the various parts
of the work in mathematics, a few examples must. serve here.

Arithmetic. In the work in arithmetic in the lower classes,
preparation is made as soon as is possible for the later use of literal
symbols in reckoning, as, for example, in general arithmetic prob-
lems (commutative law of addition and multiplication, fractions
and per cent). On the other hand, the later instruction in arithmetic
carries the drill in numerical calculation into the highest class.
Abridged reckoning is used on all possible occasions. An appearance
of accuracy out of all proportion to the result is taboo. Four-place
logarithms are used. The slide rule is used throughout, being espe-
cially essential for practical instruction in physics. Hankers per-
manency of mathematical laws is constantly followed in the de-
velopment of the idea of number and only in the highest classes
or in the mathematical work groups is there any use made of the
simplest concepts of the Mutifi, nl, hrr. The use of De('-kind's "cuts:-
is also very infrequent and it is limited to the upper classes. On

the other hand, inure and more people are urging an earlier prepara-
tion for the idea of a series and of a limit as in square root, :z
and geometric progressions.

The Function Concept. The function concept and graphic
representation are used from the very beginning. The work in
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arithmetic provides geometric illustrations and a few general prop-
erties of functions are worked out on the basis of empirical func-
tions. The study of proportions is based on the work with the linear
function y = ax. Rational integral functions, rational fractional
functions, and simple algebraic functions are discussed, and among
the transcendental functions, the logarithmic, cyclometric, exponen-
tial, and logarithmic functions are treated numerically and graphic-
ally.

The Calculus. In recent years, mathematicians both of the
universities and of the secondary schools have taken part in dis-
cussions in regard to the teaching of the calculus. A considerable
accuracy in introductory analysis is gained if one begins with the
consideration of functions. treating them from the point of view of
geometry and of physics. Informal discussions are utilized where
the rigorous treatment is beyond the capacity of the upper classes.
as for instance in the differentiation of a power series and in the
development of the llestglieddiskussion. This expedient is not a new
one for it was formerly the regular custom to use the fundamental
principles of algebra in high school classes without explanation.

Complex Variable. A novel feature of the Prussian Richtlinien
lies in the suggested use of the functions of a complex variable.
Where this suggestion is followed, it is sufficient to consider the
linear integral and the linear fractional functions of a complex
variable (incidentally introducing the concept of Riemann's sur-
faces). This opportunity is utilized to give an outlook into the realm
of the simplest transformations. Other teachers give the concept of
transformations by means of Klein's Erlanger program, omitting
the complex variable.

Propmdeutic Methods. The propfedeutic introduction to ge-
ometry has already proved its value and accordingly it has been
retained. Practical mensuration is utilized to lay a foundation for
the determination of capacities and volumes. In the guise of field
surveying, it accompanies the study of areas and similarity. And
in the measurement of heights and surfaces, it is used in trigonometry
and in analytic geometry. Spherical trigonometry is taught every-
where, although in the Gymna8ium it is limited to the simplest
theorems needed for the mathematical study of the earth and the
heavens, --a study the student may make with a theodolite.

Measurements. The measurements of plane surfaces and of
volumes are combined under the heading of proportions in some-
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what the same way as the computation of volumes has previously
been combined with the study of similarity.

Fusion. '1'h3 "fusion" of subject matter is also aided by the
graphic representation of solids. Even in the Mitte/stufe, the Prus-
sian Richtlinien suggests that simple solids be studied according
to the Eintafcl method discovered by :...zeheffer, a teacher of math-
ematics in Technische llochschule. By his method, the numeri-
cal values of dimensions are represented by lines placed side by
side. The course continues to orthogonal and oblique projection and
to the making of ground plans and elevations. So far as possible
this is accompanied by central perspective and map-makag. In
the applications of spherical trigonometry to mathematical astron-
omy, it is now customary to use the methods of constructive
geometry in parallel with the methods of pure computation.

Use of Geometric Methods. The use of geometric methods has
a valuable application to the study of conic sections in the Real-
whale at least. The connection between planimetric and stereo-
metric definitions of conics given in the concepts of Apollonius and
the union of tlw two concepts in work with the Dandelion spheres,
permits the old Euclidean methods of deductive reasoning to prove
their value in the study of the properties of 'lie focus. The contribu-
tions of Desargues are of use here also and a connection is made
with descriptive geometry as well. In exceptional cases, analytic
geometry is used to give a third and novel method of treatment.
The study of conics through the method of projections has prac-
tically disappeared from the secondary schools. although it. formerly
had the support of a few enthusiasts among German teachers of
mathematics.

Scope. The outsider may perhaps be surprised at the scope of
the currkulum in mathematics. But he should realize that this
course should not be compared with that of the ordinary high school
but that it practically includes the first two years of the traditional
college course as well. Furthermore, not all of this subject matter
is compulsory. In one place one topic is omitted; in another, some-
thing different. In schools of the Gyinna8ial type more is omitted:
in schools of the Real type, less. In addition to this, the tendency
to bring the individual parts of mathematics out of their former
isolation and to force them into a single whole gives each part the
support of the resta thing that does nut follow when these topics
are treated either in parallel or in successive courses.
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Result of Klein's Influence. Let me add one point in conclu-
sion: The present condition of the teaching of mathematics in
Germany is a direct outcome of the reform begun under the leader-
ship of Felix Klein in 1905 und the name of the Merano.
Vorschlagcn. The German subcommittee of the IMUK provided
the necessary impetus. The revision of this curriculum, begun in
1917 at the request of the Prussian Minister of Education and
published in 1922, summarized the reforms proposed in the inter-
vening years. The Prussian Richtlinien and the syllabi of the other
German states have been based on the recommendations of this
plan and with a few additions they have been made generally
compulsory.

V. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Selected References. I am obliged to confine this bibliography
to but few works. The periodicals devoted to the mathematics of
the secondary schools are:

Zeitschrift fiir den mathematischen and naturti.ssenschaftlichen Unterricht,
printed by B. G. Teubner, Leipzig, and edited by H. Schotten, Litz-
mann, and W. Hi llers.

Unterrichtthliitter fur Mathematik and Naturwi.ssen,schaften, printed by O.
Salle, Berlin, and edited by G. Wolff.

The literature dealing with the organization of the curriculum
in mathematics, the course of study, and the methods of instruction
includes:

W. 'AMMAN , Methudik des mathematinhen Unterrichts, Vol. I, second edi-
tion 1926. Quelle and Meyer, Leipzig.

The following articles also give a brief survey:
w. "AMMAN , "New Types of Schools in Germany and Their Curricula in

Mathematics," Mathematics Teacher, XVII (1924), pp. 148 ff.
MALscii, -Tim Teaching of Mathematics in Germany Since the War,"

Mathematics Teacher, X.X. (1927), pp. 355 ff.

Mathematical subject matter and its method of presentation
will be found in:
W. LIFYIYMAN N, Mt thiniik dr., mathf matischen 1:nterrichts, Vol. II, 1923, and

Vol. III, 1924. Quelle and Meyer, Leipzig.

From the long array of works on the modern curriculum in
mathematics, many of which are in several volumes and which
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often are in several editions for the different types of schools, but
which deal with the entire course of the secondary schools, I will
name:
LIETZ MAN N

CLKF,I)ItIM.TZ
I IF:I N MI MCLLE.R
MAN N 11E1 SUERU

ZAr I I ARIES -E BN ER

MAL811
it El DT- W 01..FF-K FAST

Teubner
Teubner
Teubner
Teubner
Diesterwvg
Dist erweg
Queue and Meyer
Grote

Leipzig
Leipzig
Leipzig
Leipzig
Frankfort and 'Main
Frankfort am Main
Leipzig
Berlin

In conclusion, I shall cite a few publications dealing with par-
ticular problems of instruction. Separate topics, some giving the
historical point of view and others emphasizliig content, are dis-
cussed in the little volumes of the .11 athmatisch-physikalischen
Bibliothe k .T1wse books. about seventy in number, are very popular
in the schools. They are edited by W. Lietzmann and A. Witting
and are published by Teubner (Leipzig). Another series is the new
Ma Mt ma tisch-naturtriss( nschaf tlich-tr schrn 13 uriu rr i. Sixteen
volumes of this have appeared to date. The editors are G. Wolff
and E. Wassorloos. The publisher is Salle in 1.3ei lin.

For the enrichment of mathematical instruction offered by
philosophy, I list:

W. LIF.TZM.AN N, Erkenntnidchre in math( matilchcrt L'uterrieht der Oberklas-
sen. Cliarlotteni-.41g, iU21.

W. LwrzmANN, Aufbau and (im/id/age der Mathematik. Teubner,
1927.

The many volumes of the two collections mentioned above are
useful for their 1,;:,tnrical content and recently published textbooks
include historical notes and introduce problems of varied types
taken from the original sources. In this connection, see also:

W. 'AMMAN N , Lebrrlieh iiber the Ge;chicitte der Eltmentarmatitumatik, 2nd
edition. Teubner, Leipzig, 1928.

For the teacher's use, the best help is the second edition of the
seven volume G cschichte der FIrmentarmat hcmatik b, Tropfke
(VeLeinigung wissenschaftlicher ecH.zer, Berlin, 1921).

I shall name but two special monoghiphs. The most useful work
for the study of Eintaf ct projection is:
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G. ScHEFFEtts AND W. KRAMER. bit faden der dorstellenden and riiumlichen
Geolnetth , I. 1921; Vol. 11. 1tr25. Quelle and Meyer, Leipzig. SOP alSO
the volumes by Balser anti Kramer in the Matheutatiselt-phys-ik
Bibliothek.

For technical applications, sec,:

M. HALTNIANN, TechniNehr Aufflubn zur Matto:motile. Teubner, Leipzig.

See also Rothe's volume in the Mathematisch-ph ysikalischen
Bibliothek.
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1;y DR. D. J. E. SCIIREK
Utrecht

Introduction. There are reasons that make a survey of
the changes and trends in the teaching of mathematics since 1910
desirable. The report, issued in 1911 by the Dutch Branch of the
International Commission,' is now quite out of date, and so are
more or less of the communications about Holland in various later
American reports.2 The latest article on this subject is, as far as I
know, a contribution by the author of this paper to the Mathematics
Teacher,' which the reader may consult for further information. A
list of current Dutch mathematical textbooks will be found in the
first part of Dr. Lietzmann's well-known work on the teaching of
mathematics.*

I. EDUCATION IN GENERAL
IN HOLLAND

Dutch Organization of Education. First of all it is neces-
sary to make some introductory remarks on the Dutch organization
of education in general. Elementary instruction is given to children
of about 6 to 12 years of age, the schools including six or seven
forms. These are the so-called Lagere Scholen (lower schools), the
work being compulsory. Sometimes an elementary school is con-
nected with three or four ;additional forms, supplying Meer eitge-
brtid lager onderwijs (A1.171.0.), i.e., more advanced instruction,
including mathematics and foreign languages, but in such a case

Rapport ur l'Enseigni inunt math ((mallow flans leg Payx.Rax, publil par la
xiinNaiiintniiiiiii nit tionole d hi r'ommixaion Int, rnotionale de i'Enin ignement
Alathematique. Waltni:111, 1911 (17.1 pp.)

g.. . Itruwn. r'rnri, uto in Maihrmatica (U. S. Bureau of Education, Dui.
1:)14, No. 451 and 11. .Archibald. The Training of Teachers of ifathematics

V. S. Itur. 011 of Education. Bulletin. 1917 No. ItT).
'D. J. E. Schrk. "'Flo( 'Poaching of ;4eei Inciary NIathounities in Holland.

Mat/rem/rib...? It ai r, V.11. XIX, 192(1, pp. 829-12.
W. 1,1etztnan:,. thorlik dem mothematiiirhen l'irterriehta, Vol. II, pt 1, pp.

334-3:4. Leipzig, Gblelle and Meyer, 111211.
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the school is still considered as elementary. This advanced work is
not compulsory.

The secondary schools are the Gymnasium (with a six-year
course, the ages of the pupils ranging from 12 to 17, 18, or 19) and
the Iloogere Burgher &hole (Higher Burgher School), usually
denoted as 11.B.S. In the former the classical languages (both
Latin and Green) predominate, whereas the latter is nonclassical.
A school like the German Realgymnasium with Latin but without
Greek does not exist as yet in Holland.

In the first four years forms) of the (I/in/rum/um the instruction
is the same for all pupils, but the fifth and sixth forms are divided
into two sections, A and 13. In these sections many lessons are given
in common, but while in section A the classical studies predominate
the pupils in section B apply themselves especially to mathematics
and science. Thr H.B.S. has usually a five-year course, although
some have only the first three classes. In all these schools mathe-
matics and the sciences are emphasized. *While the Gymnasium is
primarily a preparatory school for the universities, the ,II.B.S.
aims rather to supply an all-round education; and to prepare for
the higher technical and medic:,' schools, and for various other
special lines of work. As a rule t schools in Holland, secondary
as well as elementary, are coeducational; that is, the schools for
boys are open to girls; but there are also schools for girls only. In
Holland there are also many other secondary schools known as
ly(Tunis i lyc«z).

A lyceum is not. as in Germany, a school for girls; it is only
combination of a II.B.S. and a Gym(asium. The tirt two years

are the same for all pupils, a bifurcation taking place at the begin-
ning of the third school year. As a change in the distribution of
the lessons over the different years is permitted by law, this combi-
nation is possible. It is evident, therefore, that the Dutch lyceums
are comparable with the Reform-Anstalten in Germany. It should
also he understood that the lyceum is not required by law; at present
such a school is merely permitted. although it is probable that
before long the legality of the lyceum will be established.

Holland has three state universities (at Leyden, Utrecht, and
Groningen), one municipal university (in Amsterdam) and two
denominational universities (one protestant in Amsterdam and one
catholic at Nimeguen). As a rule a university has five faculties
(departments) : theology, law, philology, medicine, and mathe-
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matic:.4-science. Besides these five, some universities have a sixth
department (veterinary surgery in Utrecht, and commercial studies
in the municipal university of Amsterdam), while in others (the
two denominational ones) there are no medical and scientific de-
partments. In addition to the universities there are four academies
a technical one at Delft, a commercial one at Rotterdam, an agri-
cultural one at Wageningen, and a recently founded catholic com-
mercial academy at Tilburg.

H. DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL TEACHINCi IN HOLLAND
SINCE 1910

Various Phases of Report. Proceeding to the proper subject
of this report, this discussion will consider: (1) the mathematical
teaching in elementary education, (2) the mathematical work in
secondary schools, (3) certain special topics and methods, and (4)
mathematics in the universities and academies.

Elementary Education. As to the teaching of mathematics
(arithmetic) in elementary schools there have been no important
changes. Both subject matter and methods are still the same as they
were about the year 1910, and this is also true for the more ad-
vanced (M.I.L.U.) instruction, which includes geometry and
algebra, apart from a slight change in the final examination.

Secondary Education. Of much more importance are the
changes that have taken place in secondary mathematics, especially
in that. of the (;//ninas;um, the pupils being from 12 to 17. IS. or 19
years of age. Up to 1919 the subject matter Nus prescribed for these
schools in the Royal Decree of June 21, 1887; in a new Royal Decree
of June 7, 1919, however, changes of relatively great. consequenc,
took place. For a clearer understanding of these changes the stand-
ard courses of 1887 and 1919 are here arranged in parallel columns:

oLn coy ItSE:

titl,t11 and algebra in the first
four forms. The clementar, opera-
! .ons with integral and fractional
:lumbers and algebraic expressions,
divisibility of numbers. the metric
ystem. proportions. linear equations

with one unknown. simultaneous
linear equations. surds, fractional and
negative exponents; in the fifth and
sixth forms, quadratics and recapitu-

PRESENT OI*W4E

Arithun and alp;, bra in the fir:-t
four forms. The virturtitary opera-
tions %vit 11 int 1 and fr:ivt ional
number., and :11g, bran. expressions.
divisibility of nintik.r s. t'ri'p , al ions,
linear t qua/ions with on, unknown,
simultaneous linear equations. surds,
fractional :111,1 negative exponents.
easy quadratics. contpid;ny with luga-
rithms, gruplis; in the fifth anti sixth
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OLD COURSE (continued)

lotion of surds, fractional and nega-
tive exponents.

Geometry in the first four forms,
plane geometry. In addition to the
ILbov, in the fifth form and in the
sixth form of the B section three
lessons a week are required in arith-
metic series, logarithms, in determi-
nate linear equations, plane and
spherical trigonometry, elements of
the the ory of coiirdinates in a plane,
recapitulation and application to
prof deins.

PRESENT COURSE (COO

forms, more detailed treatment of
quadratics, recapitulation of algebra.

Geometry in the first four forms,
plane geometry, first elements of
trigonometry with application to the
right triangle; in the fifth and sixth
forms solid geometry and a recapitu-
lation of plane geometry. In addition
to the above, in the fifth and sixth
forms of the B section lessons are
required in arithmetic and geometric
series, logarithms, plane trigonometry,
plane analytic geometry including
conic sections, elements of the cal-
culus, recapitulation and application
to problems.

It must be said, however, that some teachers go much farther
(particularly in the B section) than is required here, their work
including an introduction to the binomial theorem, the solution of
cubic equations, and Gauss's geometric representation of complex
numbers in relation to De Moivre's theorem and the solution of
binomial equations.

In the case of the H.B.S., the statement is different. Strange
as it may seem, the subject matter for these schools was not legally
decreed at all; it was only custom and the final examination requin-
ments that determined what should be taught. The Royal De.cre
Jun'S Hi, 1920, gave the first official directions in this respect" as
follows:

FORM I
Arithmetic: Propertii s of eltqueotary operations. Divisibility, highest com-

mon factor and lowest common multiple, common and decimal fractions, prob-
lems, proportions.

Aire bra: Elementary operations with integral algebraic expressions. Special
products and quotients, factoring, linear equations with one unknown.

(;ream try: Elements up to proportionality of segments of lines.

FORM 11
Arillinu tic: Proportions continued, square root, elementary notions on

approxiiitations.
Atut bra: Easy cases of and fractions, linear equations con-

tinued, ihe same with more unknowns. surds (only those reductions that are
applii1 in gviattetry).

Geometry: Ellnt.10.- continued up to and including the circle.
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FORM III
Arithmetic and Algebra: Fractional and negative exponents, logarithms,

series, compound interest, quadratics, and related equations of a higher degree
with one or more unknowns, graphs.

Trigonometry: Functions with applications involving the eases of a single
angle.

Geometry: Elements following the circle, plane geometry being completed.
FORM IV

Algebra: Logarilimic an.1 tsxponential equations, recapitulation.
Trigonometry con t inued.
Geometry: Solid geometry up to solids of revolution. Introduction to

descriptive geometry.
FORM V

Algebra: Recapitulation.
Trigonometry continued: Easy trigonometric equations. Recapitulation.
Geometry: Solid geometry continued. Descriptive geometry up to the

sphere. Recapitulation.

The chief features of the changes are as follows: Plane geometry
is neither reviewed nor taught at all in the fourth and fifth forms,
it is not included in the final examination requirements. In algebra
indeterminate equations have been dropped, and so have been more
intricate trigonometric equations. Graphs are now included, but it
is not said to what extent they should be taught.

Naturally in the II.B.S. the same options are offered as in the
Gymnasicn; there are progressive teachers who go farther than is
officially rrnuired.

Special Topics, Methods, and Tendencies. It is a remark-
able fact that the development of mathematical teaching has been
so little influenced by tendencies in foreign countries. The changes
that have taken place in Holland have often been introduced
independently of other countries and have come many years later
than in Germany and France, where the so-called Reform move-
ment began about 1900. The work of Professor Felix Klein and his
collaborators in Germany, the Meran curricula drafted in 1905. the
International Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics founded
at Rome in 1908 at the suggestion of Professor David Eugene Smith,
all these events of so great moment were known only to a few
Dutch teachers. Grad:.:,lly the new ideas began to influence the
practice of teaching; especially the new standard coarse for the
Gymnasium, of which we spoke above. was a stimulus. We shall
now consioer some cardinal problems which have been of great
importance in reorganization in every country.
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The Function Concept and Graphs. These features which, so
far as I know, were not found in our teaching in 1910, have gradu-
ally been introduced. At first only the linear and quadratic functions
were treated; in after years this study was extended to others,

1,
ax + b ax+ bx + csuch as y y y = y ----- ---- -, andx' x- cx d' dx-{- e

(le+ lax -}-c
y L.=

dx
2-± f-1 as well as the exponential and logarithmic func-

tions. That these subjects are studied to a greater or less extent in
the Gyinnusiut at present appears clearly from the final examina-
tion papers now in use. In the II.B.S. this development is at present
in its initial stage. The first text hooks in which the function concept
imbued the ertire teaching of algebra, were those of P. Wijdenes.°
There has recently appeared another work by three authors, which
differs considerably from current textbooks of algebra.°

The Calculus. The German reformers in the beginning of this
century laid stress upon the elements of the calculus being a neces-
sary complement to the function concept. They pointed out that
mathematics is not rendered more difficult by the introduction of
the elements of the so-called -higher mathematics." As early a, 1903
two Dutch teachers, F. J. Vaes and C. A. Cikot, demanded insis-
tently but in vain the introduetion of the calculus in secondary
mathematics. During many years the resistance, even of prominent
teachers, was strong; imbody seemed to know what had happened
abroad.' In 1919, however, a change took place, the Royal Decree
of that year ordering this subject for the Gymnast*( n. As a result,
elementary calculus is now taught in the highest classes of these
schools throughout the country, although not always to the same
extent. In all cases, however, polynomials, fractions, square roots,
sines, and cosines are differentiated and the process of differentia-
tion is applied to cases of maxima and minima. Less general are
the derivatives of the exponential and Icarithmic f notions, higher
differential coefficients, and Taylor's and Maclaurin's series, In
most cases the course is completed by the elements of integrating

numernus wfirk.: are )m1)11,11.41 1.v N,...rdhat nt I;rhing0n.
I., Ynifh:t. A. J. Drowo,. and 'lit. It. Ithavn. A/yrbra eGor 1',,nbrreidnd Ihnuirr

en MiddrlImar und,rwij.. fart. 1 11'. .1. It. er-, linotIngn.
T In the Oiligrt-sg +4 Paris t 19i 4 ill, IntrmIti.01:11 cinnthigqin on the

Hu: of MIthematieq, Priffes..r E. Belie if nit y,,,h, dkem.....111
this qw-thin (Duh/fr,ititing rmnity coi/ra/. 2"'' Arrir, fast., ill u, 59 1,2;:i. in
runts eutnitries the element, 1,1' (he rulnht% hag alrently been Intnell.eed.
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(application on finding areas and volumes).8 In the H.B.S. the
calculus has not been introduced; some teachers, however, apply
its principles in treating the notions of rate and acceleration in
mechanics.

Intuitive Geometry. With the exception of a few schools
demonstrative geometry is taught without a prei.minary intuitive
course, Such a "proptedeutie introduction, as it is called in Ger-
many, still meets with much opposition. It has been st ron.u.ly
advocated by W. Reindersma, who has written a textbook ° in
which demonstrative geometry is preceded by an intuitive course.

History of Mathematics. In many countries the claim huts been
made that the historical development of mathematics and biog-
raphies of great mathematicians should have a place in our teaching.
As early as 1912 a treatise on this subject. was written by M. Gvh-
hardt for the German Branch of the International Commission on
the Teaching of Mathematics. In Holland an interest in the subject
is gradually awakening; textbooks with historical and biographical
notes, surveys of the history of a certain branch, and portraits of
mathematicians have come to be quite cc nnon.

Appli«1 Mathematics. It is remarkable that practical applica-
tions of elementary mathematics have been entirely neglected in
Holland. In many other countries not only the disciplinary but
also the practical aims are in evidence. as in Germany and the
United States, but. not ..:c) in Holland.'" Neither measuring and
estimating in the classroom nor geodetic meanrements and survey-
ing cure known pant.. In only one school, so far as I know. is at

theodolite found. tber an: :intr!f. mil't'"-s. ni-Jsnrin.!
rods, and the like. abo slide rule is also unknown in our mathe-
matical teaching. All t' is explains the different ai pearance of a
Dutch textbook on mathematics from that, for example, of an
American textbook.

Univ(rsities and AradcmicA. The range of instruction in the
universities is determined by law, and each professor is appointed

1.1 rpm:Irk:11.10 Itttlo ,nt functions alp( lnottary rulrulu,, ur hIrlt T.
1'.'rry Tr gehing of .11,ichro hns 1.1,1htly 1ii ii,t"typ., t'untiett. by
.1. I)r-t and W. F. do 'root. piont,.1 uy \V"Itrs. t.rnniar' n.

W. Einil-rsilia. /n/ridinq 1'la11: tl.und. and 11,13i,,nt
tkumb.. J. Ii. 1V.Ior I;ronint.zn.

10.1 :.oty t' w hat had tova don, in 1rt in diffor nt countrivi4
pro,nt1 by l'rofo-sor t4n..111 of l'ambri,1:4 (1912),
being a r'-port tin o Introntional Coloutiiti t::. .:toiling of Nlatlintr.Lirs
(J'uNicutiona du Contit0 I. I.:, c7 'J4).
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for a special branch. ..Nr) changes have taken place recentl:' in this
respect. Within certain bounds, however, the professor is . to
select his subject matter, and so a change in the topics is possi
whenever a professor's chair is taken by his successor. Such ne,
topics have been, for instance, the theory of numbers in general.
of irrational numbers, and of assemblages, and the history of
mathematics. In the Technical Academy at Delft some changes
should be mentioned. The requirements for mathematics at the first
examination of the future engineers (the so-called propedeutie
examination) have been considerably reduced, especially with re-
spect to analytic and descriptive geometry. Although exercises in
descriptive geometry have been given for many years, this has not.
been the case in analysis and analytic geometry, and only recently
has this omission been remedied. The Agricultural Academy it
Wageningen has recently (in 1918) been developed from the State
High School for Agriculture, Horticulture, and Forestry, although
even before that year mathematics had al.e.rij-v-seeured a signifi-
cant place in teaching. Even in 1913 a separate chair for pure
mathematics was instituted. All students now have a compulsory
course in the elements of plane analytic geometry (including conic
sections) and the calculus. Those who have the degree of candidate
may follow lectures on the theory of probability and mathematical
statistics. Special courses for surveyors, including solid analytic
geometry, descriptive geometry, spherical trigonometry, method of
least squares, etc., have been established in this academy.

III. It ErENT EFFORTS FOR 'MDT `ING :NIATHENIATICAL TEACHING
TN HOLLAND

Efforts to Improve Teachers and Teaching. Our report
would be incomplete without mentioning the efforts that have been
made to improv our secondary mathematics and the preparation
of teachers. It has already been pointed out that the teaching in
the (;ymittisit more lit ttccht*(1 Wit il mdcrn tcmlencies that
that in the II.B.S., although it is difficult to :,ssert that this is the
case in general. the result,: depending for a great part upon the
personal ideas of the teacher, in. thing, hmvevr, certain, the
examination papers of the 11.13.5. are still old - fashioned. :t matter
of regret to many prominent teaeliers. That the want of improve-
ment has been felt appears from the fact that a semioffieial com-
mittee was organized towards the close of 1925, the purpose being
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to undertake a comprehensive study of the teaching of secondary
mathehiatics and related brandies, and to suggest improvements
in the H.B.S. teaching. The committee consists of four members:
Dr. H. J. E. Beth, chairman; Dr. E. J. Dijksterhuis, secretary;
P. Cramer; and J. van Andel. It is usually denoted as "Committee-
Beth." It has published a report " in which it proposes a new
standard course. Evidently the bounds that have been set to this
survey do not allow even a succinct review of it being given here;
the reader may consult a paper on the report by the present writer.'"
Only some typical features may be mentioned. In general the pro-
posals correspond to the claims that are heard in Germany,
United States, and other foreign countries; algebra teaching ought
in the first place to promote functional thinking and graphs should
be studied as well as the elements of the calculus. Complicated
numerical computations are condemned, and so are the still rather
frequent intricate exponential and logarithmic equations. In plane
geometry an elementary synthetic treatment of the ellipse. parabola,
and hyperbola is desired, and in solid geometry their genesis in
relation with Dandelin's theorem. As to the desirability of an intui-
tive course preceding demonstrative geometry the committee takes
no definite stand. It recommends as yet "the moderate Euclidean
method." A striking fact is that the committee rejects applied
mathematics altogethera remarkable difference with modern tend-
encies abroad. The report has been followed by two others, in which
the training of teachers is discussed.'" The level of scientific stodie.
in the Dutch universities ought to be a high one, as has always
been the case. But the universities should pay more attention to
the student's future field of activity as a teacher in a secondary
school; therefore "elementary mathematics from a higher point of
view," as Professor Felix Klein has called it. should be taught. In
certain other respects there are alsq lacuna.; the philosophical as
well as the historical aspect of mathematics is neglected in nearly

11..11)1( 1r1111 ran ern ltYrrion rowr hot innfertiq in tri.,kund., ehani,a r,, kng
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all our universities. It is Dr. Dijksterhuis, a historian of note him-
self, who advances a claim here, and umloubtedly lie is right.

In conclusion I wish to thank all those who have made my task
easy in giving me information and providing me with data.



HUNGARY

BY PROFESSOR CHARLES GOLDZIHER

Budapest

General Considerations. Since the close of the World War,
Hungary has hoped to counteract the effect of her material im-
poverishment and territorial losses by the raising of her intellectual
and cultural standards. Accordingly, far-reaching changes in public
education have taken place, these being particularl*concerned with
the enlargement of the curriculum and with the cniichment of the
program of schools of every type. These changes are of great impor-
tance in the consideration of the reform in the teaching of mathe-
matics since the adoption of the new syllabi and the instructions
to the teachers, together with the reorganization and development
of certain types of schools, presented a favorable opportunity for
the consideration of the recommendations of the International Com-
mission on the Teaching of Mathematics. The reform in the teach-
ing of mathematics had begun in Hungary before the War 1 and
it is a significant consequence of the sound practice of the Hungarian
Committee which has been at work since 1906 that. the new objec-
tives could be realized by a continuous transition from the former
situation.

Before entering into the details, let us consider certain char-
acteristic traits of the teaching of mathematics in Hungary:

1. the principal issues of the Hungarian reform movement have
been listed on page 25 of our report in the Abhand/ungen, which

I Soo ,4 hhandlungrn iihrr tlir Brform dr* mothrmatiarhrn tIntrrrfehta in Ungarn.
Leipzig and lirrlin, by Toutmer. 1911.

For the (minor situation In the teaching of innthomatIcs, see the eight special
reports of the Hungarian Sulloomml,qion.

Soo nlsn the Hungarian thies In the Bibliography of the 7'rarhing of 310111ematirs
1900-12 by David Eugene Smith and Chas. Goldziher (V. S. Bureau of Education.
Bulletin, 1(112, No. 29).

For the situation in 1912.14, the rmlor is refrroI to "Mathomatical Curricula
In Foreign Countrlos" by .1. C. Brown In thy hr port of the National rommate on
.1ftithemotical /?equirrments, 192:1, in which the reports sent lly the various coon-
trios to the International ConuoisAon in its Cambridge congress, 1912, are sum.
tuarized.
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has been mentioned previously. These questions conform irriieral
to the principal desiderata of the IMUK report. The fact must be
emphasized, however, that we laid especial stress on the improve-
men of the elementary grades, the lower classes of the high school,
and the secondary school so that the new ideas might permeate the
entire course as soon as possible.2 An important. result of this effort,
for example, is to be found in the new and detailed Instructions
(19271 which supplement the usual syllabus for the secondary
schools. The mathematical part of this sets up a standard for the
teacher, telling how the reform program may be put into effect in
the lower grades.

2. A monthly journal has had great. influence on the proficienpy
of school work in mathematics in Hungary. Ever since 1893, it
has inspired the pupils in all the high schools of the country to
common work in mathematics.3 In 1924, the journal was reorganized
under the title: Koz(pi.,koloi Mothrmatikai E.c phyxikai Lapok
(High School Papers in Mathematics and Physics) and it is inter-
esting to note that problems which concern the geometrical theory
of functions, graphic work, applications of the elements of the
calculus, and descriptive geometry have the greatest. appeal to the
students. A special section of this journal is devoted to pupils of
the middle grade; this is headed "Exercises." In it are published
the original drafts of the best solutions to problems, together with
the names of other contestants. The numbers of the journal also
contain articles on historical and other special topics. The best
university and technical :,chool students grow up in the workshop
of this magazine. which is an influential leader in the modern ways.

3. since 1890, the Hungarian Mathematical and Physical Society
has set annual written examinations in mathematics for the grad-
uates of the high schools. IStinee 1910 there have been separate
examinations in physics also.) And since 1924. similar examinations
in all subjects have been set. by the :Ministry of Education for pupils
selected from the high schools of the entire country.

4. The system of summer schools for teachers (vacation lec-
tures) has been cultivated in Hungary 4 and in 1912 the high school
teachers held a congress at which reports were presented and in

I*.r this 1111r stud.% in Co. Z. ?nb un.I Joittir Criterrit.ht,
u :.''', 1,1,. '111k di, xt ill lut, r t 1,11.11 t" th. X. M. A .
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which discussions concerning the reform movement in mathematics
were held.5

Significant Changes Since 1910. In the next part of this report,
we shall enumerate only those types of schools in which the teach-
ing of mathematics has undergone significant changes since 1910.
We shall mention only the following types:

1. Elementary or primary schools (Volksschule), pupils aged
6 to 12 or 6 to 10 if they continue their work in a high or in a
secondary school. These schools have greatly increased in numbers.
especially in rural districts. The arithmetic and geometry taught
here has developed in a medern way but these changes have been
independent of the reforms in other schools.

2. Agricultural, industrial, and commercial schools and training
courses with many ramifications. These show some improvements
in their organization and in the adaptation of the teaching of mathe-
matics to special practical requirements.

3. A Business College (Economical University) organized in
1920 in Budapest. The work in mathematics is of modest propor-
tions, but in the Faculties of Commerce and Insurance advanced
courses are given in the mathematic's of economics, insurance, and
statistics, and in the theory of prohability. Advanced courses in the
mathematics of business and insurance are also given under the
Faculty of Economics at. the Po ll/t, chnium ill Budapest which \vas
established in 1914.

Details of Organization. The discussion of the more detailed
part of the curriculum may be grouped under four heads as fol-
lows: I. New Curricula for the Reorganized Schools; II. New
Curricula for Schools of the in l Type, III. New Curricula for
Augmented .School Courses, and IV. Preparation of Teachers.

I. New Curricula for the Reorganized Schools. Mention
should be made of the reorganized high schools for students of ages
10 to 18. The high schools for boys which formerly offered two
courses have offered three since 1924. These courses are the fol-
lo W in g :

1. The Gymnasium, emphasis on a humanistic education. Greek
studied in claSSE'S above the

2, The Rea/coninaNium, emphasis on Latin and modern lan-
guages (French, English, or Italian).''

3 Z. .11 N. 1 . 1 t.. :6'1. and i'adqqng.in I-. P.11::. lip. t1:551.
liutignrian and (..rn..itx art, taug..t %. r%
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3. The Realschule, emphasis on modern language, mathematics
and the natural sciences.

These three schools are on a pnr in regard to admission to the
university or to the polytechnic institutes.

Since 1926, the high schools for girls have the following threefold
organization:

1. The Gymnasium, emphasis on humanistic education, Latin
being offered from the third class instead of Greek and French.

2. The Lyceum, emphasis on modern languages and aesthetics.
3. The Colicgium, emphasis on the economic and industrial

branches that are of importance for girls.

Like the boys' schools, the first two of these school?, prepare stu-
dents for advanced work. The third, however, prepares candidates
for special professional or training colleges only.

The Reform Movement in Mathematics. The reform move-
ment in mathematics had the high sehools as its main objective,
and accordingly the syllabi reflect its influence. The details that
follow are based on the work of the high schools for boys, these
changes having been made by reducing, transposing, and fusing
the old subject matter:

1. The introduction of graphic elements in the beginning work
in arithmetic, and the introduction of the function concept in the
beginning of algebra in the third class, the evolutional development
of these elements in all subsequent classes.

2. The enriching of the formal work of every class by the prac-
tical elements of real measuring and numerical computations,
approximate computations being given in the Gymna,,ium from the
fifth class only.

3. The introduction of the elements of analytic geometry and
calculus in the seventh class in a modest measure but one which is
necessary for a general education.

4. The enlargement of solid i_eometry, building the work of the
higher classes on its descriptive elements and emphasizing the de-
velopment of "spatial intuition' throughout.

5. The methods of applied mathematics are studied and the uses
of mathematics in physics, engineering. and economics are made the
core of practice exercises.

6. The fusion of algebra and geometry in their empirical (or
experimental) aspects in the lower grades and in their more formal
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aspects in the higher ones. Geometry was formerly a separate sub-
ject in the first four classes, being, given in its empirical or pro-
paqieut i form, 1)III to-ilay it appears as a separate subject only in
the Rcalschule.

The further extension of this process in the future is likely to
he in the direction of the fusing of plane and solid geometry to-
gether with the wider development of the "laboratory method."'

The amount of mathematics offered is naturally the greatest in
the Rca/schute where the geometry of all classes is more detailed
and where in the fifth through the eighth grades a separate course
in descriptive geometry is given. The analytic geometry of this
school is more comprehensive, and at the close of the course work

t he t henry of romplex numbers is also given.
No calculus is offered in the high schools for girls. The practical

elements of maihematics are emphasized and the formal side of
the teaching is simplified.

The following statement of the hours per week allotted to =the-
mat ies gives an idea of the extent of the work in the different types
of schools.
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II. New Curricula for Schools of the Old Type. To this
group of schools belong the four-year secondary schools for pupils
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iskril11 I. Wert, ift.:61111141 ill They (irdinarily
prepare for professional or training schools, and they have an impor-
tant, role because of their emphasis on practical things. They are
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chiefly found in towns where there are no high schools and they are
of great national importance. Such schools are urgently needed for
girls who go no further in their school work. The new syllabus of
1918 shows valuable improvements in mathematical studies, these
being in harmony with the practical character of the school. In
this syllabus, unnecessary and formal details are omitted together
with antiquated subject III at ter. Instead. the Nachuntcrricbt with
a laboratory method has been introduced. Empirical and intuitive
methods appear in geometry; numerical and graphical computation
is a leading factor in arithmetic; and applications to statistics,
business, industry, and agriculture are given in the very beginning
of the work in algebra. A significant item is the fusion of all mathe-
matics in one subject; even commercial arithmetic and bookkeeping
are not excepted. The time allotment is 4, 4, 4, 2, or 14 hours for
the boys, and 4, 3, 2, 2, or 11 hours for the girls. But the execution
of these plans depends in the first instance on an adequate and
specialized preparation of the teachers for these particular types
of schools.

III. New Curricula for Augmented School Courses. Since
1920, the higher commercial schools which formerly had a three-
year course, have had a four-year course for students from the
ages of 14 to 18. The syllabus of 1927 gives a better distribution
of the work and enlarges the content of the commercial arithmetic.
It also gives practical suggestions for the teaching of mathematics
but the time allotted to formal work in algebra and geometry is
too short, and political arithmetic (i.e., the mathematical principles
of finance) is not separated from algebra. The new ideas have
provided certain ornaments fur the course without affecting the
method of teaching. The time allowance for mathematics and politi-
cal arithmetic is 3, 2, 2, or 7 hours, and for commercial arithmetic
4, 2, 3, 3, or 12 hours.

The normal school course for elementary school teachers was
increased from four to five years in 1923, the students being from
14 to 19 years old. These institutions are equipped with elementary
schools for demonstration work and practice teaching. The syllabus
of 1925 offers sonic improvement over the earlier, very scanty course
in mathematics by the introduction of many practical applications,
the concept. of a function and the use of aziplis but. the formal
extension of the course, which does not include trigonometry and
logarithms, is not satisfactory. Great stress is laid on the details
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of the pedagogy of the elementary schools subjects in the fifth class.
The time allotted to mathematics is 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, or 12 hours.

IV. The Preparation of Teachers. The preparation of teachers
shows no great change in its mathematical content since 1910, but
it should be stated that all training institutions conform to the
changes in the organization of special schools. Ti e courses for the
teachers of the elementary schools have been mentioned above.
Teachers of the commercial schools are given special preparation
in the Business College at Budapest. There are no institutions
devoted specifically to the preparation of teachers for the other
professional schools.

The teachers of secondary schools receive their special training
at the two government teachers colleges, one for men and one for
women. The course is for three years, and students are admitted at
the age of 18. These colleges have excellent practice schools. Since
1920 there has been a separate faculty for mathematics, physics,
and chemistry, with two professorships in mathematics, one of them
being in applied and business mathematics. The treatment of
pedagogical questions is emphasized, and formal training in mathe-
matics conforms to that of the first two years in the university.
These cotteges, with their precious tradition::: of zixty years' smutt-
ing, have an autonomous organization and a well-differentiated
course of studies adequate to the needs of a limited national ex-
traction. it is expected that these colleges will be annext-tl to one of
the unteoe,ities as a four-year college. a thing vhielt actual:y was
done in otobr. 1925. at tlie i niver,ity Of Tzeged.

High school teachers receive their theoretical training in the
universities simultaneously with their pedagogical training in the
normal courst-:. They then do tit, it practice tettehint, in indepen-
dent lindi sehools. The trainiou of I it.:1 :(1!t)01 t thu.:

ti,t closest relation to the cientilie work at the university.
In most European countries it is an open question whether the
proles -tonal training, of teachers should be given in autonomous
colleges or in a normal course in a university. The old normal school
system in Ifungary dating from 1870 had negligible results in the
training of high school teachers, for the only one of effective worth
was the Cbungsgymnasium in Budapest founded as a model
school by the great educator, M. KArtntin. in 1872.' It is to be hoped

r. p.1.; ..f P. : br nterri, ht r nitztik tre hungaimmnn-
SIUM, II Iltr..;z111:111 If IMI K .111%
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that the current reorganization of the normal courses mentioned
above will bring greater results in the future.

In the Abhandlungcn, pp. 126-41, there appeared a paper by
E. Beke in which the defects in the modern training of high school
teachers of mathematics are explicitly formulated. Certain of these
demands have already been realized, but it is desirable that applied
mathematics with its special branches be inciuded in the mathe-
matical course in the universities and that this should be allotted
a separate section of the examinations. This lack affects the mathe-
matical lectures at Ili Pull tt-chnirun; whcr: laboratory work
in applied mathematics should be made an important part of the
studies in mathematics. Institutions in America, England, and
Germany have been investigated in these particular details. It is
only by the establishing of such institutions that the preparation
of high school teachers of mathematics can be improved in any
considerable degree.



ITALY
[1 PROFESSOR FEDERIGO ENRIQUES

Unitcraity of Rome

Gentile's Reform. The great factor which has dominated the
recent changes in education in Italy is Gentile's Reform of 1923.
Gentile, the idealistic philosopher, who was appointed minister of
education by the Fascist government, has accomplished far-reaching
changes in schools of all types. The general bearing of his Reform
as it affects the secondary schools is as follows:

1. Both public and private schools, notably the parochial ones,
are put on a common footing in regard to the newly instituted state
examination for admission to the universities.

2. The schools are expected to build attitudes rather than to
furnish facts whose justification is utility or else specific prepara-
tion for more advanced studies.

3. The organization of the curriculum is based upon a literary,
historic, arid philosophic point of view. Latin appears in the courses
given in all types of schools; that is to say, not only in the ginnasio
and in the classical ficeo,' but also in the newly created scientific
liceo which prepares for the scientific course in the universities and
which replaces the technical institute and the modern liceo.2

. The syllabus and the directions given to the teachers are
planned to foster a method of instruction which shall appeal to the
initiative and the interes.ts of the pupil to the greatest degree pos-
sible. Accordingly, the syllabi for the state examinations allow a
certain amount of choice. For example, in preparation for the exam-
ination in philosophy, the student is asked to discuss the thought
of classical authors chosen from an extensive list, and so on.

.Neeording to .1. C. Brown's in% es th4ation ns rziven in the Report of the NationalCu nun it cc, on Math' noitical kequ ra ts 11:123,, compulsory school ago InItaly is from Ow szixth to the t wolf th years a tol a ,ixyear elementary school iapruide.(1 to earl% for emit.: n Vill)S1* Nylon!' training k to in .t no longer. Entrance
,.%:1 mina t ions :or the NectmlarY school are given at the end ..f the fourth school
year. This admit,: the st thhtit to the tire-year yinmixio from it hich, after another
examination, he enters the thret., or lireo.Editor.

These s,;.00k lot iner;r !.:1,..11-1,41 the pinn,ow, and the I. ro. No Latin W11:4taught and the cour-a p.ar -.hurter than the elassleal 011.%
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5. There is a tendency '.o lessen the number of instructors teach-
ing each class. Thus in the licco, one teacher is given the work in
history and philosophy, another has mathematics and physics, and
so on.

Results of the Reform. The Reform has led to a reduction in
the number of hours allotted to the sciences. This has caused con-
siderable difficulty in the case of the teachers of mathematics and
physics who, for the most part, are new to the teaching of one or
other of the two subjects. Furthermore, as a result of the
for the state examinations, the scope of the subject matter to be
tztught has not been diminished, nor can it probably be diminished.

Preparation for the University. The zirrangement of the cur-
riculum reflects the spirit of the Reform. Avvordingly, wu will pause
a moment to consider the course which leads to the diploma of the
classical /ice() which is the usual way of preparing for the university.

There are two different sections of this course. Section A is
concerned with algebra and trigonometry (equations of the first
and scond degrees, exponential equations and logarithms, periodic
functions, and applications). The purpose of the section is to test
the student's ability to 11SC fundamental forioulas and the examina-
tion consists of several simple exercises to be solved under the dirc-
tion of the examiner.

Section 13, which is concerned especially with geometry, is quite
different. The purpose of this section is the testing of the intelli-
gence of the candidate and of his ability to comprehend the rigorous,
deductive systematizing of a theorem. The propositions which it
contains correspond in the main to uclids Lit ml Os: proportion
and similar plane figures, irrational numbers, the measurement of
the circle, and the elements of the geometry Of space. The candidates
are allowed a choice from three topics of steronletry: equivalence
and congruence of polyhedra. surfaces and volumes of curved solids,
:ind similarity 111 space with its special ca%es. IThe elements of
algebra and of plane geometry, that Ls the vullallel1CY all(' equiv-
alence of polygons, form zi part of the emranee examination of the
licco. This examination is of the same type us the state examination
and follows the same regulations.)

The mathematics examinations of the other schools are in two
sections also, but in the case of the scientific o, the mathematics
program is more extensive. It incluiies anak it and tlw elementary
concepts of the infinitesimal calulti, that is, the work which was
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physies combined, an innovation introduced by the Minister of Edu-
cation, Corbino. prior to the reform made by Gentile. It is likely
that the autonomy of the universities will allow the preparation of
prospective teachers to develop in ninny ways. For example, the
pub! ,ation of a series of classics has been begun by the University
School of the History of z.Science, which is associated with the new
National Institute of the History of Science, and which is near the
University of Rome. These classics are translated into Italian with
critical historical notes. The first volumes were printed by Stock
it Rome, but. the publication is now being made by Zanichelli in
Bologna. The volumes of this collection already issued are:
Enciid and Ills Ahei, nt al,d Mod. rn Crit:cs (Vol. I, Books I-IV), by svr:11

collaborators under the ditor:-hi') of F. Enriques.
Yctetan,'s "Prineipia," with Not,: on the 114,1tory of Mechanics, by Enriqu,.s

and Forti.
The M (hot! of A s and th Oriqin of Infinifewinial Calculn.

Antiquity, by E liutini (This is especially intended for the training of
teachers.)

Ded1;ind's moirs we the A ms of 4 rithm< tic, with Historical and
Critical Notes, by ()sear Zariski.

Several of these works have already been made the texts of a
course at the University of Rome especially designed for future
teachers.

Conclusion. I do not know whether these comments are a suffi-
cient answer to the question at hanci. It must he realized that
these recent reforms- may result in changes which arc not even
dry:tined of as yet,



JAPAN

BY PROFESSOR YAYOTARO ABE

Tokyo Higher Normal School

Introduction. As the Report on the Teaching of Mathematics
in Japan, which was prepared in 1912 by the Japanese Sub-Com-
mission of the International Commission on the Teaching of Mathe-
matics, set forth in detail the conditions and mothods of teaching
mathematics covering all kinds and grades of schools in the Empire
at that time, the present report will deal only with important
changes of mathematical instruction which have since developed.
On account of the limited space those concerning chiefly primary
and secondary education will be treated.

I. THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Nature. The elementary schools are divided into an ordinary
elementary school course which is six ye:irs in length and a higher
elementary school which requires two or three years. Since the
ordinary elementary school course is compulsory, a child who has
reached school age (six years) must be sent to an ordinary ele-
mentary school to complete the course. After completing the course,
some children may go into actual life. while others may enter a
higher elementary school or a secondary school for more advanced
education.

As the regulations provide, the teaching of arithmetic in the
elementary school aims at making children properly vo,sed in
ordinary computations and in the necessary knowledge for actual
life and in rendering their thinking sound and accurate. The weekly
arrangement- of its teaching hours for each year is as follows:

Ordinary Elementary School iit;hi'r Eietn.-titary
St. 11"ot

Year I Year I Y!ar [1:0.1 r r I ye3 r Y!! YeA r
I II III IV V VI I II III

! 6 . 4 j 4 I .1 4 4

Subject

Arithmetic
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In selection and arrangement of the subject matter of arith-
metical instruction in the elementary school, a great deal of at-
tention was given to its loirival development in former days; but
the recent and general trend in tc-r.hing is to consider it more
important to look after the natur.o development of the mental
ability of children by emphasizing ti e interest and the practical
benefits.

The arrangement of the teaching materials of arithmetic for each
year of the elementary school is a* follows:

I. 01(1)1N It 1..T.MENT.WV S011001.

I. First yarNuniorttimi and notation of nionlu.n: op to 100; simple,
comm1t:0 pro1.1..111!=.

2. &Toni/ ii, arN111:trrAitql and MO ati()11 of numbers up it) 1.000; situ-
ph. contputat Ions: monetary uhits (yin, sett) : 1. Inv It (mtre, centi-
meter. minim( ter): tittle ((la, hour' : applied problems.

.:tat tt0....!r.-; ir (-n. sc-n. :.in ;

Itsm..011 (ton.. in.. (stn., nun.); vapavity (I.. (10 Nveiultt ka.); time
((Lev. himr. Taiwar. probItus.

4. 1'O'irtIi r,( ar-...C'otnputat ions of intelzers; numeration and not:ttion Of
cit('jil :al frartion-:: voinputat ions; 1011u:tit; area (square Inetr,
square row arc, heetare) ; volunie (cubit' meter, etibi(' ('ont i-
meter, ouhie deeina.1,r); tux:mina.. kil(11:ranitne, ton) : time
(year. month. (1.y, hour. minute. sevon(l, wt.ek); square; reet.ingle;
rube.; rc et:Liu:1111r p :Ingle: directions; various kind.; of
applird probl, ins.

5. PiPh i. or (.'(.1rinIt trim!, of int t.t.t-rs. votunton :111.1 (1. eiti1:11 fravtion,z;
:411ppliitti.111 of Unit': of :.y:,t1111 (taintio31 MHO) ; ontitIte of
Sliaku-kan SySt1.111; part i,.1:1:11. pr..porties and nn,-IS ccl root:m:11o, scitiare,
trianuk pdytron. ril-dhlotmLitt, rntri.7.(3i(1 ati,1 virc;4. part ivular
1,1*(4.00 irs :111,1 \-,litittte.s of rectanumlar parAltlopiped. cube,

eylindur and sphrre: curenvies; computations of
ancle4 and tint( ; applied j ol)1( 111:4. (Surollall-Valelliat limy
added.)

6 ::;.rth Pr-t or i.rt ; :1.1r (11.:1%%i:1.2

gin Its; puttbitt:s. ::4,)roil.ttt-c.titIthtt tons Itt:t hr 3.1tit.ti,1

II. 111()£R ELF:Nit:yr '4Y
1. vs; vitt::11 romploatimts. 1)1

trio 11 11.z.rr, -; w. 1011. sw.i P-111 N111'1'011,
11:111:1Zr:11111:o% li) '4,1"1,.111-C;11.111;01.,11,: prollent-:
ro. Pi."; "11!"!1; i. al:, ::ition-: of num-

lwrs : veIInt.,rcal api.h. 1.111)11111S.
riard S.111.it W:II I:, :It 1.1 !II.,Nt r1;1.). c;? :tily g.i%.ii
lit prrel..1:11:: .1ii 1, I. ;.
:11 011iy 111 ol 101-.11 r. qu,r, 11.111LN.,
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Materials of Instruction. The materials of arithmetical in-
struction in the elementary school have gime through several
changes. the most outstanding, one being that whielt was brought
(nit by the revision of standards of weights anti measures. The
Japanese standards of weights :111(1 nwas111e:4 consisted of the Slmku-
kan system, the metric system and the yard-pound system which
were all in joint use. but after thorotyli investigation of many years
the compound syStell1S \\TNe abolished and the metric system w:ts
made the only legal syst(sin after it was enacted in April of 1921
and put in force oil .f Illy 1. 1 921. with a reservation for the use
of the old s,,..:..ztenis for a certain period of time.

Owing to such a change of standards, the subject timtter of
arithmetical instruction in the elementary school is now based on
the metric :system, and in consequence it has been made possible
to appropriate for many other useful subjects such time id labor
11'4 NV;I: WaSted heretofore for treating, compound miniburs; additions
of numerous subjects concerning algebr:lie computations of num-
bers. graphical representation. and geometric figures being die
notable benefits thereof.

The formulation of arithmetical facts and the sohttion of proh-
lemA by using letters are treated even in the elementary school; in
the higher elementary school art' taught linear equations with one
unl:nown quantity, negative numbers. integral expressions. (Blear
simultaneous equations and fractions in the first year, and quadratic
equations in the second year. the equations treated here being chiefly
those with humerival cocilivit.nts, Graphs are treated mainly for

1.1.1111".TIltatiO11 Of StatiStiCal data :Old f11111'lio11:11 l'ehltiOnS
rzi1111)10 and p111110:11. te:Whinp: of goohlot rival f112:111,z

is limit(( to HMSO 111'0 11cCoss'1i' to (411111/11011 lift' :111(1 in
a,eneral it is taught in an intuitive way. A prevailing tendency is to
apply simple circular functions to certain computations conecrning
angles.

Soroban-calculation is. the peculiar computation by means of :1
sorohan Ivhich can he manipulated wit!' taisiderable amount of
hnpl:ei! :o..: .\ t (:11(4111.aliil!,

is t hat it t he 1011 14.1'el..7'..trY 1.014 mental arit Itmet ie.
In many 4..litt:iry lnivntay sch.,ols sorolian-calculation tait!Tht,
and it is a eoe..juilsory L'0111'sr 111 111,rht,1 ulr:Or1thry schools 1)(1
it Xt aS, :lscotaillt(1 th:ti (1111.11'111 [1111i!TI:vr
"w110'11 gaitt' V:111 111ti t the irtt 11-0 of it.
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The Textbooks. The textbooks are compiled and published by
the Department of Education and are in general use in the Empire;
but as they merely show the standard of subject matter and required
progress, selection and tre:Itment of tht materials are loft to the
judgment of teachers so as to adapt the actual teaching to the
natural development of children and the local circumstances to the
most desirable extent.

Sinee 1909 the textbooks have been revised three times, the last
revision bein, started in 1925. This is mainly due to the change in
the standards of Nreig,hts and measures. Of the last revision those
of the ordinary elementary sehool and of the first year of higher ele-
mentary school have already been finished and the rest will be
completed shortly.

Method of Teaching. Several improvements have been made
in the method of teaching as follows:

1. In the hope that children can be made to take an active
attitude in learning arithmetic. much attention is given in the be-
ginning to their amusement and interest. and careful consideration

ttiVell 1:1f er to tl:e rettlit Witt of t ho-w /111)11101117z, the !z01111 lens of
whieh children would obtain spontaneously. In recent years much
emphasis anti attention have Iiien given to the construction of
problems by the children themselves.

2. In actual teaching the mental ability of each child is taken
into full consideration and although the fundamental subjects are
given in common, applied problems are advanced in proportion to
the individual capacity of the children. In some schools the Dalton
plan is tried for experimental purposes. but some prefer the Win-
netka plan to the Dalton plan.

3. It is acknowledged to be more profitable for children to find
and construct by themselves the fundamental rules and methods
of ;iritlitnetie than for teachers to explain and teach them to the
children from the st art: con,equently, it is deemed very important
to develop the subject matter by treating such problems as suit the
natural development of the children.

4. It has long been the praetiee in .1:.pan to make use of experi-
mental vork in le!iehi,e, arithmetic el :! pry!inunary nature, at.1
this practice has been much eneour:uIed since Perry's movement
made a wide impression. Many sehool, are etplippll h all kinds
of scales, rules. aft! !: \1.:11 ail it!-:ntival
tory like the on Ivneated by Prol-sor E. II. AInore of the
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versity of Chicago, Teaching by experimental methods has already
produced good results in promoting the metric system, and many
eases are reported wherein school children are guiding their parents
in adapting themselves to the new system. The construction of geo-
metrical forms and graphic drawing are popular additions to teach-
ing materials in all the schools.

THE SEcoNDARY Sc h HoOL

The Mathematical Conference of 1918. This conference played
a very significant r(de in recent progress in the teaching of :mathe-
matics in the secondary school. Under the auspice-t of the `society
for the Study of Secondary Education (organized for the purpose
of investigating general subjects concerning secondary education)
and through the etTorts of Professor M. Kuniyeda, chairman of the
eonanit tee of arra] gennts, and those assistin- lint. thk conference
was held in Tokyo for tiv, days beginning on December 20, 1918.
It was pre:-ided over by Mr. J. Kano, president of the Society, and
was attended by about two hundred fifty mathematics teachers
from all parts of Japan. At this conference, enthusiastic discussions
:: :mil study were givrn i n nutnurnits :-ithjct,4 which were then at issue

eonnectinn with mathematical educatio.i in secondary schools,
and proposals were prepared in response to he questions submitted
hy the Department of Education pertaining ro improvements in the
ft:telling of mathematics in compliance with the aims of education
of normal schools, middle schook, and girls' high schools. Further-
more, important deliberations were made at this conference as here-
limier enumerated, and resolutions were passed accordingly:

1. h:o are :lit, 11-iqur tali, in ; rotwitin lilt'
atiieng

2 WI, ,t ar, r.,; ,41.:1.1,: .4101 1:1111 s for t. it hing rlat-
ii,i4 to Ow n Ow graph?

11 li ti art- ; con,;.1( fir 3.1,1ing an introduct,ry
1::,,nittrati ti.ichaig and for using practical nit thods on ovea-

,:,ns?
t. 111.t: tip. ,rt:cular con.i-rat flood. 1 :n making a closo affiliation

f tilt' hratich..4 n:1111. 1n it is 111 ti-rtch:tte
5 Wh-,t. is Ow t...1r arrant.(. 111, 111 if mil hi- well of mathematics and the

allotni. lit trachim: hours lir rcul?
6. Wh it w:11 th, (par nirnt for t,:thing mathowatics?
7 Is it n.cessiry t,i ronwt. much %rid. r suroban-calculation? [Tills

%vat, anwt.rcd atlirtnative ly.I
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The Mathematical Association of Japan for Secondary Edu-
cation. At the conference it was proposed, at the instance of Pro-
fessors T. Hayashi. M. Kuniyola, the late Professors I. Mori, K.
Hakii. and M. Kaba, to found an association for the study of mathe-
matics and mathematics teaching in secondary education. This
proposal was unanimously endorsed by those present and the asso-
ciation has since come into existence under the title given above.
At the time of its foundation its officers were Professor T. Hayashi,
president, Professors M. Miniori. M. Kuniyeda, vice-presidents, and
the late Professor M. li.aba. chief editor. This association publishes
an official organ, Vol. I, No. 1 having been issued in April, 1919.
At present it has a membership of more than 2,300, and is very
promising in its success and influence.

I3y making references to the resolutions passed by the con-
ference in 1918. the association prepared teaching syllabi of mathe-
matics fur such secondary schools as middle schools, girls' high
schools, girls' real-high schools, technical schools, commercial
schools. and normal schools, and is constantly working to further
the advancement of mathematics teaching in secondary schools by
organizing it in effective ways.

Middle Schools. The middle school education aims at affordi
higher common education to boys who have completed the course
of the ordinary elementary 6C11001. The course covers five years. Its
graduats may intim diately tau out into the world, while sonic of
them may enter various professional schools of higher grade or
higher middle school to prepae for the university. (Completion of
the fourth year qualifies one for admission to the higher middle
school.)

Accprding: to the rcgulai t hi, chief aitn of mathematics
teaching in the middle school is to give the pupils necessary knowl-
edge of mathematical quantities, to make them very skillful in
computations, to render them efficient in applications as well as
to train them for accurate thinking. The 1911 syllabus gives the
teaching hour- and zaTz.ng,enient of subjects as fo;iows:

soh jrt 1",ar 1 Year I Yvar I Year Yvar
I ! II III . Iv

AnthIn tic 4

Algtlwa 4 1i
1

lE,
I ;eon,. try J J

.1 I
ITraz,.uoulotry J
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Of late a general tendency has been noted toward teaching
algvhra irtttn th iir7st yvar and gec.liik..tr; With it,t preparatory course
front the st.ctaid. year. A liew syllahlts of niatlivintities in the Initidic
schtiol more adequately framed to conforili with the klemantis of
t tinit'S WILT contemplation by the Department of Edu-
cation, .11 present a draft for remodeling the educational system
of the iniddle school is pending with much discussion and it is ex-
pected that some signilicant changes N'iii / the teaching
sylialm, which cover-: niaihrnaties \\lin the ultimate. decision is
n.a,: or, the

11%)/11

syilabli. ol/Tiled ill January, 1928. by the niithilk. :zclioul attached
to the "1'nkyt) nigher Nornial Scland and may to indicate the
recent tendency in actual teaching.

1::.TRAcT FuoNi THE DETAILED s\ 1.1..\1;:*s ttl NIA'rlimATIcs
miDDLE .11"1',1(111.:1 I) TuliVu

HIGHER NoliNIAI,
- -

VI dr 1%m. lull 1.1a (;tai to Trignolnot ry

I I ; r wt ck)
ers, tit ritual ll.e

tit.11-i
Wt
1?..iir r111, s
.\rt .1. -iimio

I trettitag,
! it r st

II tilt -its 1,r.1)-1
If in, in lulu' rulus I
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ExTrz Ac"r Fnum THE DETAILED SYLLABUS OF MATHEMATICS
tll THE MIDDLE SCHOOL ATTACHED TO THE TOKYO

HIGHER NORMAL SCHOOL---Continued

II

III

1

2

3

1.

Arithuhtie and Algebra otin try Trigonometry

(2 hours per week)
Linear equations with

one unknown quan-
tity

Simultaneous linear
equations with two
unkiwn quantities

Applied problems

NIultiplication and di-
VIS1011 of integral
expressions

Factoring

(2 hours per week)
Preparatory course

Triangle
Polygon
Parallel lines

Reduction to lowest
terms

Fractional equations

Reduction to the com-
mn denominator

Four rules of frac-
tional expressions

Equations with literal
coefficients

Rat prof ort ion
Applied 1 rohli ins

Parallelogram
Perpendicular, oblique

line
Circular are, angle at

the center

(3 hours ter wt di)
Square root
brat ional numbers
Qti oirat equat ions

with one unknown
quantity

Equations of higher
ilogree

Irrational equations

(2 hours per week)
Secant, tangent
Segment
Inscribed circle, cir-

cumscribed circle
Two circles

Exponents anti loga-
rithms

Compound intt rest

Loci
Const ruct ion problem,
Algebraic eal rs.,:ons

and geometrical con-
struction

Area

3

ari ition of functions Area (continuedl
and their graphs Ratio, proportion
( q adratic func- Proport iona I lints

qiiit drat ic1
equai ions)

iriation
ixint I and min 11%

In qualities
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EXTRACT FROM THE DETAILED SYLLABI'S OF MATHEMATICS
OF THE MIDDLE SCH(ii )1, ATTACHED TO THE TOKYO

HIGHER. NottNIAL SCHuuLContinued

Yea r 'rpm i .krith motto and .11got)ra Geonwtry Trigonometry

IV

(2 hours per week)
Variation of functions

I and their graphs
(continued)

111,erse variation
isimultaneous equa-

tions of the second
degree

(2 hours per week)
Similar polygons
Ratio of areas

(1 hour per week)
Introduction to trigo-

nometry
Circular functions of

acute angles

Simultaneous equa-
tions of the second
degree (continued)

Arithmetical progres-
sion

Regular polygons and
circles

Circumference and Tr
Fundamental proper-

ties of straight lines
and planes

Parallel planes and
straight lines

Perpendicular planes
and straight lines

Circular functions of
acute angles (con-
tinued)

Circular functions of
obtuse angles

Properties of triangles

3

Geometrical progres-
sion

Annuities

Dihedral angle
Principles of projec-

tive and perspective
drawings

Polyhedron, p r i s m,
pyramid

Solution of triangles
Logarithms of circular

functions
Simple surveying

1

(2 hours per week)
Permutation and com-

bination
Binomial theorem
Elementary concepte,

of probability
Functions and graphs

including elemen-
tary concepts of the
calculus

(2 hours per week)
Volumes of prism and

pyramid
Regular polyhedron
Circular cylinder, cir-

cular cone
Volumes o f circular

cylinder and cone

(1 hour per week)
Circular functions of

any angle

Reviews and supple-
merits

Sphere
Reviews and supple -.

intents

Circular functions of
compound angles

Solution of triangles

3

.V utt
(1) sehool tar of !h:s noddlt school is dividod into three semesters,

viz, t he tir-t from April ii to July 10, the second from September 1 to Decem-
ber 21, and the third from January S to March 23.

(2) As the table shows:. the toNclung sch,dule of this school allots just
one more hour for the fourth and the' fifth year than is proviikil Icy the
Departiarnt of Education.

R, views
mews

and supple- Reviews and supple- Reviews and supple-
Milli 111etats
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The Present Phases of Mathematics Teaching in Middle
Schools. Although the study of theory in teaching mathematics is
a matter of much importance. it has become an essential aim to
supply practical knowledge for the purpose of cultivating the pupils'
ability to think mathematically. In selecting materials, specific
precautions are taken to give materials suitable to the mental
development of the' pupils and applicable or interesting to them.
Those which are too theoretical or abstruse for their understanding
are to be avoided. In order to lighten the hardship which pupils
encounter in learning the rudiments of algebra and geometry,
preparatory courses are given in these subjects so as first to secure
their interest in the subjects.

In former (lays arithmetic., algebra, geometry. and trigonometry
were taught quite independently of one another. but now efforts
are being made to make close connection between these branches
with the view of givin:: %yell-organized knowledge of mathematics
to the pupils. Some discussnnis have been made on the disciplinary
value of (oat :( d:o Aliwrican
ehologists have been introducc(I. and this matter has attracted much
attention on the part of our teaehers.

The following points dealing with the more detailed phases of
the course give further information as to the actual teaching at
present.:

1. Nanrical computations aro .1((arii Cory important; therefor` drill is
given in connection with nutnrieal problems not only in the arithmetic of
the earlit r grades btu ads' in the algebra and gt-ometry of the higher grades.
Stress is laid on approximate calculation, ta.nea t o: al proximate
computations by use of tahlt s of logarithms and t...mpound intercst and also
on the exercise of sorob:in-cIculation. In addition, sonic trach(Ts :ire inclined
to teach the use of the slide rule.

2. Soule materials which w. I:, formerly treao d ill :MI 11 :at now given
with algebra as they C:111 by vu/lVt-11 tali' rX111:1 tVcryday C0111-

rctillire much \..lidly I xi., rit nee arc g:ven 111 the higher
grades to more advantage. and con, ill:. 101 the aritlm tit' -l1 teaching in the
lower classes is lessened. 1)111 it i< gent rally b. he ed not so ad% isable to exclude
aritiltiletie frOill the lower cla,st s ul ord. r to s-:trt early with the tvahuig of
algbra and geometry.

3. Experiments. actual eying. -01.1 r no :hod, :we used in
teaching weights and measures. goao try_ tad ,`711.'2' 41ihit'et. It 1s the gt-to sal
dAtre of schonls to adoit the mod, I'll n., mhIh V nece,sary for lll:ttht'-
iii teachina: :111(1 some (.411«((i- ire ..:!(.! %%ell (O in.o:c:11 laboratories
and Apvcial classrooms or good roil. et :to., tti ito and .1 e.inens, though
many are still insufficiently
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algebra and geometry and that three hours must accordingly be
allotted to each year for mathematics.

In 1020 the Department of Education revised the teaching
schedule of mathematics of girls' high schools as given below, but
no arrangement of the subject matter for this schedule has as yet
been given out.
a ,l Lai

Course Vrar
1

vit r illr vilv
.

5-year 2 2 3 3 3
1-year 2 2 3 3 3---_---___ ---

The tenth annual meeting of the Mathematical Association held
last year passed a resolution as fullaws for recommendation to the
Department of Education:

It is believed proper to allot three hours a week each year for mathematics,
disregarding tlw of the courses of the girls' high schools; and the
standard of sehedule of welt branch of Mathematics should be as hereunder
given:

Subject Year
ails Wile

III
VIAr

IV
Tsar

Arithmetic 3 1

Algebra 2 2 1

Geometry 1 2 2
Reviews 1
. .

(The schedule hours fur geometry in the fifth year arc to cover solid geometry
find trigonometry also.)

It may be well to quote herc a part of the resolution passed by
the third annual meeting of the Mathematical Association held in
1921, which refers to the details of teaching mathematics in girls'
high schools for the five-year course:
Ara 104rthree hours weeklytotal 120 hours.

Arithmetic (120 hums); integers and decimal fractions; compound nu,lbers
(Wvight$ and 111""U", tuutny, time., angles); properties of integers; frac-
tions; ratio and proportion (simple proportion, compound proportion).

&out/ yearthree hours weeklytotal 120 hours.
Arithmetic (30 hours) ; ratio and proportion continued 'proportional parts;*

alligation) ; percentage; interest.
Algebra (90 hours) ; introduction; positive and nogative numbers; four rules

of integral expressions; linear equations with one unknown quantity;
linear simultaneous equations.
subjects marked with are to be treated briefly,
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Vika gearthree bowl weekly.total 120 hour*.
Algebra (0 hottrot factors; greatest common meatatrel knot common

multiple; fractional expressions; freedom' equational square root; quad.
ratio equatiem with one unknown quantity; fraetional equations,

Geometry (80 hours): preparatory course; triangle; polygon (side, angle,
congruence, arca).

Pourth gearthree hours weeklytotal 120 hour&
Algebra MO boom): *simultaneous equations containing quadratic aqua.

dons; ratio and proportion; arithmetical and scomoriral progrissiona;
miscellaneous.

Geometry (00 hours) : circle (arc, chord, angle at the center, inscribed angle,
segtilent, invent and tangent, two circles, inscribed and circumscribed fig.
ores, circumference and area of circle); proportion (proportional lines).

Pileh pearthree hours weeklytotal 120 hours.
tleuttietty 00 hours) t proportion continued (similar figures, ratio of areas,

circular functions of acute angles); straight line and plane; prism and
pyramid; circular cylinder and cone; sphere.

Arithmetic, algebra, and geometry (80 hems) ; everyday computations (in.
surance, taxes, securities, annuities, instalments, daily purchns1's, chores
nod fees, domestic accounts); reviews and supplement& of preceding
year's course.

Notes..
Soroban.ealculation is to be exercised in each year by a timely arrange.

taunt of hours,
2. The graph is to be riven by the proper arrangement and discretion of

teachers in charge,
3, Simple geometrical construction and loci are to be given on all proper

occasions.
4, In teaching arithmetic and geometry, efforts must be made to let pupils

do experimental work and actual measuring.
a, Pupils must be made familiar with the ube of letters %%hilt) arithmetic

or introductory leptsone of algebra are taught,

The syllabus for the teaching of mathematics prepared by the
same Association for girls' high schools of four-year courses is similar
to that referred to above except that some of the subject matter
of algebra and circular functions is reduced or omitted, In 1923
the Association prepared the syllabi on the teaching of mathematics
for the postgraduate course of girls' high schools and the girls'
real-high *chunk, and they will he diseh.4sed here,

It may be said that mathematics education in the girls' schools
has made remarkable progress during the last decade, but while we
hear much con plaint concerning the difficulty experienced in teach-
ing mat hemat .!s to girls we cannot deny that there is a tet,d,iney
to tem.!' in ris' high schools having excellont pupil, the slime

SubJects marked wali are to he treated briefly,
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(Iconicity
Circle (ro, angle at the router, inscribed an)eki, segment, tangent,
two circles, inscribed and circumscribed figures); loci; construction prob.
lentil,

third dint --four hours weekly,
Arithmetic and algebra

Proportion (ratio, proportion, direct variation, inverse variation, gridiled
progreoion (arithmetical progression, goometical progres

hin); logarithms; percentage (pi &mane, interest, annuities),
Geometry

Arca; proportion (proportional liars, similar figures); circumference and
arca of envie; eirettlar functions, Pkillitilnk of triangles: !liable skIt'vt41111t.

Pottrth tearthrev hours weekly.
Algebra

Permutations and combinations; binomial theoren; probability,
Orono ry

Plane awl straight line (planes and straight linos, two planes, dihedral
tingle, solid angle) ; polyhedrons (prism, pyramid) ; romol bodies (circular
cylinder, eirenlar mow, sphere),

A eh lintel ic
Various solutions of applied problems; method of eonsirtieting of prob.
leans; everyday computations; prautiee of sorobatt-calettlation.

Niviitod of fraviiing rlrilluuetic in tdulityniary schools
Aim; selection and iirriingemilit mativr; methods of instrue
lion; instruments and tim.fitl advices for actual teaching; study of text
books of elementary schools.

Fifth yir--thilq, hours %revkly,
It( VieWA 1%11(1

lit'1111ion livtwct PI miming' 111111 algt,hritical exressions;
tlivir it1'31,11s; maxima and minima;

finding grvatvst 'mown mr.istirv: pviiltition (stimuli
root, 141001 prineipies I 1 pro:eetiVP anti prflprtivi, drawings; conic
tivetions;

St:CoND 1)It'tyltt

Firm, ttr--.1%10 11111114 weekly.

Arithmetic
varionA so'otion, of applied prublems; method Of eonstructing
everyday uompatations; practiee of soroban-ealeulaiion.

Nithod of iv:oiling arithmolie in clviiivntary Nrliools
Similar to iliost, Hindi! in tin' first division.

Poxturridiintt. IU si'c'kly.
Alliphr:t and goomtry

1,11, [Immo: vombination: progrssinns: logarithms; theory
of equati,ao4; loei; problems in geoluorical coubtruetion.

'I'rigonotneiry
iciretilar fituciiong, trigonometiieal go,ttiotts, splIcr:eal triangle,

problons;
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The outline of analytical geometry
The outline of calculus
Study of the teaching arithmetic In elementary schools

Note: Among the remarks attached to this syllabus it is stated that enough
exercise in the computation of numbers should bo gives in every year course
and that pupils must become well versed in approximate calculation and
treatment of epproxiato values and familiar with the use of the elide-rule
and tables of logarithms and compound interest, and that teaching of loci, con-
struction, end area etould be given also in other school years than those pro-
vided in the syllabus by proper arraugement.

The teaching subjects for the first division of the normal school
for women in the revised syllabus are the same as those of the
normal school for men except that the teaching hours of mathe-
matics in the third year aro one hour less.

Under the old system, the teachers and the pupils in the normal
schools were considerably overburdened because general knowledge
of mathematics had to be treated within a comparatively few hour..
Moreover, the study of the teaching of arithmetic in the elementary
school had to be taken as well, but the revised syllabus increased
the teaching hours anti made the instruction far more substantial.
Such amendment of the syllabus was, of course, made by compari-
son with the proposed syllabus prepared in 1924 by the Motile-
matical Association, Since no detailed subject matter for the post-
graduate course was contained in the syllabus, the details have been
a subject of discussion and study of some members of the Associa-
tion at every annual meeting for the last few years,

III. MO 11ER MIDDLE SCHOOL

Course of Study. The whole course of the higher middle school
extends over seven years. The first four years are for the ordinary
course, the schedul3 of which is same as that of the first four years
of the middle school; and the higher course covers the remaining
three years. Although some higher middle schools of seven-year
courses have been established in recent years, most of the higher
middle schools have the higher course only.

The higher course is subdivided into a literary course and a
science course. In the first year of the literary course three hours
per week are allotted to mathematics, and according to the syllabus
of 1923 of the Department of Education supplements of geometry
(solid) and algebra and the outlines of trigonometry, plane analy-
tical geometry, and calculus are to be taught,
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In the science course four hours per week are allotted to mathe-
matics In each year, and the syllabus of 1026 of the Department of
Education provides solid geometry (about 20 hours), trigonometry
(about 40 hours', analytical geometry (plane and solid, about 70
hours), algebra (about GO hours), and calculus (about 170 hours);
in addition, dynamics (2 hours per week) can be taught to those
who may desire it.

I have given a summary of the main changes recently made in
the teaching of mathematics in the various schools for ordinary
education. In conclusion I wish to express my warm thanks to my
colleagues, Professors T, Ando, R. Rupokawa, and others for their
generous help in preparing this report,



RUSSIA

Dv 1'ItulTs.S011, D. SINTZOF

Uniiprsity Karknu

The Reform Project of 1915, Materials relating to the teaching
of mathematics in Russia were assembled by the Russian delegates
to the IMUIC Conference aml were published in 1909-1912, Since
that date, the teaching of mathematic: has seen far-reaching
chaoes, of which I shall attempt to give an account,

In the first place, mention should be made of the chief innova-
tion made by the Russian delegation in the period under discussion.
This was the addition of a special course in the seventh class of
the Bealschul,' consisting of the ideas of analytic geometry and
the infinitesimal calculus, Syllabi of this work are given in the
memoir by K. Vogt u and also in my rei ort in L'Enseignement
mathbnatique Teachers were di /Wed in their opinions as to the
result of these innovations. The conservatist found that higher
mathematics was too difficult for the students of the secondary
schools. The advocates of the reform, on the other hand, considered
parts of the course de, 'orably simple and urged that. they be in-
cluded in elementary mathematics. Some of the professors in the
higher technical schools saw an appreciable gain from this innova-
tion; others, on t he contrary, felt that t he first-year students hall
lost the interest which always attaches to a totally new subject
without obtaining the solid foundation necessary to their later
studies. Sometimes, also, there was the additional difficulty of hav-
ing to learn again things which might or might not have been taught
in the secondary schools,' 13c this as it may, innovation pro-

"ow ',Yr/ski/if'', ,ffili,,cullus 1{. out Ullinnumiu In Iivrtimng with the different'',
that noslyrn languages 1ypiacyl1 thc classics. Its courso followy41 the first Ihryy
,cars ut '111% 1)111111 school and its gyvyn nr sonictimys eight classes Included 11111111,1
from the ago ti frn to vightiwn. Thy course In the fecift,ehuly Was parallclyt1 by the
eight vars of the noalyrn or of the classical (Iptanaklala.- Editor.

Bericht fiber d, athenfaitchen E.' 01.'1.11411 un d, rusehtchen nealschuIca.
%tit. Xl
M. .1. PolirtiltInku Butt's in his report on ter teaching of mathrwatics that the

teaching of finaltIr gcunictr la thy eadyt corps hail had no noliccahle results
(r4'4,11110e positi/e).

0
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Thus, the total time assigned to mathematics for the entire
course was (1) 27 hours, (2) 24, (3) 29, and (4) 34, In comparison
with the distribution of hours in the Gymnasium as it then existed,
where 32 home were allotted to mathematics in the eight classes,
or 30 in those schools which had no eighth class (a class which was
given over principqny to review), and in contrast to the Reatschule
with 35 hours devoted to mathematics,' it is evident that the reform
proposed in 1915 favored the classics rather than mathematics,
reducing the latter almost to the standard of the six-year com-
mercial courses in the Rea Ischia° in the ease of the neo-humanitn-
rian course, and in the scientific course diminishing the time until
it was comparable to that of the former classical Gymnasium (29
as compared with 32). It was only in the mathematics section of
the Realschule that the proposed plan preserved practically the
same number of hours as that in the former schools (34 as against
35).

The materials collected by the commission were published by
the Ministry (Departmentl of Edueation in 1315." These ineluded
syllabi in mathematics with explanatory notes written by a spe-
cially appointed subcommittee. In this report there appeared an
expression of opinion from K. Lebedintseff, who thought it might
be possible to introduce the elements of higher mathematics into
the neo-humanitarian course and who drafted a program of studies
on this plan including the theory of combinations, the binomial
theorem, continued fractions, and indeterminate equations. There
also was a memoir from Professor D. A. Crave, who protested
against the further lessening of the mathematics taught in the
classical course which included two ancient languagesca Another
of the contributors was W. W. KonciratiefT, director of the eighth
Gymnasium at St. Petersburg, who considered it indispensable to
teach the seventh class the theoretical foundations (theoretischr
Begriindungl of the four operations with whole numbers and frac-
tions. Framed on a schedule of hours that the subcommittee on
mathematics found insufficient, these syllabi were in the natwe of
compromises and they met with lively criticism at the hands of

Commercial cou-mos extended only through the sixth year and the lanthematle4of the fifth nod Mirth years wai redured to 2 and 3 huurM respootIely. Iva%
total of 23 hours.

Material), po reforme arctIncy ahkoly. Prifroye prof/roomy y ohyuanenia,
A number of Ruch PCIIOMM WON` proposer! W11101 were nut Included ltt the fourdivlotona hated above.Editor.
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the inethodologi-k at M,eow opeeially." These immeallans were
!Tamely put into practice, however; for a year later the revolution
took place, everything was overturned, and the system of public
education was radically enraged, It is hardly worth while to eons
older the work of the Ignatieff Commission at greater length, I have
described it only because it shows that Lven at that time there was
a tendency to minimise the place given to mathematics in the cur-
riculum --a teoltney that has characterized the post-revolutionary
period, although naturally people have given it a ditIeret thou-
Wield explanation.

In the U.S.S.R.," them exist two principal systems of public'
instruction: that of time (Russia) and that of the
'Ukraine, The other republics of the union have imitated one or
the other of these, generally choosing that of the R.S.P.S.R. Ac-
curdingly, I shall describe these two systems only,

Public Education and the Teaching of Mathematics In the
R.S.P.S.R. The history of public education in Russia after the
revolution of 1917 falls into three periods:

1, The period of the provisional government when public educa-
tion had not been affected by radical reforms,

2. The period following the Communist party's muting Wu power,
the period of the communistic government or of the "SEP,'' "
the period of the destruction of the old institutions and of the
eager and feverish construction of the new, Universities and
technical colleges were thrown open to the entire proletariat.
Each town founded a university of its own. It was not long,
however, before the greater part of these ephemeral creations
died a natural death, but even so the number of universities
and higher technical schools was considerably increased, pro-
viding a sufficient number for the third period referred to
below,

3. The period of the consolidation and construction, called the
"NEP." 14

is Si',. the ItuNNIn [I Purim!. The Terwhing of Mothomittivi, fur 191n.
II Union of 8(11,11111st Sm. lot 1lopuhllrs, the now lowt1 Milli.' fur "Ittodn," ron

misting of six ropublIA the ( Russia prowl Whitt. Itusx14, Ukraliao,
Trantiontiensto+ UNnzlioli, awl Turkomon.. Editor.

solollst Vollorn led So% lot Editor.
%1'1'ho old ov%)000th policy, II ox.' word,: in old linhsinn hying "Start)/ ROOPSO

nitfehrlikuya Politikft.
'1'I10 lit.W toil "A Gni h'ronunitrhpekuyu Pulitika."
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to speak seriously of the socialistie education of the ma of the
children. The vital !wiled of the work of the schools, that is to
say, the carrying out of its unified program which consists both in
raising the level of the development of the child and in increasing
his value to the country, all enhances the importance of the knol-
edge of reading, writing, and computation. The main reasons for
the lowering of the standards of instruction are the poverty Of the
school and a badly organize.I. school year. But in addition there is
the dearth of information on method on the part of the teachers;
man of them know the traditions of the former schools but have
only a stmerfieial acquaintance with the newer methotls, The new
syllabi in languages and in mathematics give precise specifications
on the extent of knowledge and the corresponding techniques to
be acquired in the different. years of instruction, The explanations
of the methods to be used aid in the understanding of the intimate
connection between work in languages and mathematics and the
general work of the complexes and the general life of the pupil
community, It. is impossible to indicate the percentage of time
which should be devoted to acquiring the essential knowledge of
language and mathematics outside of the vomplexes, for it varies
front one school to another,.

sYLLAlit'S IN IATIIEMATICS

Numbrrs belonging to the first Counting forwards and backwards,
Addition and subtraction of numbers less than 10.

Numbers of the second decade, Counting, Four rules with numbers less
than 20 (iA... addition, subtroct ion. multipheation, and division).

Concept of parts of a unit, half. fourth. Writing of 14 and 14.
Canton)); by tens. Nunth,r% to 1(W).
Meter and centimeter, kilogram, litre, Uses of these measures,
Telling the hours on it days of Imo week. Counting of specie, paper

money.
thometric concerns; rqn ;u v, rilialp, Drawinv these figures.
Position of an object with respect to another: kit, right, alifie. below, end.
Solving of problems of out' or two questions each.

StroND YEAR

Counting backwards and forwards to 100. Addition and subtraction of num-
bers within the limit of 1(X).

Multiplication and division by tables.
Comparison of numbers by difference and quotient, greater, less, too much,

too little, how mull and how many times.
Counting by !lumina's. Four operations with 100, 200, etc. Numbers to 1,000,
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Addition rind subtraction of numbers in this domain, Unit fractions, 0, '4,
4, ;A, Transformation of !methane, Addition and subtraction of fractions,

Measures of length (meter), weight (grain), time (day, month, year),
staking nut straight Mee on the ground and measuring them.
Making change.
Addition and subtraction of denominate numbers of two denominatium,

as ruble and eopek, meter and centimeter,
Telling time to minutes. To tell the time elapsed between two events

within a month.
Equality of sides and of angles in a square, Units of measure of areas

(square meter, decimeter, and centimeter). Measuring the area of a rectangle,
as for instance the classroom.

Problems containing two ur three questions,

THIRD WAR

Pour operations with numbers less than 1000. Numbers to 1,000,000. Sepa-
rating numbers into orders and clams. Addition and subtraction of numbers
to 1,000,000. Division of numbers as far as 1,000,000 by numbers with 1, 2, or
3 decimal places. Division by a number of several figures when the quotient
is a one-figure number. Use of sichoty " (fnb lcd a ((acute frame)) for the addi-
tion and subtraction of numbers of several figures. Multiplication and division
of compound and denominate numbers.

beginning of decimal fractions. Oral and written naming of decimals.
Transformation and comparison of decimals. Addition and subtraction of
deeimals not smaller than hundi Atha. Writing compound denominate num-
bers as decimal fractions.

Finding the time elapsing between two events within a year of each other.
Equality of sides and angles of a rectangle. Drawing parallels and perpen-

diculars on paper or laying them out on the ground. Measuring the area of
a rectangular field. Units of land measure (are, hectare, arpent). Making a
map of a field. Drawing straight line diagrams (not more than three or four),
Idea of scale drawing. Equality of faces of a cube.

Measures of volume (cubic meter, decimeter, centimeter). Measuring
volume of rectangular box.

Problems containing three or four questions.

Puma 'Vim
Decimal fraction: multiplication and division of a fraction by a whole

number, of a whole number by a fraction, of a fraction by a fraction. Multi-
plication nad division by 10, 100, 1,000.

Idea of per cent, Simple interest.
Common fractions: changing one fraction into another. Comparison of

fractions, reduction of fractions. Addition and subtraction of fractions by
inspection (denominators less than 100). Finding part of a given number or
finding a number, knowing a given part. Changing common fractions to deci-
mals. Approximation to within 0.1, 0.01, 0.001.

Arithmetic mean. Knowledge of the terminology of arithmetic operations
and of the relation between terms.

Thp Itussinn abacus.
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Changing IttlsNin measures into metric units. Use of eutiversiou tables.
Determination of the interval between two dates within a century.
Keeping aecounts of reeeipts and eNlintlitures of money and of goods.
Drawing circles. ltelatiott of radius, diameter, and circumference. Units of

Angle measure. Measurement of angles, Drawing angles with 11 protractor.
Simple diagrams with a circle divided into' , 3, 4, 0, 8 parts.

Properties of sidcs and angles of rectangles, is0SCOUS triangles, equilateral
triangles. Arca of a triangle. Making a simple contour map. Use of scales in
ilivasuring %fist alive:: big Weil% points on a map or a plan.

Right priont, volume of a prism, culktentS of a room, of a house.

This syllabus is followed by a discussion of the connection of
mathematical skill in practical affairs which we will abridge as
follows;

To show the children how to use computation and measure-
ment to interpret, the life about us, it is necessary to build habits
of accurate ea lcu Wiwi and measurement, to stimulate their ideas
and to add to their economic value by the ability to keep expense
accounts and to compute discount. Skill in computation is acquired
by the solution of a sequence of problems (with numbers in the
first decade to begin with, then numbers from the second, etc.),
these problems dealing with material that is varied systematically.
The n10 hod of analogies is used to a great extent. The study of
operatior,,, with numbers in the thousands begins with simple ex-
amples. The recognition of the commutative properties of a product
and of a sum are helpful in this work. Each type of computation
exercise is curried out in three ways: mental problems, columns or
parentheses, written problems," The content of the mental and
verbal problems is drawn from the units of work given in the school,
although the actual experience of the pupils may not include this
work. Too much time should not be given to drill exercises. Several
years ago the work with compound denominate numbers was greatly
abridged for this reason, At present it has been proposed that opera-
tions with numbers of several figures and with fractions may be
lessened without fear of harm either to the child's mental develop-
ment or to his usefulness. In the first cycle, it. is generally sufficient
that the pupils can multiply two three-figure numbers or divide
by a three-figure number. With the introduction of the metric sys-
tem, the schools should give more attention to decimal fractions.
As for common fractions, it is sufficient that the students acquire

19 Ws. sb.,olit iwrhaps sny vorhal pr"biinq solved rnoiltally, abstract practice
exeridsli, and verbal probiing soh ed with a peucil.Editor.
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skill in adding and subtracting fractions by inspection without the
use of the least common multiple.

The solving of a given problem affords an opportunity for acquir-
ing knowledge of making an 1.,ialysis. Life demands another skill
that of discovering the given data and of stating the relations
between them. Accordingly, the activities are organized as seems
suitable. For the first group, the activities are not so long as a half
year. In the second group, the accounts of the fodder for a cow are
kept; in the third, the accounts of a harvest from which several
problems may be deduced: to calculate the period of vegetation,
the harvest per argent, and like problems. It is necessary to empha-
size the relation of these results to mathematics itself (as in the
properties of operations). In the third year, the examples are written
as exercises in arithmetic; in the fourth, the pupils are alrr ady
constructing practical formulas. Thu elements of geometry are
taught in connection with arithmetic. The course also includes the
recognition of geometric forms and the study of solids. The proper-
ties of these figures are studied by measurement, as, for example,
finding the sum of the angles of a triangle by using a protractor.
With the older children the concepts of geometry are developed
as a basis for work in that subject.. It is absolutely necessary to
learn the making of the simplest surveys, to know how to use the
pace scale in measuring distances, to have practice in gauging
distances by the eye. During the first three grades, lengths are
measured by the pace. In the fourth year, simple surveying instru-
ments are used. Geometry should be connected with arithmetic.
Graphic methods are highly commended. One should be somewhat
conservative in the making of graphs. Curved line graphs are made
only in the case of temperatures. Straight line graphs are to be
used, this work being enlivened by the making of geometric designs.
The drawing should be neat and exact but the number of draw-
ings should not be large. arithmetic problems may be solved by
this method, but it should not be greatly stressed, in view of the
fact that the development of skill in computation is one of the
major problems of the school. At the end of the report is a dis-
cussion of models and instruments, the abacus, multiplication table,
slide rule (r( glc a calculi . Finally, the syll: ')us is analyzed by years,
giving the topics which may be omitted.

The Second Cycle. After four years' study in the primary
school, the pupil enters the secondary school, which is divided
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into two parts. The first division of three years (fifth, sixth, and
seventh) forms the second part of the seven-year schools found
both in the towns and in the country. In reality, however, the
country schools consist of but the first three classes (first to third).
The eighth and ninth years, which are the second subdivision of
the secondary schools, are expected to give an average educatiUn
to the majority (75 per yen') of the pupils, only 25 per cent of the
students going to the higher schools. This is according to data
from the Commissariat of Public Instruction.) Thus, in the plan
of study and in the organization of the curriculum the predominant
problem is the continuation of the general education which the
seven-year school gives. The second objective is to complete within
the period of nine years of academic work a general education and
to lay a foundation for a materialistic concept of the world.
"since the first objective depends on the second, the second end
of school is thus made clear." At the same time the sum total of
the knowledge gained by the pupil in the second should be entirely
sufficient for the continuance of his studies in (Me or another of the
advanced schools.

In regard to the purpose of the second division, as is the
case in the first, there is a change in time idea of a general educa-
tion, regardless of the precedent of the pre-revolutionary schools,
and a shift of the emphasis to the social sciences on the one side
and to the natural sciences in the larger sense of the word on the
other. It. would be more correct to say that. this tendency is apparent
in such studies as physics, chemistry, natural science, and mathe-
matics, which occupy less than a third of the student's weekly
program.

The requirement: of the higher schools, however, have pro-
voked certain tendencies toward lessening the number of hours given
to chemistry and to the natural sciences in favor of mathematics,
but it would be unjust to consider this tendency as an out-
growth of the desire to complete an average education in a nine-
year course.

The data in the first table below concerning the program of
studies of a seven-year town school are from the official record of
a mathematics teacher in a school which has not attained the level
necessary for the pupils to enter the highe- school. The reader can
get some idea of the nature of the work done in this type of school
by making a more or less detailed study of the table.
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PROGRAM OF Swum OF A SEVEN -YEAR TOWN SCII0014_
Course

.
5th Year Ilth Year 7th Year

Total
Number of
Lessons

1. Social Sciences 4 4 4 408
2. Language 5 5 4 476
3, Mathematics 4 4 5 442
4, Natural &letup,: 3 4 4 374 t
5, Chemistry 1 2 2 170 t
6. Physics 4 4 4 408
7, Geography 2 2 2 204
8. Foreign Languages . . 3 3 3 300
9, Shopwurk (travail) 3 3 3 300

10. Graphic Arts 2 2 2 204
11, Singing 1

Music 2 1% 1% 170
Rhythm

12. Physical Education . , .. 2 11,..! 1,.., 170

The last Mum is calculated on the lash+ of Int seeks n year, of which one
denoted to orgoillitallon tool one to 1111111 work.
t to the 5th sehuul year, these subjects are taught by .te same Instructor.

PltoultAM OF STUDIES OF A SECONDARY St'llOot.--SEcuND CYCLE

'A, STUDIES COMMON TO ALL COURSES

0,11110. Nth Year 11111 Yea r Notai.vr
or Lessons

1. Social Sciences 4 306
2, Language and Literature 4 4 272
3. Mathematics 4 4 272
4. Natural Sciences 3 3 204

5. Chemistry 2 2 136

6. Physics 3 3 204
7. Modern Foreign Languages... 2 2 136

8. Graphic Arts 2 1 102

9. Singing 1

Music 2 1 102

Rhythm
10. Physical Education 2 1* 102

Total 29 25 1836

Two lo.urs iii the eldirse hat etingogy.
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Course No, or Hours in
titti War

No. at Hours In
titli war

Total No. of
Hours

Pedagogy
a. Academic 9 12 714
b. Pm-school 8 12 680
c. Political Instruction 9 12 714

Coiiperat ire Course
a. Rural (Cooperativearicote) . 9 13 748
b. Consumer 9 13 748

Administration Course
a. Duties and Finance 7 13 880
b. Itoatra nee 7 13 680
e. Credit 7 13 680

SYLLABUS IN MATHEMATICS FOR THE FIRST PART OF THE
SECOND DIVISION OF THE SECONDARY SCHOOL

FIFTH Ye as

Review and generalization of the pupil's knowledge of decimal notation,
on arithmetic operations with integers of considerable size and with decimal
fractions. Parts of a number expressed in per cents.

Relation between the given quantities and the results of operations. Checks
for computation. Setution of simple equations by the relations thus established.
Meet on results of changes in numbers themselves.

The straight lire, segments, measurement. Metric measures of length. Use
of ruler. Construction of straight line diagrams and graphs of empirical data.
Estimating errors of measurement. Rounding ()I the results of operations on
approximate numbers.

Common fractions. Reducing fractions to lowest terms. Prime and com-
posite numbers. Conditions of divisibility by 2, 4, 8, 3, 9. Factoring. Least
common multiple. Operations on common fractions. Changing fractions to
decimals equivalent within an assigned degree of accuracy. Drill in computa-
tion with common fractions and decimals combined.

Right angle and its parts as a measure of angles. Circumference, measure-
ment of arcs in degrees, measurement of angles by their arcs, use of the pro-
tractor. Construction of an angle equal to a given angle by ruler and compass.
Addition and subtraction of angles. Multiplication and division of angles by
a given number (by construction). Construction of designs using circles. Adja-
cent angles. Equal adjacent angles, Perpendiculars and obliques. Supplemen-
tary angles. Sum of adjacent angles. Sum of angles about a point. Vertical
angles.

Rectangle. square, parallelogram, triangle, trapezoid. Principal properties
of these figures. Their construction with ruler and square. Metric units of
area. Area formulas for the figures mentioned above. Area of polygon by
breaking it. into triangles and trapezoids.

Use of letters to indicate operations on the numbers represented by the
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letters, Idea of a power, Side of a square (of given area) given by trial and
by tables (of square roots), Formulas for the solution of problems, Order of
operations, 1.'se of parentheses. Evaluation of formulas for integral and frac-
tional values of the letters, Cube and rectangular prism, Metric units of
volume, Volume formulas for cube and rectangular prism, Formula for com-
puting the volume from the weight, Metric units of weight. Area and volume
of a triangular prism.

Ratio, Ratio of segments, areas, volumes, weights, etc. Scales and the con-
version of linear scales into number scales. Ratio expressed as per cent. Rela-
tive error expressed in per cent. Direct variation. Properties of mean propor-
tions and the determination of the unknown term. Inverse variation. Division
of a magnitude into parts having a given ratio. Problems on dividing a mag-
nitude proportionally,

Solution of simple equations in one unknown having numerical coefficients.
Circle and cylinder. Experimental determination of the ratio, of a circum-

ference to its diameter, The number 3.14. Formula for the length of a circum-
ference. Experimental determination of the area of a circle. Formula for the
area of a circle. Study of a cylinder. Fornmlas for area and volume.

Construction of a triangle having three sides given. Knowledge of conven-
tional notation.

Geodetic work:
(1) Survey of a field with simple contour by measuring lengths alone

(by breaking the area into triangles).
(2) Survey by aid of the square,
(3) Mapping a field with simple contour or a footpath by use of a plane

table, compass, and triangle.
(4) Making a profile with a triangle and a surveyor's rod, a spirit level

or a mason's level,

SIXTH An

Axis of numbers. Graphic representation of quantities whose direction is
opposite to each other. Signed numbers. Absolute value. Addition and sub-
traction of signed numbers. Multiplication and division of signed numbers
Solution of equations by transposing terms,

Parallel lines. Construction with ruler and square. Equality of correspond-
ing angles and of alternate interior angles. Theorem of angles whose sides are
parallel. Properties of angles whosi sides are perpendicular,

Power of a number. Finding integral or fractional powers. Powers of num-
bers expressed by letters. Rules for multiplication and division of positive
powers of numbers having the same base. Commutative law of multiplication
(oh = ha). Assi,ciative law fah)c ebe). Multiplication of mono-
mials. Changing fractions having monomial numerators and denominators to
equivalent fractions. Solution of first-degree equations with two terms and
with literal coefficients. Addition and subtraction of monomials. Four rules
for dealing with algebraic fractions with monomial numerators and denomi-
nators.

Position of a straight line with reference to a circle. Position of line with
reference to two circles. The conditions under which a triangle is determined.
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Construction of a triangle, having its three sides given, Construction 14 an
angle equal to a given angle by means of a ruler ,ind compass. Construction
of a triangle front other elements, Conditions that govern the equality of
triangles, Theorem of the sum of the tingles of a triangle. Classification of
triangles according to their angles. Isosceles triangle. Concept of symmetry.
Theorem of the bisector of the angle of an isosceles triangle. Construction of
axis of symmetry and of the bisector of an angle. Perpendiculars, obliques
and their projections. Distance from a point to a line. Erecting and dropping
perpendiculars. Division of a segment. into two volial parts.

A polynomial as an algebraic sum. Conmiiative law of addition a + b =--
b a. Assoeiv t ivv law of addition a + (b a + d) = (a e) d. Addi-
tion and subtraction of polynomials. Solution of equations. Distributive law
far multiplication. Multiplication of a polynomial by a monomial, geometric
illustrations. Division of a polynomial by a monomial. Taking out a common
factor. Simplification of algebraic fractions with polynomial numerators and
denominators by the removal of a monomial factor. Solution of equations of
the first degree with literal coefficients. Multiplication of one polynomial by
another. Geometric illustrations. Factoring a polynomial by grouping. Special
products (a b)', (a b)', (n -1- b) (n b). The use of special products in
the multiplication of two numbers. Factoring oy means of the formulas for
special products. Computation of the direrence of two squares by factoring.
Simplification of algebraic formulas by combining fractions. Multiplication and
division of fractions ha,ing polynomial numerators and denominators. Solu-
tion of fractional equations.

Quadrilaterals. Theorem for the sum or the angles. Axis of symmetry of
isosceles trapezoid. Parallelograms, Theorems regarding sides, angles. diagonals.
A rectangle as a special case of a parallelogram, axis of symmetry, theorem
regarding diagonals of a parallelogram. Rhombus as a special case of a paral-
lelogram, axes of symmetry, properties of diagonals. Square as a special case
of rectangle or rhombus. Axes of symmetry. Construction of quadrilaterals of
different types according to certain given conditions. Theorem regarding the
line which bisects two sides of a triangle. Division of a segment into equal
parts. Problems in computing linear elements and areas of quadrilaterals by
means of equations. Graph of functions y b, and of equations
in the form y = az -I- b. Transforming equations in the form ax + by +

0 into the form y + b. Simultaneous linear equations of the first
degree. Graphic solution of equations. Solutions by substitution and by com-
parison. Solution of three simultaneous linear equations in three unknowns.
Solution of problems by means of equations.

Circle and circumference, Axial and central symmetry of a circle. Theorem
concerning the diameter that is perpendicular to a chord. Relation between
the length of a chord and its distance from the center of the circle. Properties
of the radius to the point of contact of a tangent. Construction of a line
tangent to a circle at a given point on the circumference. Measurement of
angles and arcs, Central angles. Measure of angles inscribed in a circle. Angle
inscribed in a semicircle. Construction of a line tangent to a circle and passing
through a given external point. Angle made by a tangent and a chord passing
through the point of contact. Problems dealing with the measurement of the
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circumference and arcs of a circle, also with areas and sectors. Making of
designs on different scales. Concept of similarity.

Geodetic work (optional):
(1) Measure of angles In a field 'ith the simplest goniometer and the

application of this work to mapping a field with a simple outline..
(2) Making a profile by using a simple level.
(3) Finding the height of an object by similar figures.

SEVENTH YEAR

Determination of the ratio between two line segments. Construction of
similar triangles. Center of similitialv. Properties of parallel lines which cut
the sides of an angle. Construction of a fourth proportional. Construction of
similar quadrilaterals. Conditions of similarity. Ratio of the areas of similar
triangles and polygons. Concept. of sine, cosine. and tangent of an acute angle.
Variation of trigonometric functions with changes in the angle. Three-place
tables of trigonometric functions. Solution of right and isosceles triangles by
trigonometric functions. Formula for the area of a triangle in terms of two
sides and the included angle.

Simple methods of calculation with rounded numbers.
Calculation of the side of a square having a given area. Square roots of

whole numbers and decimals carrying the result to a unit of given order.
Pythagorean Theorem. Mean proportional. Relation between the height

of a right triangle and the projections of its sides. Algebraic relations between
the sides of a right triangle. Relation between the perpendicular dropped from
a point on a circumference to a diameter and the projections of the chords
on the same diameter. Relation between the lengths of a tangent, a secant,
and the external part of the secant. Construction and calculation of a mean
proportional.

Relations between the trigonometric functions of an acute angle:

sin xsinix cos'x =1 tan x = cos X

Incomplete equations of the second degree and their solution. Taking fac-
tors from under the radical sign. Inserting factors beneath a radical sign.
Extracting square roots of a fraction whose numerators and clenomi.ators are
monomials or the perfect squares of binomials. Graphic study of the function

= nx± b. The meaning of the cotAants a and b. Graph of y = a for dif-
ferentferent values of a. Concept of function \y = ax2 as an expression of the varia-
tion of a quantity p oportional to the square of another quantity. Graph of
this function for different values of a.

Construction and solution of equations of the second order: two roots of
the equation, solution by completing the square. Formula for the solution.

Concept of inscribed and circumscrihed polygons. Construction of circle
circumscribed or inscribed in a triangle. Properties of the angles of an inscribed
quadrilateral. Regular polygons. Construction of the following inscribed regu-
lar polygons: triangle, quadilateral, hexagon. Finding the value of the si,le
of each in terms of the radius of the circumscribed circle.
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Computation of trigonometric functions of augles of 30', 45', and 60'.
Construction of regular octagon and dodecagon by doubling the sides of a
square or of a regular hexagon inscribed in a circle. Axial and central sym-
metry of regular polygons. Size of their angles. Trigonometric formulas for
the sides and area of a regular polygon in terms of the radius of the inscribed
or circumscribed circles.

Calculation from formulas of the area and volume of the following solids:
right prism, cylinder, cone, sphere. Application of these formulas for the area
and volume to the solution of problems calling for the use of app,oximate
computation. Idea of representing these solids by their orthogonal projections.

Geodetic work: Determination of inaccessible heights and distances by
finding the angles with a goniometer and by computing the rerilts graphically
or by means of trigonometric functions.

PROGRAM OF STUDIES OF THE SECONDARY SCHOOL
SECOND CYCLE
(8th and 9th years)

EIGHTH YEAR

SurnmatT of work with fundamental operations on algebraic polynomials.
Proof of the identity

± 3A 3ab' J.: b.'
Derivation of formulas for

(-3. ha
b

and
+

n b

Simple transformations and operations with expressions which contain the
radical sign. Bringing numbers under the radical sign, reduction to like roots,
multiplication, division of radicals, raising them to powers and extracting
roots. The simplest cases of clearing the denominator of a fraction of radicals:

a a
05 Vc ni VT) tt..VC" '0777;

Generalization of the concept of an exponent, zero, fractional, and negative.
Irrational exponents.

Construction and discussion of the graphs of the functions
y a-1* and y logn x.

Logarithms and the principal properties. Operations with logarithms and
antilogarithms. Logarithms on the base 10. Tables of logarithms and their use.

Graphing and discussion of the quadratic functions y = x2 and y =-- ax'.
Graphs and discussion of the functions

y = c, y (x -±-b)'. y = azI bx c

where a is not equal to zero and where b'-4ar 0.
Study of the roots of an equation of the second degree. Geometric inter-

pretation. Decomposition of a trinomial of the second degree into linear
factors. Application to geometry.

Theorems on the proportions connected with a circleproperties of the
tangent and secant. properties of chords which cut within a circle. The bisector
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of an interior angle of a triangle, Numerical relations between the sides of a
triangle. Area of a triangle as a function of its sides, Geometric construltion
of the expressions:

nit ftsx am 1,1as b', = = %/ob.
Solution of equations containing fractions involving the unknowns, Pos.

sibility of extraneous roots. Equivalent equations.
Solution of equations in which the unknown is under a radical sign andin which the equation reduces to one of the first or second degree. PossibilityOf extraneous roots.
Itiquadratic equations.
Simplest cases of sinni!tanemis equations of the second degree in two

unknowns. Solutions of the types;
(1) 2. y n, .ry = b.
(2) A-- y b.
(3) xi+ y'= a, .ry = b.

Position of lines and planes in spaces, perpendicularity, parallelism, angle
of inclination between a line and a plane, the theorem of the three perpen-diculars.

Relations between planes, parallelism, perpendicularity, dihedral angles.
Angle made by two lines in space.
Polyhedral angles.
Principal properties of parallelepipeds and pyramids, their areas.
Trigonometric functions of on obtuse angle and their relations to those

of an angle less than 90° and more than 45°.
Variation and graph of the trigonometric functions of angles between 0'

and 180°. Law of sines and of cosines. Their use in the solution of triangles.
Logarithmic tables of trigonometric quantities.
I:se of logarithms in all questions studied in geometry, trigonometry, and

in algebraic technique.
NINTH YEAR

Arithmetic and geometric progressions, formulas for the nth term and for
the sum. Use of these formulas in solving problems.

Concept of variation, constant and variable quantities.
Concept of infinitely large and infinitely small magnitudes at d their limits.
Principal theorems concerning limits.
Inereasiag and decreasing geonletrie progressions of an infinite number of

terms. Limit of the sum of a decreasing geometric progression.
Irrational numbers defined by two series of rational =libel s. Illustration

by a graph. Equality and inequality of rational numbers. Operations with
irrational numbers. Ratio of incommensurable line segments.

Regular polygons, length of the circumference of a circle, area of a circle.
Ca valivri's Theorem applied to volumes of prisms and pyramids.
Volume of curved solifkcylinder, rune. sphere.
Generalization of the concepts of angle and arc. Angle measurement inradians and in degrees.
Trigonometric functions of the general angle. Graphs of these functions,
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Lions and by supplementary acts of 1897, 1902, 1910. and 1919, (See
Lot. om hoejere Almcnskoler Middelskolen, t2) Gymnasiet,
Kristiania, 1911.)

In Denmark the new orientation was created by the Act of
1903. (See Lot% om hovjere Aimenskoter insm., Copenhagen, 1907;
and the continuationsd?cesrcu/cr (2) 1908, (3) 1012, (4) 1917, (5)
1923.)

111 tveden thin reform b('i.tau with the Act of 1901 (Sec
Forfattnings-handbok ongonmde rikets ailnainna liiroverk, utgiven
AV B. .1:sen lieNquist oek Alfred Nordfelt, Foerra delen, Stockholm,
1910.)

It will not be necessary to enter into details concerning Den-
mark and Sweden with respect to the time before 1910. It will
stave to refer to the following books:

MT math' matischr nt( rricht Schudi n, herausg, von Dr.
II, von Koch and Dr. E. Giirausson, Der Mothematikunterrieht in
Deinemork, I3ericht erstuttet von Poul Heegaard, Copenhagen, 1912.
Rohrberg, bur muthematische Unterrieht in Dilnemark, Leipzig,
1915. Fr, Fahricius Nerve, Matcmatikkens Stilling i den hoejere
1Skole, MathcmatiA Tidskrilt A, Copenhagen, 1927.

For Norway there does not exist tiny such helpful literature,
and so it. is desirable to give a short summary, A reform in 1869
in Norway especially joined the middle school and the Gymnasium,
But entrance to the former was such us to provide for a natural
transition from the public school. The tendency in the evolution
aS to make the eomplete public school the only prerequisite for

the middle school, In the year 1920 this plan was completely real-
ized. In this way the instruction in practical arithmetic in the public
school forms a preparation for the teaching of arithmetic and
algeL. a in the middle school.

The organization of the public school is theoretically still
based on the Act of 1889, and the' training of its teachers on the
Act of 1902, hut of course many alterations have been made mean-
while. The Minister of Ecclesiastical Affairs and Public Instruction
is at the head of this work, as of the other types of schools. The
department has to sanction every new schoolbook. This serves to
control the evolution of the school work and at the saute time
affords a certain latitude for private initiative.

Textbooks in Arithmetic. The three most common arith-
tactics are those of J. Nicolaysen, Ole Johannesen, and Olav Schul-
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stall. They treat the following topics; The four fundamental opera-
tions with integers, simple fractions and decimals, applications to
daily life, interest, discount; areas of parallelograms, triangles,
trapezoids, and circles; %.olumes of solids of corresponding impor-
tance; and some work in household accounts and simple book-
keeping.

The oldest. hook of the threethat of J. Xieolaysentended
to make the teaching much inure clear and intelligible than before.
That of Ole Johannesen lays stress on condensed and plain reason-
ing. The one by Olav Schulstail chooses the problems from the
sphere of interest of the children and only such as have practical
applications. The book is supplemented by instructions for the
teacher. Great stress is laid on the thorough treatment of the ele-
ments of arithmetic.

The result of all this movement. has been a decided tendency
to remove much unnecessary material, including calculations of
unused fractions and the finding of curious but useless volumes.
The results of the modern investigations into the psychology of
the teaching of arithmetic have not yet attracted sufficient atten-
tion. However much the ancient methods may be criticized, it still
must, be conceded that the results in the skill of reckoning were,
in general, very satisfactory.

According to the Act of 1890 the middle school had four classes
at most, and generally there were only three, admission presup-
posing familiarity with the number system and with the common
units of value, weight, measure, and time, the four operations with
integers and decimal fractions, simple practical applications, and
skill in mental calculation. Since 1920 there have been generally only
three classes.

Objectives. The following teaching objectives are set, up:
1. Skill in practical reckoning and its application to the prob-

lems of daily life, including the finding of square root, the calcula-
tion of areas and volumes, and simple bookkeeping.

2. Arithmetic and algebra, to the theory of exponents, with
rational numbers only; the elements of radicals and easy equations
of the first uegree.

3. Geometry, including tlw theory of sithilar triangles, problems
in the construction and measure of plane figures, including easier
problems about polygons and circles.

The Act of 1902 limits the classes in the Gymmisimn to three.
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and allows pupils to follow any one of several different lines:
1(1) Rea llinkn, mainly of a mathematical and physical character.,
and (h) linguistic and historical lines with or without Latin,

As objectives for the teaching in mathematics of all kinds there
are set up in the let of 1910 the elements of arithmetic., algebra.
and plane geometry in continuing what, has been taught in the
middle school; the elements of trigonometry; problems in construc-
tion and calculation. In Reallinjen in addition: advanced algebra;
trigonometry continued; the elements of solid geometry; and conic
sections analytically treated; the elements of descriptive geometry,
with exercises in drawing. For certain parts of the above schedule
it is allowed, when desirable, to substitute elementary calculus and
its applications.

Two Types of Schools for Teachers. Although the above-
mentioned reform of 1896 has to some extent closed the breach
between the different. types of school, which was the result of former
social conditions, the line of demarcation still shows itself between
the two types of schools for teachers; namely, the "sezninaristic"
for public schools) and the "academic," The systematic peda-

gogical training of the first of these is the older. At present it is
mainly governed by the Act of 1902.

Before the reform of the secondary school, a theoretical uni-
versity education was regarded as sufficient preparation for tl'e
teachers in the Gymnasitmt; but since the reform more and more
stress has been laid on the pedagogical side of the university train-
ing of teachers. To the academic work in the university in Oslo)
for a degree there has been added a pedagogical seminar with both
theoretical instruction and practice teaching, (Sec Reglement for
dca, sproulighidoriske og den matemat isk-naturvidcnskabelige
embedeksamen of) den paeilayogixe eksam n, 1905, and Reglement
for det paeriagogUr seminar og dagogisk eksaniun, 1908.) Since
1910 this plan of training has been still further developed. The
department of public instruction has controlled the development
of the plan of training just referred to above partly by regulations,
partly by authorization of new textbooks, and partly through the
council of education, which inspects the teaching and the exami-
nations.

The plan of education for the secondary school, issued by the
department in 1911, recommended the following time schedule for
the week:
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Subject
HourPeriods

I II HI IV

1. For a middle-school with 4 classes:
All subjects (singing and gymnas-
tics not included) 36 36 36 30
Mathematics, including arithmetic. 6 5 5 5

2. For the Reallinje of the Gymna-
sium:

All subjects (as above) 30 31 31

Mathematics 5 6 6
Descriptive geometry 1 1

3. For the linguistic line of the Cymric',
slam:

All (as above) 30 30 30
Mathematics 3 0

The nature of the work tends to discourage the practice of
mere memorizing and purposeless formality such as charac-
terized too manifestly the instruction of the past, and to develop
a real understanding, self-activity, clearness of expression, and con-
tact with practical life.

This endeavor to form the whole subject of mathematics into
a harmonious unit has already led to a more perfect coherence,
not only in relation to its different parts, but also in relation to
practical life and to the progress of civilization. For example, the
teaching of arithmetic in the Class I of the middle school has been
so remodeled as to form a more natural preparation for the later
work both in arithmetic and in geometry. By object lessons the
teacher leads the pupils to an understanding of the fundamental
mathematical ideas much more clearly than was formerly the case.
This is done by appealing more successfully to the intuition of the
learners. In this way the transition to theoretical mathematics with
its scientific deductions is rendered more natural and more simple.
It has also been found that the waS to a liberal education is made
more interesting through a moderate use of historical details.

Examinations. The examinations are partly written and
partly oral. In the written examinations at the middle school four
problems are given, two being in arithmetic (3 hours) and two in
mathematics (3 hours), and at the Gymnasium three or four prob-
lems, partly based upon textbook propositions. It is permitted to
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use tables of logarithms, squares, cubes, square roots, cube roots,

TOIT
and the function x-I + . The written problems are proposed(
to all the schools at the same time by a departmental Examination
Board.

The lymnasium. In the year 1919 certain changes were made
in the organization of the Gymnasium, but these were not of vital
importance in the teaching in mathematics. Formerly the division
into special courses did not begin until Class H. At present, how-
ever, it begins in Class I, where a language course including Greek
is introduced. The following is the time schedule:

III

'lours wpokly

For the Reallinje:
Mathematics 6 5 6

For the linguistic lines:
Iklathernatics 5 3 0

For the language courses the amount of mathematics has been
somewhat lessened. In the examinations it is permissible to use
four-place tables of logarithms of numbers and of trigonometric
functions using decimals of a degree instead of minutes and seconds.

Textbooks. As to textbooks, the arithmetics by Ole Johan-
nesen and Fyn-Juel are used in the secondary school. The greater
part of the mathematical textbooks (by Bonnevie, Sorensen,
Eliassen, Alexander, C. M. (xuldberg, Platou and Ole Johannesen)
are of the older type; but the textbooks by M. Alfsen (Plangeometri
for miridelskolan, Algebra 1 ct: 2, Plan trigonometri, Elementaer
stcreometri, Aaalytisk plangeometri) are greatly influenced by the
modern ideas. They exhibit the development from an abstract
formalism to a concrete perspicuity, away from the Euclidean form.
It is not sufficient to know that a mathematical theorem is right;
the pupil should also, as far as possible, know why it is so. In order
to develop the eye for geometry, the author uses motion as a
means of proof (symmetry, rotation). In the work on conic sections
a similar plan is followed. The elementary algebra emphasizes the
applicability of the subject to practical life and its importance
for the economy of thought.

Modern ideas are also seen in a series of textbooks for self-
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instruction by Almar Naess. Stress has been laid on clearness of
expression. The reader often prepares himself unconsciously for the
general theorems, being led inductively by a series of numerical
examples.

As already mentioned, the tendency in the development of the
teaching of mathematics has been tho same in the Scandinavian
countries. Nevertheless, the ideas have been more rapidly accepted
in Denmark and Sweden than in Norway.

For example, in all three countries the schools are permitted
to introduce the elements of calculus, but this permission has been
used only in Denmark and Sweden. In these two countries the
introduction is now complete and has been well received.

In Denmark the scholarly but somewhat heavy textbooks of
Niels Nielsen, Kragh, and Kruger separate strictly the different
branches of the subject, materially and methodically. The books
of T. Bonnesen issued 1904-09 were the first to embody modern
ideas and especially those of Felix Klein, bringing in fusion, early
introduction of the concept of functions by graphic representations,
and clearer distinctions between axioms and theorems (see Rohr-
berg. Der mathematisehe Unterricht in. Deinemark, pp. 29-32).
Many of these ideas are also found in the books of Pihl and Sv.
Kristensen (1926-27). The theory of irrational numbers is there
given with reference to G. Cantor.

In the upper classes the interest and discussion is concentrated
on the books of J. Hjelmslev, Elementaer geometri (1) 1916; (2)
1919; (3) 1921; (4) 1923; his Elemcntaer aritmctick (1) 1925;
(2) 1926; and his Den line gcomctri (1) 1925, Copenhagen. His
system is based on his distinction between the "geometry of reality"
(Virkelighedsgtometrii and the "geometry of abstraction." (See,
for example, Die Gcometri der Wircklichkeit, Acta mat., Vol.
40.) The first is a science of thingsedges of rulers, table tops,
etc.considered empirically and inductively, its theorems being
only partly proved. The second is a formal science of defined con-
cepts, deductive and precise. Pedagogically the geometry of reality
has the advantage of treating of real things, but its theorems lack
the simpleness of the abstract geometry. The modern teaching of
geometry, with the emphasizing of intuition as a basis, is, properly
speaking, a union of the two. As with all textbooks of a revolution-
ary character, those of Iljelmslev have had difficulties in obtaining:
access to the schools.
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The teaching of mathematics in the language courses has been
much discussed in Denmark in recent years. (See De hoejere
Almen,skoters Laererforenings Beretning, 1913, pp, 96-120, and
Fr. Fabricius-Bjerre in the Matem. Tidskrift A., 1927, pp. 90-94.)
Certain teachers would retain the theoretical mathematics now in
use with its exercise in rigorous thinking, while others demand more
practical mathematics with exercise in applications to real life,
Still others would have no mathematics at all. C. Hansen, who has
remodeled the well-known books of Jul. Petersen has, in his book
Ant'endt Mathematik (Copenhagen, 1924), applied mathematics to
mechanics and spherical astronomy. The book has \been used for
several years with good results in the "Metropolitan School," To
obtain further experience the department of education in 1924 per-
mitted the schools to substitute for the theoretical mathematics a
more practical treatment of the subject.

As in Denmark, the new ideas are already seen in the textbooks
of Sweden. This shows itself in the introduction of the function
concept in graphical methods, and of tables of logarithms with four
figures, and in the effort to secure less heaviness of style. According
to information which Dr. Alander has been so kind as to give me,
the function idea has been accepted with general satisfaction. The
most commonly used books are those of Josephson, Mattson, and
Wahlgren. The introduction of graphical methods in algebra has,
on the contrary, met with great oppOsition and partly for this
reason books of Wahlgren, Mattson, and Hedstrdm- Rendahl have
not been able to supersede the oit.Jr but excellent work of Moller,

The most widely used textbooks on conic sections are those of
Collin and Hedstrom-Rendahl; and in trigonometry the-work of the
last two authors is the favorite. In this book the number of formulas
has been reduced and the examples are simpler.

In the technical schools in Scandinavia since 1910 there has not
been any significant change in the teaching of mathematics except
to adapt the organization to the iiewer features.

One important new development is the training of actuaries.
Formerly this work was done by insurance companies themselves,
but in 1917 there was introduced an examination of actuaries at
the universities of Oslo and Copenhagen, and the same change
proposed in Sweden. The teaching includes besides pure mathe-
matics, theory of probabilities, adjustment, interpolation, statistics,
mathematics of insurance, and political economy.



SWITZERLAND

By PROFESSOR S. GAGNEBIN

Gymnase Cantonal, Neuchatel

Uniformity of Instruction. In the report on the teaching of
mathematics in Switzerland presented at the International Congress
in Rome in April, 1908, Professor Fehr stated that the most note-
worthy characteristic of the organization of the Swiss schools lay
in the academic autonomy of the twenty-five states (cantons and
half-cantons 1) which make up the Swiss Confederation. One can
easily imagine the difficulties that had to be met in establishing
a real uniformity among the varied programs of the gymnases of
the cantons and communes. The struggle to achieve this result lasted
for nearly sixty years, the decisive years falling within the decades
with which we are principally concerned. Two factors have made
major contributions to the establishing of uniformity of instruction.
The first of these was the founding of the Ecole polytechnique
federate in 1855.2 The second was the adopting of the Federal Con-
stitution of 1874, which gave the Federal government authority to
regulate the conditions which must be satisfied by those who wished
to practice medicine in Switzerland. At the same time, the Consti-
tution empowered the state to intervene in the training of medical
students.

The Final Step. The final step in the centralization of control
was an act called "A Law on the Recognition of Graduation Cer-
tificates by the Federal Board" (January 20, 1925).a (These
graduation certificates are the degree of baccolaureat to which later
reference will be made. This degree is granted at the completion
of the thirteenth school year.) Prior to the passing of this bill, two
independent authorities were concerned with the examinations: the

'Three of the twentyto cantons or states of Switzerland aro divided Into
half-cantons whose power In local affairs is equivalent to that of a whole canton
but whose share In federal matters is half that of a canton.Editor.

''this school, located at ?A 'rich. is as Its name Indicates a federal institute of
technology offering advanced work in many fields.

' 9rdennanee our Ac revonnaiamanrc des certificates de ntaturitg par lo Conseil'
fed0-al euteee.

120
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Federal Council of the Ecole polytechnique federate and the Federal
Commission on Baecalaureats.

Regulations of 1908. The most recent regulations concerning
admission to the Ecole polytechnique federale is of the date Novem-
ber 7, 1908. It contains an examination syllabus and provides for
an agreement between the Council of the Ecole polytechnique and
the schools which granted the baccalaureat.

Regulations for Medical Examination. The regulations for
admission to the state examinations for the medical professions may
be summarized as follows: a decree of the Federal Board dated
AIarch 10, 1891. creating a Federal Commission on the Barealaureat
(Commission. federale de pnaturite). The last ruling of this com-
mission was dated July 6, 1906. It contained an examination
syllabus, but the Commission could not issue certificates except to
candidates who satisfied the necessary conditions for passing the
examinations for the bacealaureat in a Swiss gymnase. On the
other hand, it listed schools whose graduation certificate was recog-
nized as a certifteat de maturite, and the commission was under
obligation to assure itself from time to time that the schools here
listed were continuing to offer the various courses required by the
regulations.

Three Types of Certificat de Maturite. By the Act of
January 20, 1925, the Federal Board recognized three types of
certificats de maturite: (A) the Greek-Latin type, (B) the Latin-
modern language type, and (C) the mathematics-natural science
type.

These three types of diplomas carried with them the privilege
of admission to the state examinations for analytical chemists and
of admission as a regular student without other examination to
the first semester of the various divisions of the Ecole polytechnique
federate. Candidates not possessing one of these three diplomas were
required to pass an entrance examination. From the point of view
in which we are interested, this syllabus is almost identical with
that which leads to the diploma of type C (mathematics-science).
Diplomas of types A and B carry the right of admission to the state
examinations for the medical profession. The same is true of the
diploma of type C when the applicant has passed an additional
examination in Latin before the Commission federale de maturite.

This Commission proposed that the Federal Board recognize the
degree of baccalauri.at granted by a canton, provided that the re-
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quirements for this degree should satisfy the conditions imposed
in the Ordinance and provided that the canton should guarantee
that the school issuing the degree continued to satisfy the stipulated
conditions.

Thus the admission to the government examinations rested
in the hands of two authorities. Now there is but one. The import-
ance of this is self-evident as a step in the unifying of the curricula
of the gymna.scs and as a possible consequence, in unifying that of
the Swiss universities.

The recapitulation of the issues involved and of the debates
which resulted in the publication of this ordinance by the Federal
Board would exceed the limits of thi3 report.* I will merely say
that the syllabi that accompany the ordinance may be considered
as the result of a compromise concerning three things: the demands
of the Ecole polytechnique federate; the demands of the Camite
directeur des examens de medecine and the whole medical staff; and
the desires of the school authorities who were defending the
autonomy of the institutions granting the baccalaureat. This sylla-
bus is also the result of the general spirit which manifested itself
among us during the World War and which is characterized by
a tendency to set a high value on what is customarily called
personality or general culture rather than on a great mass of
special knowledge. Article 15 of the Ordinance is a pledge of this.
It deals with the maturity of attittrin required by the higher schools
and it closes with these words: "The development of the qualities
of the mind, the training of the will and of the character quite as
much as physical education should keep step with the development
of intellectual maturity."

This tendency is very evident also if one compares the two
examination syllabi for admission to the Ecole polytechnique
federate. Although the ruling of November 7, 1908, provided for
but one written examinationfor general background, an essay in
French, German, Italian, or Englishthe ruling of July 23, 1927,
requires two; that is to say, an essay in the mother tongue and a
question in a foreign language. Furthermore, the part of the syllabus
relating to general culture occupies one page in the first of these
reguldtions and but two in the second; whereas the sections relating

4 Fur thk, consult Lt.4 Cuilisgs et lex oiminame snix,,tc, by Dr. A. Barth.
Dian of thy Eotf dr jrnnrx fill IN at liaNle. rttich oilition by Ch. Gillard. Director
of the Gymntuse luaxiqui in Lausatin.
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to special subjects have kept the same dimensions as before. In
other respects, the examination for admission is practically equiva-
lent to the certificat de maturite of type C (mathematics-natural
science course).

Before concluding this topic, it should be repeated that the two
other courses (Greek-Latin and Latin-modern language) also pre-
pare students to enter the Ecole polytechnique.

Effect on the Teaching of Mathematics. Let us now con-
sider the bearing of this general movement on the teaching of
mathematics. From this point of view, let us make a brief com-
parison of the syllabus for admission to the Ecole polytechnique
as it appeared in 1908 and again in 1927. The principal difference
is that the function idea is now greatly stressed. Its introduction is
prepared for by a study of the graphic solution of equations of the
first and second degree. Later, the student considers the graphic
representation of the functional relation of two quantities chosen
from the field of mechanics or of physics. He then goes on to the
derivatives of rational and simple transcendental functions, and
finally he applies these concepts to the study of the variation of
functions (l'etude des variations des fonctions). Another innova-
tion is the application of the study of combinations to simple prob-
lems in probability and in life insurance in the same way as spheri-
cal trigonometry is applied to mathematical geography.

Geometry. Geometry is presented as the study of the proper-
ties of space: coincidence by displacement, similarity, symmetry,
geometry of position (relation de position), and geometric construc-
tions. The new program also includes the study of poles and polars,
and it requires practice in geometric design in pencil and in water
colors.

Algebra. On the other hand, the course in algebra no longer
includes the algebraic and trigonometric solutions of equations of
the third degree, nor does it include the study of the properties of
regular polygons from the point of view of the division of an arc.
Moreover, it lessens the work in the elementary concepts Of a series.

These changes may be described as a concentration of the
syllabus about the fundamental principles: practice in computation
which is of paramount importance, knowledge of the geometric
properties of space, and the acquisition of the analytic and graphic
tools that permit the pupil to study the functions and to represent
them.
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We should remember that in modifying the curriculum of the
French lyeees, the regulations of 1902 and of 1905 showed the
influence of this objective. Professor Fehr sponsored the same aim
in an address before the Swiss Society of the Teachers of Mathe-
matics in 1904. In this address, he called attention to the fact that
Felix Klein had presented the same views in the vacation lectures
at GOttingen at Easter in the same year.

Similar remarks might have been made in regard to the syllabus
in mathematics in the Reglement des les examens de maturitj pour
les eandidats aux professions Int'flieales (July 6, 19061, and in the
Reglement pour les examens du type A et B of 1925. The second of
these is built about the function idea, but the study of functions
is not carried so far as it is for the certificate of type C which
we are about to consider.

On the other hand, the new program omits both the solution
of equations of the second degree in several unknowns and the whole
topic of combinations (analyse combinatoir0. Descriptive geometry
does not appear in the curriculum leading to the certificates of
types A and B.

The Syllabus in Mathematics and Physics. The syllabus in
mathematics and physics is as follows:

MATHENIATICS

Theory of numbers (arithmetique), algebra, and analysis: Concepts of rational
and irrational numbers. Algebraic computation. Logarithms. Equations of
the first degree in one or more unknowns. Equations of the second degree
in one unknown, algebraic and graphic solutions. Arithmetic and geometric
progressions. Compound interest and annuities. Ratio of dependence and
the graphic representation of functions.

Geometry: Simple geometric forms. Relative position and constructions in a
plane and in space. Coincidence, similarity and symmetry. Simple methods
of drawing. Computation of areas and volumes.

Trigonometry: Right triangle. Law of sines and law of cosines, for the general
triangle. Solution of triangles. Trigonometric functions of various angles and
the addition theorems of these angles.

Analytic Geometry: Study of the point, straight line. and circle by rectangular
coiirdinates, Simplest equations of conic sect inns. Principal properties of
these curves.

ADDITIONAL tn.:cella:Nu:N.1.s you corusti

Complex numbers and operations with these nottda.rs. Second degree equa-
tion:4 in two unknowns. Approximate solution of equations. Elements of the
theory of combinations. Simple problems in the calculation of probabilities
and life insurance. Derivatives of rational functions and of the simplest
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transcendental functions. Approximations to the length of arcs and to sur-
faces and volumes.

Coniometry. The general plane triangle. Right spherical triangles. Law of
sines and of cosines for the general spherical triangle. Applications taken
from mathematical geography and astronomy. The study of conic sections
by means of poles and polars.

maim= =mom (nye c)
Representation in a plane and in elevation of a point, line, and plane, and

the constructions relating to them. Plane figures drawn in projection and
isometrically. Drawing of polyhedra, plane sections and intersections. Draw-
ing of cylinders and of right cones. Study of their points, generatrices, tan-
gent planes, and cross sections. Representation of a sphere. Geometric
design. Constructions with ruler and compass. Use of pencil and water colors.

PHYSICS

Fundamental concepts of mechanics. Equilibrium of solids. Wave theory.
Production and propagation of sound. Fundamental ideas of acoustics as
applied to music. Heat. Expansion due to heat. Measurement of heat.
Elements of thermodynamics. Change of state due to heat. Optics. Straight
line propagation of light, reflection and refraction. Measurement of light.
Dispersion. Optical instruments. Spectrum analysis.

Magnetism. Electrostatics. Electric currents. Magnetization of solids, liquids,
and gases. Practical methods of measuring electricity. Heating effect of an
electric current. Current through a circuit. Induction. Additional require-
ment for type C: dynamics, elements of physical optics.

Newer Developments. It is evident that the syllabus of 1925
showed a reductiol in the required subject matter, but this reduc-
tion was in harmony with the remaking of the syllabus on a new
plan; namely, in centering it about fundamental concepts, which
was the desire of those who had been occupied with the teaching
of mathematics in the preceding years. In debates such as those
raised by the issue of federal certificates, from which politics
has not always been absent, the type of instruction such as that
with which we are concerned is put on the defensive; and on the
whole, we have cause to congratulate ourselves on the outcome. The
Swiss Society of the Teachers of Mathematics founded in 1901
certainly played its part. It was able to keep constantly in touch
with the representatives of the Cowell de l'Ecole polytechnique.
At the same time, the members of this board always displayed great
interest in questions regarding instruction in the secondary schools.
They were present at the meetings of the Society and even presented
important papers at them. It is there that Professor Meissner read
his Report on the Teaching of Mechanics in. Secondary Schools'

8 "Rapport sur l'Enscignement de la meeanique d !With. moyenne, Rerue generate
des Seienees pures et appliqurces, Deem lwr 31, 11117, p. t;h1i.
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also is Conclusion S of the report which the Federal Department of
the Interior asked of Dean Barth of Basle and which appeared
in 1919,6

This plan of study in mathematics was developed by a com-
mission under the piesideney of Dr, H. Stull ler of 13asle, the edi-
torial work being entrusted to Dean Amberg for types A and B,
and to Professor Schiiepp for type C. This plan of endy was sub-
mitted to the members of the Society in January, 1926. It remains
substantially within the limits set by the Ordonnance of 1925,
scarcely exceeding these boundaries, but it is much more detailed,
the topics for instruction are arranged with great care, and it is
accompanied by suggestions of teaching methods and by explicit
statements of the point of view which facilitates the student's learn-
ing. The plan indicates the number of hours that should normally
be devoted to the study of mathematics in each class. Lastly, it
includes a table compiled by Professor Flilkiger of Berne, giving
the average number of hours devoted to the various branches of
mathematics on each level of instruction in December, 1925.

Publication of Teaching Manuals, I should also add that the
Society of Teachers of Mathematics and the Swiss Mathematical
Society had a special joint meeting at Berne on May 20, 1928. It
was decided at this meeting to publish teaching manuals hirll
should conform to this plan of study. An editor was chosen ail(' an
editorial committee Was selected for each part of this work. Each
section is in two volumesone dealing with theory, the other con-
sisting of exercises, applications, and problems,

These works are written in German, The writer may perhaps
be permitted to express the wish that the teachers of mathematics
undertake a similar publication in French. This is primarily a
question of finances, but it should he noted that a representativs
of French Switzerland, Professor Charles Jaccotet of Lausanne,
was a member of the committee that worked on the German
manuals.

New State of Affairs. It, is evident that this statement of
Professor Brandenberger, which applied so perfectly to our situation
in 1911, is no longer precisely true. The march of events and the
energy of certain members of the Swiss Society of the Teachers
of Mathematics have brought us to a new state of affairs. By a
concerted effort, the teaching of mathematics has been unified, it

I See The Freneh milt ion hy ;IIla ill riforrud to u p. 122.
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has been better adapted to new needs, and it has been given a
guiding thread due to the experiences of numerous teachers in
Switzerland. We certainly owe a great debt of gratitude in this
regard to the International Commission on the Teaching of Mathe-
matics, through whom we have learned so much of what is going
on in the different countries in Europe, in the two Americas, in
Australia, and in Asia. I should cite here the name of Dr. II. Fehr.
professor at the University of Geneva, secretary-general of the
International Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics, now
dissolved, president of the Swiss subcommittee, and director of
L'Enscigncment mathematique, the official organ of the Intbr-
national Commission. By his works, his publications, and his
correspondence, he has made a great contribution, the results of
which we enjoy to-day.

Examination Problems. In order that this report on the
teaching of mathematics shall not be purely a historical summary,
and in order that the reader may form his own opinion of the level
of the studies hi cane of our secondary schools:, I shall quote the
problems set by Professor L. Gaberel for the candidates for the
bacenlaur(lat in sciences in the Gymnar cantonal of Neuchatel
in July, 1928. These problems cover the knowledge of the require-
ment in geometry, analytic geometry, algebra including the solution
of equations of the third degree, and the calcului including the
idea of a partial derivative.

1. Let A he a given point on the axis of a parabola, required to draw a
chord N) which shall be perpendicular to the axis at a pnint B which Minn
lie between A and the vertex 0, such that the volume of the cone generated
by the triangle ABC in its rotation about the axis shall be a maximum.

2. A right circular cone is inscribed in a sphere of radius r. What shall be
the ratio of the height of the cone to the radius of the sphere in order that
the ratio of the volume of the cone to the volume of the sphere shall he as

1 is to n? What is the value of the ratio if n .
R`- ?

3. Change the equation of the conic ary 1 3y3 - Ty -4- 1 -.2 o I.,
canonical form.

Several candidates gave solutions for all three problems. Be-
sides these, they were required to make a descriptive gpmnctry
diagram and to solve three problems from mechanics dealing with
statics of solid bodies, and the kinematics and dynamics of a point.

Preparation of Teachers. The question of the preparation of
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teachers of mathematics in the secondary schools, which has been so
widely discussed in all countries in the last twenty years, has come
up for consideration in Switzerland also. As early as 1906, the Swiss
Society of Teachers of Mathematics expressed the desire to study
the question. The important report. of Gutzmer and Klein given at
the conference in Dresden appeared in L'Enseignement math&
matique (1908, pp. 1-40). In 1915, the same review published the
International Commissions questionnaire on this subject in four
languages and Professor Fehr presented this questionnaire to the
Society of Teachers of Mathematics, Finally in 1917, the Society
approved a work of Professor K, Matter, as a, result of which it
proposed a vote recommending the formation of university courses
dealing with (1) questions of elementary mathematics considered
from the point of view of higher mathematics and (2) the his-
tory of mathematics and the study of this science from the point
of view of the theory of knowledge. It also asked for the creation
of special in.titutes for the theoretical and practical study of the
teaching of mathematics.

In response to these needs, universities such as those of Basle,
Geneva, Ziirich, Berne, and the Ecole polytechnique several years
ago organized courses dealing with the teaching of mathematics.
The University of Lusanne, that of Neuchatel, and others besides,
offer courses in the history of science. For some time the Clinton
of Vaud has required a teaching certificate from candidates for
positions in the secondary schools and several other cantons have
followed their example. All the universities now issue teachers'
diplomas (ecrtifical8 p(Idagogiqum to those who qualify on the
basis of practical work.

An effort is being made in several of the Swiss universities
toward a greater concentration of the curriculum. I will cite only
the example of the Faculties of Science of the Universities of
Lausanne and of Neuchatel where, several years ago, courses were
organized leading to teachers' diplomas somewhat after the example
of those in France. The university degree is required for admission
to teaching in secondary schools in French Switzerland. Heretofore,
the examination for the degree was very comprehensive. The new
requirements allow the candidate to concentrate his attention on
the most important branches of mathematics and on its allied
sciences. It also allows him a wide choice among a great number of
combinations of topics which are so arranged. however, as to insure
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that the mathematical training of the candidate shall be well
organized.

New Swiss Journal. Lastly, if it is true that a good teacher
should always keep in touch with the part of his science that is
in the making, a report on the teaching of mathematics should not
fail to mention the Swiss periodical devoted to mathematics. The
Mathematical Society of Switzerland decided to found such a
journal at its joint meeting with the Swiss Association of Teachers
of Mathematics on the twentieth of May, 1928. The editorial work
will be in the hands of Professor Fileter of Zurich assisted by an
advisory board, and matters concerning articles in French will be
entrusted to Professor Juvet of Neuchatel. The first number of this
journal is that of November, 1928, less than a year after the appear-
ance of the first number of the Helvetica physica acta. The
mathematics journal will bear the name Conzentarii Mathentatici
helvetici. I could not close my report with mention of an event
more full of promise for my country.
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BY PROFESSOR WILLIAM DAVID REEVE

Teachers College, Columbia University

I. INTRODUCTION

In Retrospect. From 1910 up to the present time everyone
interested in mathematics in the United States has been trying to
discover better methods of organizing and teaching the subject.
This has been clearly shown by such movements as that initiated
by John Perry in England, commonly known as the Perry Move-
ment or The Laboratory Method. The influence of this great pioneer
on our thinking should not be overlooked.

Causal Conditions. In order, therefore, understand fully the
significance of the changes that have taken place in the teaching of
mathematics in this country since 1910 and the trends that now
exist, it will be helpful to consider sonic of the causal conditions
existing haci: as early as 1910, even t hough we cannot take the time
here to discuss each fully. As pointed out by Professor Smith 1 in
discussing these general conditions:

At the beginning of the present century the syllabi in mathematics in the
American high schools were determined largely by the requirements for entering
our colleges. As a rule examinations were set by each college for its own candi-
dates. the requirements being dictated by the department of mathematics.

College Entrance Examination Board. The College Entrance
Examination Board was organized in 1900, and while this was a
forward step the, influence of tradition still forced she retention in
mathematics courses of a great deal of material which we now con-
sider obsolete and which has actually been removed from the present
College Entrance Examination I3oard Syllabi.

Committee of the American Mathematical Society. A com-
mittee of the American Mathematical Society in 1902 also formu-
lated a report on "definitions of college entrance requirements,"

Smith, David Eugene. "A General Survey of the Progress of 'Mathematics in
our High Schools in the Last Twentyfive Years," First Yearbook, of the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1926. p. 1.
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making certain specific recommendations with reference to the con-
tent of algebra, plane and solid geometry, and trigonometry. Speak-
ing of this report., Professor Smith sas:

This report was evidently rather inclusive through its very lack of pre-
c;sion. It kept open the way for every eccentric examiner to propose almost
any question he wished and yet it served fairly well as a starting point for
reform. At any rate, it was the expression of a national instead of a local
opinion.

While the work of the College Entrance Examination Board
"sought to unify the examinations and prepare them with much
greater care than was usually the case with local efforts, it also gave
an opportunity for the schools to be consulted and become a part
of a central organization, thus being represented in the preparation
of the papers." Although the work of this board influenced by the
committee of the American Mathematical Society has been con-
sidered by many an improvement over the situation before 1900,
there are still sonic objections to the system as such in certain
quarters.

Limitations of Examinations. College entrance examinations
grew out of a desire to standardize the mathematical product of the
schools. The result of leaving each school to determine what a pupil
should know in order to enter any higher institution of learning was
often chaotic. However, the results have sometimes been detri-
mental to the best interests of mathematics. Teachers should be en-
couraged to have a philosophy of their own and to teach the subject
as it ought to be taught rather than to try. to prepare their pupils
for one final examination. This they will not do so long as they are
forced to follow a course of study which they have had no hand in
making or with which they are not in sympathy. No matter how
desirable a curriculum may be, we cannot expect it to succeed if the
classroom teachers are not given a chance to help in its construction.
That is why curriculum construction should be dynamica training
of teachers in service.

Tradition has been a hard factor to overcome in modernizing
the curriculum in mathematics, the difficulty being largely a matter
of clinging to the hazy and invalid objectives used in teaching the
mathematics of many generations ago. We shall discuss this more
full;,? later.

In all fairness to the College Entrance Examination Board it
Smith, David Eugene, op. cit., p. 2.
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must be said that their attempts to improve the situation have
resulted in syllabi in mathematics more desirable than those in
use in many schools.

Other Examinations. Certain other examinations have influ-
enced the offering in mathematics, particularly those of the New
York Regents system which, until recently, has been more con-
servative than those of the College Entrance Examination Board.
In 1910 extra-mural examinations were cited as the reason why
more progress could not be made. Similar reasons for lack of prog-
ress are being given to-clay in such schools as are able to offer little
to their students except what is considered proper teaching material
by extra-mural examining boards.

Effect of Examinations. In many places throughout the coun-
try teachers of mathematics have argued that their teaching has
not been influenced by the standards set up by extra-mural boards.
However, when one stops to reflect that most of the textbooks are
written to meet the demands of certain syllabi, and that in most
schools the textbook is the course of study, it is certain that such
syllabi still exert great influence on the content of our courses in
mathematics. As a result, extra-mural examinations still tend to
reduce the initiative of the teacher and in other ways leave condi-
tions far from satisfactory in many schools. The trouble is not that
the extra-mural syllabi are obsoleteit is that too many teachers
become slaves to the system in vogue.

Mathematics Report of the N.C.A. Let us consider especially
the Report of the Committee on Mathematics of the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 3 (hereafter referred
to as the N.C.A.).

One is inclines to look upon this report as chiefly the work of
its Chairman, Professor E. H. Moore, of the University of Chicago,
because of its similarity to his famous presidential address of De-
cember, 1902.4 In this report emphasis is given to many advanced
points of view, among which are the following:

1. Algebra should be taught as generalized arithmetic.
2. Geometric forms should be taught with arithmetic.
3. Intuitive geometry should be introduced.
4. Literal representation of numbers should be gradually introduced.
5. One should go from the concrete to the abstract.

See Proceedings of the N. C. A., 1903, pp. 13R-39.
4 Moore, E. II., "On the Foundation of Mathematics,- First Yearbook of the

.National Council of Teacher/ of Mathcmattes, pp. 32-57.
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6. Pupils should be trained (a) to think and observe accurately; (b) to de-
scribe things accurately in language, in picture, and by means of the
equation; (r) to infer correctly and to act on inference; (d) to formulate
clear statements of what they have done.

7. The pupil should be an active worker, not a passive listener.

A report of the N.C.A. was given in 1908, but it was largely a
repetition and reinforcement of the report of 1903; we shall not
discuss it here.

It is interesting to compare the 1903 report with the 1910 report
of the N.CA.5 The latter contains the following suggestions:

1. Omit complicated forms of parentheses, fractions, factoring, and equa-
tions.

2. Algebra should be training in thinking rather than manipulation of
complicated expressions.

3. The truth of many geometric theorems should be accepted without proof.
4. Originals are of utmost importance.
5. Exercises in geometry involving algebra and numerical applications

should be encouraged.
6. Confidence in one's own power of correct reasoning, and the ability

to discover geometric relations are of more importance than the ability
to recall the demonstration of a large number of theorems.

7. Omit the theory of limits.
8. The aim is to develop and strengthen the ability to perceive exact rela-

tions and to make inferences correctly.
9. "The teacher's constant aim should be to train the pupil to think, and

to formulate clearly the results of his thinking."

Influence of College Professors in the N.C.A. Prior to 1903
and even later the situation in mathematics was controlled largely
by the college professors of pure mathematics, and their opinions
were law and gospel for all concerned. The following table shows
the numbers of each group in the N.C.A. from 1906 to 1910:

Mt:NIUE:R.1111P IN THE N. C. .1. 1000 1005 1910

College Profes.,ors of Mathematic 10 10 11
Co!lege Administrators 1 2 2
High School Principals 3 4 5
Heads of Mathematics Departments in High

Schools 2 2 1
high School Mathematics Teachers 2 1 a

Total 18 19 22

Proceedings of the N.C.A., 1910, pp. 84.87.
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It was generally agreed that English and mathematics should
be constants in the curriculum, and at one time in the N.C.A. a
resolution was made and defeated that six years of mathematics
should be required.

In spite of the fact that the college professors of pure mathe-
matics held the balance of power in these early days, they were
interested in method and in general improvement.

Practical Mathematics. In 1910 agitation for courses in prac-
tical mathematics was a common thing. The final report of the
National Committee of Fifteen' on a geometry syllabus ° gave strong
emphasis to the need for problems in architecture, design, physics.
and mechanics, and made various other attempts to introduce
genuine problems. Vocational and utilitarian r.athematies were
their "peak" during the next few years. In 1929 the same ki
agitation as that of 1910 is quite prevalent.

II. INFLUENCES SINCE 1910

Types of Influence. The actual treads in the teaching of
mathematics to-day can best be discovered by a statistical study
of the present practices in books and methods. Time and expense
make a study of these practices questionable, and what is more
vital, the significance of such a tabulation is in itself unimportant.
We do not care in particular what is being done in general, but
we are whole-heartedly interested in the indicated or future trends
as we see them functioning in progressive communities, or as re-
corded in articles by frontier thinkers.

We shall consider three types of influence that are important
for this discussion; namely, depleting influences, enriching and
widening influences, and organizing influences.

The last two especially are more or less direct outcomes of the
shift in emphasis in education from subject matter to children's
interests, capacities, and needs.

I. DEPLETING IN

The Power of Tr. ition. In addition to the depleting influ-
ence of extra-mural examining boards already discussed, let us
examine some of the other factors that still hamper progress. Un-
doubtedly the influence of tradition or the feeling of satisfaction

6 -Final Report of the National Cumutittee of Fliteen un Geometry Syllabus," The
Mathematic* Teacher, 5:46-131.
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with the status quo has retarded improvement in our courses in
mathematics more than anything else. As one writer puts it,
"Tradition has become a serious and deadly opponent to progress
in mathematics."

Age to Be Respected. What has been said above is no a priori
argument against any of the time-honored content material or
methods of presentation that can be justified on any rational basis.
The fact that any topic or method has stood the test for ages is
some reason for respecting it, but it does not mean that age alone
gives one precedence over the other, or that it should become
sacred. Professor Nutt says: 7

Teachers and supervisors are inclined to think in terms of the subject
instead of in terms of the student. Subject matter has been standardized
instead of stages of mental maturity of students. The teacher and the super-
visor have been dealing with the subject so long that it has become a familiar
acquaintance; hence it has become more or less a sacred thing. The subject
has become a habit with them; it is regarded as something permanent and
abiding; hence to leave out any of the sacred facts seems almost sacrilegious
and criminal. On the other hand, the student is transient. Students come and
students go; hence to leave the student out is justifiable. In fact, leaving
the student out may be getting rid of an unappreciative butcher who haggles
and mangles the sacred subject most horribly in his attempts to find food
for mental maturing. The relief that is usually manifested by teachers and
supervisors when a stud-lit, who is not getting on, drops out is a definite
indication that the subject is more important to them than is the student.
Whenever teachers and supervisors begin talking about education by means
of the subject "getting on" in the student instead of the student "getting on"
in the subject, then a radical change will come about in the teaching in
secondary schools.

Domination of the College. Closely allied to the influence of
tradition in retarding growth is the influence of the liberal arts
college, at least in many parts of the country. Speaking recently
of this situation Professor Frasier' said:

The present domination of the colleges over the high schools would be
a good thing for the high schools if these colleges had a conception of educa-
tion as something to do with modern life. But the average college of this
group still clings to its medieval curriculum.

If one is to judge from college entrance requirements, the liberal art.,
colleges believe that to be a real "Liberal" one must be a worshiper of the
past. The greater he is in the circle the lower he kneels before the shrine of
things old.

Nutt, II. W , The Superetaion of Instrurtion. p. 33. Houghton Mifflin. 1920.
l'rasier, (. W., "The Responsibility of Institutions of Learning for the

lievPlopment of American Education,- Teachers Colluge Record, 30. p. 115.
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The Theory of Mental Discipline. Another influence which
affected the aims of instruction a generation ago was the theory
of mental discipline. As Professor Thorndike points out, the theory
was "rhetorically attractive." While this theory held sway one kind
of algebra, for example, was thought to be as good as another in
the education of youths. As Mr. Dooley would probably say, "The
only thing we need to do is to make mathematics hard so that
children will hate it. The more they hate it the better it will be for
them." With the decline of what has now come to be regarded as
the mistaken claims and interpretations of this theory on the part
of overzealous mathematicians there has come a more careful con-
sideration of the practical and cultural opportunities afforded by
certain subjects. Thus, the general aim has shifted from the mental
discipline point of view to that of giving the learner something
that can be interpreted readily as a contribution to a broader,
more useful, and richer life. Still more significant is the plan of
stimulating and securing the interest of the pupil in his own activi-
ties and welfare.

Not only the psychologists and laymen but teachers of mathe-
matics as well have realized that this reason for -teaching
mathematics has been carried too far and has led to unfortunate
conditions with reference both to content material and to methods
of teaching.9

Transfer Value of Mathematics It was formerly believed that
mathematics should be studied becuuse the habits of logical think-
ing, of precise and accurate work, thus engendered, would aid the
pupil in other subjects studied as well as establish certain valu-
able life habits. Teachers have failed to see that except for the morr
gifted pupils transfer will not take place unless the work :s properly
developed. Moreover, we shall see that a very decided movement
has been set on foot looking towardthe simplification of subject.
matter. This has been particularly true where intuitive geometry
has been introduced into the seventh and eighth grades of the junior
high school. It is also true where algebra has been entirely reor-
ganized so as to modify radically the traditional method of approach
without losing the transfer value.19

Betz. Wm.. "The Teaching of Geometry In Relation to the Present I.:due:aim:al
Trend," School Science and Math, matics, 8 : 1125 -33. See also 9, pp. 494 and 7s11.

so Millis, J. F.. "Some Modern Notions to the Rational Teaching of Elementary
Algebra.- School Science and Mathematics, 7: 170-82. See also 7:70-72 and pp. 1;4,110. 517.
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Minimum Essentials. The practice of preparing a list of so-
called "minimum essentials" has proved to be worth while in
schools, provided these essentials have not become the standard
for alla standard of mediocrity actually existing to-day in many
places and resulting in making our gifted pupils the most retarded
of all. Fortunately, we are coming to see that lists of objectives must
include for the brilliant pupils those which go far beyond the needs
of the modal child. It may be all right to start. with what the modal
child can be expected to do successfully, but we should consider
the needs of the slower and of the more gifted children as well.

Mathematics as a "Tool Subject." We have been hampered in
our attempt to provide a fuller and more complete education for
the American citizen by the attitude of those who look upon sub-
jects as "tool subjects." Take a ithmetic," for example. Professor
Judd says: 12

I can hardly expect to stern the tid3 of common opinion by anything that
I can slay in a single paper, but I am here to urge that the term "tool subject"
be carefully reconsidered. For my own part, I reject it absolutely. The experi-
ences which have come into modern life from the study of number are
not the trivial rules of addition and subtraction and the rest; they are
experiences of a wholly different order. The curriculum maker who thinks
that he has exhausted the catalogue of uses of number when he has listed
the examples which ordinary men solve in a day or a week is superficial to
such an extreme degree that he is an unsafe guide in arranging the plans
of the school. The man 1,ho calls arithmetic a "tool subject" and with this
name dismisses it as something less worthy than subject. matter courses is
guilty of criminal neglect of true values.

Emotionalized Attitudes in Learning. We need to give more
attention to the influence of emotionalized attitudes in learning.
Professor Briggs is has given a very interesting discussion of this
important question. We should know more about how such attitudes
are developed and how they may reinforce our teaching. At thQ,
present time too many people dislike the study of mathematics.
I believe that this is unnatural. Perhaps the trouble goes as far
back as the arithmetic of the elementary school. Certainly the
teacher at this point in the pupil's mathematical development has
a great responsibility because of the importance of first impressions.
There is some doubt whether all pupils should be encouraged

n Wilson, G. Si.. What Arithmetic. Shull We Teach? p. 1. Houghton Mifflin, 19211.
Judd, C. IL. "The Fallacy of Treating School Subjects as 'Tool Subjects,'"

7'hird Yearbook of the. National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, pp. 3-4.
IS Briggs. T. Ii.. Curriculum Problems Macmillan. 1:126.
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and stimulated to continue the study of mathematics beyond the
junior high school. But whether they continue or not., they should
not be taught. to hate the subject.

Failures, We have toe many failures in ninth-grade algebra
and the pupils spend too much time failing." We cannot justify
failures of from twenty to forty per cent in a normal group in any
school. Are there any pupils in such a group "who simply can't
learn anything in algebra," or who, unable to learn a certain kind
of algel4a, fail simply because the teacher does not know what
else to do? Or is it possible that some of our seemingly dull pupils
may do creditable work if they can only be properly aroused?
Many failures are due to the lack of recognition of individual
differences in ability and large numbers of deserving pupils have
to pay the penalty. It is clear that our entire system of marking
needs further investigation, and that we need a new method of
marking which will do justice to those pupils who ought to pay big
returns on the capital invested. In attempting to help the duller
pupils we can learn a great deal about the difficulties which pupils
generally encounter. In this way instruction even for the gifted
pupils may be improved.

Standardized Tests. In contrast. to the old essay-type of ex-
amination, a standardized test is an example of one kind of new-
type test in which some standard performance of so many questions
correctly answered in a certain number of minutes has been worked
out.

No one who has followed the testing movement will question
the fact that standardized tests have made certain contributions to
education." On the other hand, careful students of education are
aware of three points of attack upon these newer instruments of
measurement. I refer to the careless construction of many of the
tests, their misuse in many classrooms, and the faulty interpreta-
tions often made as a result of their use."

A steamboat should not he condemned because it is not a
Packard or even a Ford. It was not so intended. In like manner,
standardized tests are not to be condemned if tlicy serve adequately
the purposes for which they are constructed. Where standardized

lexner, Abraham, The Modern Nrhooi, Occagional Papers, No. 3, (ieneral Edu-
cation Board.

15 INPVe. W. I)., "Educational Texts To Standardize or Not to Standardize," 7'he
ilathentatir9 Teacher, 21:300.70.

is ibid., pp. 370-77.
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tests are valid, objective, and reliable instruments they may be
used profitably for purposes of "general survey diagnosis," and even
in some cases for class and individual diagnosis; but this work must
be based more anti more upon the cooperation of all concerned,
from the superintendent of schools down to the pupils themselves.

In all fairness to these tests, it should be said that they have
gone beyond what Professor Woody calls the "curiosity" stage and
"the stage in which the predominant idea was the use of tests for
determining existing levels of achievement.," and, in some respects
at least, have approached the third stage, "in which the predominant
idea is the utilization of tests as a means for the improvement of
instruction."

The purpose of this discussion is, therefore, not to condemn
standardized tests utterly, but rather to point out and emphasize
the need for more care in their construction, in their use, and in the
interpretation of results. The matter of norms and the time element,
and the place of so-called "alit' r s norms" in published tests par-
ticularly need attention.

Misuse of Norms. When definite norms are established there
is a temptation for a teacher or a school to be too well satisfied
when a class or group of pupils reaches the standard norm of per-
formance. I heard a prominent school official recently congratu-
lating his group upon the fact that they were one above the stand-
ard norm in arithmetic. As a matter of fact, pupils of the ability
of those in his school should have been considerably above the
norm, Such attitudes lead to standardization of mediocrity and
cause even otherwise good teachers to overlook the fact that the
standard norms may be raised by lifting the general level of
achievement through better methods of teaching. Someone has said,
"The good is enemy of the best," The real value of a pupil's test
score as pointed out by Dr. Kelley" in so far as a given town is
concerned lies not in making. comparisons with other towns, "state.
or national norms, but in knowledge of differences in accomplish-
ment found within the school system" of the particular town in
qttestion. He says further that "Ordinarily, extensive grade norms
are of no importance in an educational test program, and the lack
of published norms, if the test is otherwise suitable, is no hindrance
to its complete serviceability in meeting the six major purposes"

tf Kelley, T. I... Introartation of Pdovatinnal Mrasurvmenta, p. 37. 1Vorld Hook
192i.
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which he lists for school examination programs." The greatest use
of standardized tests in mathematics has been made in arithmetic.
This has been due to the fact. that the material lends itself readily
to standardization. It is only fair to say that even here the tendency
to-day is away from general national standardization and toward
practice exercises and diagnosis of individual cases. This has grown
out of the realization of the importance of giving to the pupils their
standing based upon some definite scale of performance related to
their own class rather than trying to place them with reference to
a norm based on the performance of some outside groupa practice
due entirely to the influence of the recent testing movement.

The Time Fetish. Next comes the matter of the time element.
As Dr. Thorndike has often pointed out, the speed with which a
child makes errors is of no importance. We need more careful
thought with reference to the purpose and place of the so-called
"speed" or "time-limit" tests and "power" or "work-limit" tests.
Dr. Kelley says, "Our knowledge as to the educational and social
situations in which speed is of prime importance and those in which
power is especially demanded is quite limited. This question is not
to be settled by speculation, and relatively few experimental corre-
lation studies comparing the merits of these two functions have been
made." The tests we need to use do not presume that every pupil
must do a certain amount of work in a given time; they recognize
individual differences and needs. If standards are desired in a given
class or school, the teacher or teachers in question should set the
standard. For all these reasons standardized tests should be used
more sparingly and carefully in the future.

Poorly Prepared Teachers. One thing that has impeded
progress is the fact that many teachers of mathematics are not
properly prepared. This is due to many causes, but two may be
mentioned here as fundamental. (1) The rapid growth of secondary
schools has demanded more well-trained teachers than can be sup-
plied. (2) As a result, there has been a lack of confidence on the
part of the teachers themselves as to their own fitness and ad-
vancement.

Requirements for Teachers. I heard recently of a professor
in one of our prominent schools of education who told a group of
prospective teachers of mathematics that the only knowledge of
subject matter they needed could be obtained by taking high school

!*Kelley, T. L., op. cit., pp. 25-211.
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algebra and geometry. Such advice as this is not only stupid, but
dangerous. One of the most vital questions to be settled is that of
the necessary qualifications for a successful teacher of mathematics.
In this respect our standards are far behind those of European
countries. Almost anyone can teach mathematics in the United
States. We now have teachers in some schools trying to teach
trigonometry in the ninth year who have never studied the subject
previously. The result is obvious. It is an old story that the athletic
coach is often given a class in mathematics to justify his employ-
ment in the school.

We ought to be able presently to require the calculus of all
prospective mathematics teachers in the secondary schools. This
subject is already required of prospective teachers of mathematics
in some of our American institutions, notably at the University of
Minnesota, At Teachers College, Columbia University, no one is
given a diploma as "Teacher of Mathematics" or "Supervisor of
Mathematics" who has not had a course in the calculus.

The matter of the importance of a teacher's personality and his
chance of success needs further study. Why do teachers fail? Can
we, by some scheme or other, decrease considerably the number
who seem unable to succeed? Doubtless fewer teachers would fail
if they knew more subject matter, but knowledge of subject matter
alone will not insure success in the case of a teacher who lacks
personality and the ability to understand pupils sympathetically.
However, it is not always safe to conclude that a teacher is an
artist merely because he obtains good results on achievement tests.
Some of the best drill masters in the world have been anything but
inspiring in the classroom. Teachers may be born rather than made,
but surely there is something in training.

II. ENRICHING AND WIDENING INFLUENCES

The International Commission. This commission was ap-
pointed by the Fourth International Congress of Mathematicians
in Rome in 1908 to study the teaching of m;thernittics in the several
countries. Most of the reports were published about 1912. On ac-
count of the World War the influence of this commission was not
nearly so great as it should have been, butt that it was far-reaching
may be seen by the preceding reports and by the reforms in our
curricula in this country.

The publications of the United States Bureau of Education from
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1911 to 1918 which dealt with the work of the International Com-
mission were widely circulated. These reports showed that in regard
to cor'ent, at least, we are far behind the practice in European
Schools. The effect of the establishing of r. new International Coin -
mission by the Bologna Congress in 1928 will he awaited with great
interest.

We see by studying the work done in the other countries repre-
sented in this Yearbook that relatively unsatisfactory conditions
still exist in most of our schools, although the effect of the progres-
sive work done in Europe is having its influence upon our thinking.
This has been notably true of Professors Perry 19 and Nunn,2° and
of Mr. Carson."

Correlated Mathematics. Following an address by Professor
E. H. Moore, before the American Mathematical Society in 1902,
Professor Myers began a course in the University of Chicago High
School in correlated mathematics. This course placed great emphasis
upon the correlation and unification of mathematics in the high
school. The attempt was made to eliminate the divisions between the
high school mathematics subjects. He was followed by Professor
Breslich, who seems to regard the work before 1916 as the experi-
mental part of the program leading to a well-established course.

The attempt to break down the teaching of mathematics in
"water- tight" compartments resulted also in an attempt to corre-
late the work in mathematics with that of other allied subjects,
where these subjects required that mathematics be applied. This
was particularly true with the physical scienees.22 The movement
in the direction of correlation seems to have become very early t.

matter of taking problems from other fields rather than a fusion
with other subjects." The tendency to correlate various subjects
like mathematics and physics has thus resulted in an attempt to
bring about pure correlation within the subject of mathematics
itself.

Perry, John. The Teaching of Alathematien, A Report of the British Assoc.ation
meeting at Glasgow in 1901. Macmillan.

le Nunn, T. Percy, The Teaching of Algebra (including Trigonometry). Longman;,.
Green, and Co. 1914.

('arson, G. St. Mathematical dtusation. Ginn and Co., 1913.
32 Myers. G. W., "A Claf Content Problems for High School Algebra," 8chool

Ncicnce and Mathimaties, 7:19.33. See also note. School Schnee and Mathematien,
11:747.

""Preliminary Report of the Committee of the 'Mathematics Section of the
Central Association on the Unifying of Secondary Mathematics." School Science and
It a thetnatica, 8:635-44.
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General Mathematics. The movement for general mathematics
of which inventional, observational, intuitive, or informal geometry
is a prominent feature, dates back to John Perry's address in 1901.
However, owing to the static condition of mathematics in the high
school, its progress was rather discouraging until the advent of the
junior high school. With the growing popularity of this institution,
general mathematics in Grades 7, 8, and 9 has gained rapidly in
certain quarters.

The change, however, has not been uniformly satisfactory even
in the schools which go by the name of junior high schools. In
mathematics, for example, we still find arithmetic occupying all
the time of the pupils in the seventh and eighth grades, with a
sharp line of demarcation there and then a year of traditional
algebra. A corresponding situation exists in other subjects, as Pro-
fessor Koos has pointed out."

As early as 1917, C. B. Walsh 26 proposed a course of study
having arithmetic and intuitive geometry in the seventh grade;
algebra in the eighth; demonstrative geometry, partially informal,
in the ninth; with elective work consisting of solid geometry, trigo-
nometry, analytics, and the calculus in the remaining three years.
It was about six years after this that the National Committee made
recommendations similar in many respects. Dr. Charles W. Eliot
once said, "Arithmetic, algebra, and geometry should be taught to-
gether from beginning to end, each subject illustrating and
minating the other two."

During the period from 1900 to 1913 little seems to have been
accomplished generally, but thought was turning in a direction that
later took the form of general mathematics. Historical and psycho-
logical evidence were offered to justify the rearrangement of
materials of instruction."

The era of scientific attempts to combine the topics of mathe-
matics for teaching purposes was preceded by experimentation with
a plan of alternating the teaching of algebra and geometry. The

1 Koos. I.. V., The Junior High School (enlarged edition), pp, 168.16 and 244-45.
Ginn and Company. 1928.

21 Walsh, C. B., "A Tentative Program of Junior High School Mathematics," The
Mathematies 7'eneher, 10:85.93.

21 Bass, Willard S., "The Historical Argument for Traiehing Arithmetic, Geometry
and Algebra Together in the First Year of the High School." Neitoal Science and
Mathematics, 5: 712-16. See also 6:495.500: also a report, S 70-74, and Myers.
G. W., "Two Years' Progress in Mathematics in the University High School,"
11 : 64.72.
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first was taught for two or three days of the week and the remainder
of the time was devoted to the latter."

The vicious attacks on the "water-tight" compartments has
been much mure effective than seems apparent at first sight. Most
of the currently published mathematics texts call themselves
algebras or geometries and thereby seem to retain the "water-tight"
system. However, a careful examination of the content will show
many places where algebra has found a place in the work in geom-
etry or the reverse. Some authors indicate a half-way attitude by
their titles "Modern Algebra," "Modern Geometry," "Essentials of
Algebra," or "The New Geometry."

The National Committee on Mathematical Requirements.
This committee was appointed by the Mathematical Association of
America in 1916 and was financially assisted by the General
Education Board. The report" of the committee, The Reorganiza-
tion of Mathematics in Secondary Education, was published in 1923.
Professor Smith has summarized this important work as follows:

This report was prepared in close cooperation with bodies of teachers
throughout the country. It set forth very clearly the aims of mathematical
instruction in the several years of the junior high school, the senior high
school, and the older type of four-year high school. It presented the model
courses for these several types of school and made suggestions for carrying out
the work. It considered the question of college entrance requirements, the
basal propositions of geometry, the role of the function concept, and the
terms and symbols which might properly have place in the schools. It fostered
various other investigations, including the present status of the theory of
disciplinary values, the theory of correlation applied to school grades, a com-
parison of our curricula with those in use abroad, experimental courses in
mathematics, standardized tests, and the training of teachers. It is not too
much to say that the advance in the last decade has been due in large part
to the work of this committee.

These recommendations have had a very great effect upon the
curriculum in both junior and senior high schools, but they have
been more generally accepted in the junior high school. The report
was being formulated at the time the course of study for the junior
high school was being planned and for this reason probably influ-
enced the curriculum at the most plastic time in its history. The

"Myers, G. W., loc. cit. See also "Provisional Report of the National Committee
of Fifteen on Geometry Syllabus," School Science and Mathematics, 11 : 509-31 ; and
Myers. G. W.. "Report on Unification of Mathematics in the University High School.'
School Science and Mathematics, 11:767-90.

2s The original report is out of print, but a revised edition containing most of
the importart features can now be obtained from Houghton Mifflin Co., New York.
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first junior high school textbooks appeared about 1917 at the time
that the committee was at work on its report.

The advertisements of publishers of cdtain modern textbooks,
stating that such and such a book follows the recommendations of
the National Committee, even though referring to a plane geometry
text, show the real thoughts of teachers in the field and that
the committee's report is beginning to be felt.

The Junior High School. The junior high school movement
began to be an important factor in American education about 1915.
This movement created a situation in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grades which was largely independent of the school situation as
these grades were commonly organized. Here was a chance for
progress, and we find a considerable change made in the curriculum
in many schools. Many textbook writers on junior, high school math-
ematics organized the work in units and introduced considerable
intuitive geometry and some algebra in the seventh and eighth
grades. Most of them have introduced trigonometry in the ninth
grade, and some a unit of demonstrative geometry. This junior high
school course at its best is a revealing and exploring experience for
the children, opening up large vistas in materials and situations
which are helpful and meaningful. Thus we see that the movement
for general mathematics, while it has not been accepted in most
of the four-year high schools, has been adopted by many junior
high schools and made a part of their program.

In the junior high school the course in mathematics has been
better organized than that of any other subject, but it has been prin-
cipally a shoving down of the traditional material from the senior
high school field. One needs only to examine a few of the many
series of mathematics texts to see that this is true. As a result the
senior high school teachers generally object to the teaching of cer-
tain topics, like demonstrative geometry, in the junior high school
because they feel that such teaching will unfit the pupils for later
work in the same subject in the senior high school.

Effect upon the Senior High School. This junior high school
course of study is having its effect upon the senior high school.
Certainly, if such a course is good for the children in the ninth
grade in a junior high school, it should be good for the children
in the ninth grade in a four-year high school. The tendency now
in the tenth grade is to modify the idea that every proposition in
geometry must be proved rigorously. Teachers now accept more
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facts intuitively and build upon these. There is less tendency in
the tenth year to offer a general course, although there is a trend
toward this in some schools.

Effect upon the Elementary School. The new course of study
for the junior high school is also having its effect upon the seventh
and eighth grades in the eight-year elementary school. There is a
tendency to introduce more intuitive geometry and perhaps a little
more algebra into these two grades. We also find more work in
statistical graphs. For the most part, the work is quite differ "nt
from that in the average junior high school, as far as the mathe-
matics curriculum is concerned.

Experimental Schools. The growth of experiment.' schools
and the frequent reports in the Mathematics Teacher, in the
National Council Yearbooks, and elsewhere, of expdrimental work
that is being carried on by teachers in public schools indicate the
great interest in better presentation, better teaching, and better
learning of mathematical material whether old or new. Experiments
with individual instruction, homogeneous grouping, laboratory in-
struction, large versus small classes, and the like, indicate a pro-
fessional interest on the part of teachei.2, everywhere that is
stimulating and suggestive of an evolving trend,

The mathematics department of the University High School at
Chicago. that of the Horace Mann School, and that of the Lincoln
t pool of Teachers College, Columbia University, for example,

have shown conclusiv..ly that it is possible to give their pupils an
interesting and modern cot.,se in mathematics and at the same time
prepare them to pass college entrance examinations.

Contribution of Psyt.h.logy. The development of psychology
from a speculative philosophy to an empirical science has affected
both the content material and methods of instruction in our schools.
The pupil, his capacities, and his needs have come in for an amount
of attention never before accorded to them. In other words we are
attempting to get the pupil's point of vjel,v.2° Although the greatest
contribution has been made in the elementary field, the influence
of advanced thinkers like Professor E. L. Thorndike liar been felt,
all along the line. To be sure, the psychologists have shown us how
to teach better some things which would better go untaught, but
they have also helped us to organize our fundamental material along

n Smith, David Eugene. "'reaching of Mathematice in the Secondary School& of
the United Statit.- school Science and Mathonaties, :1:09. See also 0:00.
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lines that are psychological rather than logical. Thus, treatment of
subject matter has been made more concrete, content material has
been organized in terms of the learner instead of the subject, and
the entire atmosphere of the learning situation has been improved.
Drill, which was once looked upon as drudgery, can now be intro-
duced as a sort of game in which a pupil's competition against his
own previous score or record may become the motive for self-
improvement. The psychologists have discovered many useful facts
and laws about how children learn most easily and most economi-
cally, how habits are formed, how abilities are developed and how
they may be retained.

Influence of the Educational Philosophers. A few philosoph-
ical writers like Professor Dewey 3° have had great influence on
classroom teaching in America. They have recognized the American
child, have emphasized his possibilities and his rights, and have
encouraged the modification of the course of study with these things
in mind.

Due in part to the emphasis placed by Dewey and others on
the importance of interest and purposeful activity in connection
with school work, efforts have been made to "vitalize and motivate"
the work in mathematics. The project method has been used con-
siderably, especially in the lower grades. It has not found favor,
however, in the secondary schools; and its use in elementary schools
is condemned by some authorities. Other thinkers also interested in
the welfare of children nevertheless remind us that subject matter
itself has certain rights and that the possibility of a more careful
consideration of content material in curriculum construction must
not be overlooked.

Influence of the Educational Sociologists. The educational
sociologist has also influenced the curriculum, bringing the social
needs of the pupil more prominently before the teachers. As a
result, the tenden,y has been not only to place the pupil and his
development at the center of educational interest but also to modify
and reorganize all subject matter on the basis of its learning
difficulty.

Social Utility as a Basis for Curriculum Construction. The
recent syllabus " of the State Department of Education in New

i*Dewey, John, Interest and Effort in Education. Houghton Mifflin, 1913.
*IA Tentative Syllabus in Junior High School Mathematics. The Universits of

the State of New York. 1027.
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York states. "Part icular anent ion should be directed to the danger
of emphasizing 'social utility' as the sole basis of the curriculum."
The syllabus then quotes this passage from the Twenty-sixth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education:

It is exactly that tendency of individual human judgment to lose its
bearings and fail to see the woods for the trees, that has led the more scien-
tificall minded students of education to take the basis of curriculum making
out of the realm of individual judgment. They have been experimenting of
late with the criterion of social utility and especially with objective bases
of selection. it was natural in the first rush of the movement, with the initial
impulse to play with the new idea, that its disciples should be carried to
extremes. It cannot be doubted that many of our workers to-day are domi-
nated by the belief that only those facts, principles, and motives shall be
taught in the school which can be utilized immediately and generally by a
considerable proportion of our people. If perpetuated, this attitude will result
in a mechanistic curriculum of the rankest sort. This view is already serving
to t.take uncritical workers overemphasize the skills and the factual knowl-
edge of the curriculum.

Another quotation from the same Yearbook. will bring this point
into relief, It reads:

Now, it is of great importance for the curriculum maker to see that the
determination of goals for a given social order will be most soundly made
when he has at hand adequate knowledge and a deep and broad perspective
of that social miler. The task of stating the goals of education, therefore, is
out to be consummated by an analysis of social activities alone. it will be
aided by the latter, but must not be dominated by it. It will be achieved
only by hard thinking and by the most prolonged consideration of facts by
the deepest seers of human life. For the great bulk of our curriculum, there-
fore, the analysis of social activities will influence the judgment of the seer
based upon the setentifie study of societynut the mere factual results of
social analysisthat will determine the more intangible, but directing materials
of our curriculum.

Social analysis nit rely gives us the techniques and knowledges we should
hav. For the basic instglits and attitudes we nmst rely, as we du for the
statements of ;hi go.ds of education, upon human judgue-nt. It is imperative,
huwever, that me make use of only the most valid judgments. The forecast-
ing of treads of suctal movement. 1 he perception of the local problems and
issues, and the connections underlying them, dimand erudition and maturity
of reflection that eventuates only from prolonged and scientific study of
society. To the front', r of creative thought and of deepest feelings we go
for guidance as to what to teach.

Widening Influences, \\ t. (.(. a \v:(1t.aitig influence, first in
mathematics in the gradual dropping down into the lower grades of
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algebra, trigonometry, intuitive and demonstrative geometry,
spherical trigonometry, and finally calculus. None of these is taught
as a complete topic, but each as an element of more vital and
significant material. The old material which it replaced was taught
according to the theory that more of a topic was needed to prepare
for more of the same topic and all for its own sake.

In the second place, we find a widening of the Nhole fl Id to
include pertinent and significant parts of other fields. The Third
Yearbook 82 of the National Council indicates the present reaching
out into the fields of physical measurements, surveying, use of the
slide rule, and the like, This, after all, is merely a continuation of
the progressive attempt to put life into the formal subject matter
begun three decades ago. The introduction of the elements of the
calculus will facilitate the forming of closer bonds with the sciences,
sinve :t complete understandirg of the calculus in elementary
fields must come in its big field of applications. In the past we have
criticized the college texts as narrowing, pedantic influences, but in
such books as Griffin's Introduction to Mathematical Analysis,
I,c'llnes's Survey r ourNe ilt ..lintitCn. tit ;es, :111t1 Smith's
Freshman Matlicmatics, there is this wining in two directions.

III. ORGANIZING INFLUENCES

Four Steps in Curriculum Building. Thus far we have con-
sidered some of the general aims of American education and sonic
of the large outlines of our main problem, but they by no means
equip us with the details for classroom procedure. The educational
problems of most interest at the present time relate to the curricu-
lum. They extend from the National Education Association through
its various divisions down to the smallest educational unit. This is
evidenced by the various yearbooks that have recently appeared
from such organizations as the Departmont of Superintendence of
the N.E.A." the National :40ei( y for the Study of Education."
and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

In determining a curriculum suitable for our schools we are
concerned with four large features; namely, the objectives to be

"The Third Yotebtp,k of thy Sql ionot uouorit of Teachers of 31athemitira.
1;11,-0.10 l'ulilirat loos. odkg, p.cj7.

" Third. Fourth. Fifth, and ;heti! Yeorip,h.4 of tlic National Education .laso
htion, 11..1rtsuent supprintolifrurp.

Jo Fit 8t to To'caty-u 114111 h rt arhooka oi Ndional ty f'r the Study ue
1:ica
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attained, the content material best suited to accomplish these ob-
jectives, the best methods of teaching and learning, and a testing
program. We shall discuss each of these briefly here and later give
a more complete treatment of the details of each.

Speaking of the traditional subjects of the curriculum Professor
Briggs 35 says:

The traditional subjects of the curriculum have for some time been vigor-
ously attacked by those dissatisfied with results and skeptical of improve-
ment. Curriculum makers are proposing new subjects and new phases of sub-
jects, which still further put on the defensive the traditional program. I very
much doubt if we are going to depart materially for some years to come
from the science, the mathematics, the languages, the social studies that have
been the pabulum of generations. But if they wish to survive, they must
adopt the basic doctrine of interest. This will necessitate a new attitude on
the part of teachers and constantly new plans of organization rather than a
revolution in content.

1. Aims. In the first place we cannot expect to realize our aims
unless they are precise and are clearly defined at the outset. These
aims should not be imposed upon the schools by some higher
authority; on the contrary, they should be the result of much dis-
cussion on the part of those who will be actually responsible for
their realization, who know the work of the classroom, alld NN-1111

themselves are the authority as to what can be expected of children.
It is evident that no satisfactory list of objectives can be set up
merely by consulting existing courses of study. While they may be
used as evidence of what is being taught throughout the country.
they do not often give much help in suggesting what ought to be
taught. Moreover, it is well known that some of these courses, if
not all, tend to perpetuate certain obsolete processes and antiquated
business methods.

It is equally true that the best objectives cannot be secured
by making an inventory of the current textbooks in mathematics.
In most schools they are the courses of study. They, too, are fre-
quently guilty of overemphasizing unimportant or the obsolete
material. It is also true that not all textbook writers are able to
suggest newer and better things. Often their books are made to
conform to certain state syllabi or other courses of study.

The standardized-test makers of recent years have erred in
se Briggs. T. II., "Iuterfmts as Liberal Education," Tea, 11, rx Collcue. Record,

30 : 674.
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including exercises and problems that thoughtful teachers every-
where have no desire to see perpetuated in our schools. In fact, many
of these undesirable elements were obtained by the makers of tests
from existing courses of study and textbooks. Thus, it is obvious
that such tests cannot be used as the sole basis for determining a
list of desirable objectives.

We also know that it is not safe to try to determine what mathe-
matics ought to be taught by counting the frequency with which
certain mathematical terms are used in a few current editions of
newspapers and magazines, although some writers seem to believe
that such procedure is valid.

Finally, it is fair to say that we cannot determine our objectives
by going out in the world anti asking different. individuals what
mathematics is useful to them. The fact is that not one of them
ever kiraw-svhat use he has made of mathematics. Moreover,
they probably have given no thought to the question of determining
how they might have used mathematics pr ,fitably if they had
known inure about it.

Any and all of the above criteria may be of service to us in
making up a it of desirable objectives, but they will not suffice,
If the objectives set up are to meet modern needs, we must have
at least one other criterion that is supported by vision, though it
should not be visionary. This last criterion is the opinion of expert
teachers of mathematicsthose who aic able not only to tell how
mathematics is used, but also to show how it may he used in the
present and in the future for the betterment of mankind.

People consult with experts in order to get the opinion of the
best they can afford or find. Such a group of experts recently
cooperated in rotting till a. list of tibitc(ivvs' in nuLthviutirs for
the junior high school, but the list is too long to include here. Pro-
fessor Bode said 37 recently:

Education must provide an escape from th bond.igo of tradition by foster-
ing a realizing sense that human history is they r. cord of a great adventure
in which man continually. recreates his social and moral standards. On this
level his criteria of values become mundane and t'riun not trans-
cendental and final, and wan's aspirations and efforts are directed wore and
more to the realization of a new and growing social ideal.

s" Smith, David Eugene, and Reeve. NV. IL, The Teaching of Junior nigh School
.111thomlies, Clinp III. Man and Ca., 191:a.

It,.de, B. IL. oub-raDdilig Stop- c.r curriculum Stalirs in the
United States," Trachrx College Record, 31) : I T.
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In setting up objectives we must go beyond the mere device of
the scientist who collects and interprets his data, especially when
"the situation calls for a recreating or reinterpreting of old ideals."
To quote Professor Bode U again:

The problem of ultimate objectives is not a scientific problem at all.
The function of science is to reveal what agencies can or might be employed
to realize ultimate objectives; it does not undertake to determine the objec-
tives themselves.

The implication is that we must depend upon a broad and inclusive
philosophy of education, the business of which is to find out what
ought to be the best education in mathematics for every person in
the community.

2. Content. Having selected a valid list of objectives to which
all concerned agree, we are confronted next with the task of select-
ing that content material wuich will best enable us to realize these
objectives. This will be elaborated later.

3. Methods. The third step in curriculum building relates to
method. Usually the use of the word "method" suggests "method of
teaching," but as we view the situation to-day we usually consider
another side; namely, "method of learning" most easily and most
economically.

We know a great deal about the former, but practically nothing
about the latter. To-day we do not know how long it takes to teach
anything. Granted that the objectives chosen are valid, that the
content material selected is best suited to realize these aims, and
that our methods of teaching are satisfactory. we still need to find
out what part of the content material can be learned by a pupil at
a given age. It is probable that in some cases we are trying to teach
too much, or that we are attempting to teach things that are too
difficult, or both.

At the beginning of the Twentieth Century. classroom procedure
was well standardized. The teacher assigned the lesson, sometimes
with little or no attention to the development in class of the main
points, and frequently by assigning a certain number of pages. The
pupil then went about the learning of the lesson as best he could
and the next day recited what he had learned. This resulted in
memoriter methods where often reasoning was desired, especially
in a subject like geometry. In a subject like algebra such teaching

U Ibid., P. 100.
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resulted in the development of a facility in dealing with formal
symbols and abstract ideas without ability to apply them, and all
too often with no tangible appreciation of their real significanee.""

4. The Testing Program. Suppose that we are We to set up a
list of desirable objectives, that we have mastered he best known
methods of teaching, and that we are well inform(' in the psy-
chology of learning, how can we expect our work to be successful
without an elaborate testing program? Some of the objectives which
we set up may be too difficult for a child at a given age to attain;
others may be too easy. We know now that the mastery of most.
of our topics in some of the fundamentals is pitiful. We should have
known that a long time ago, had we tested more. Stance it to say
that the testing movement is now in need of serious study. The
emphasis at the present time needs to be put upon the use of tests
for the improvement of instruction. The present abuses connected
with the use of norms and standards need to be corrected, and it is
our duty to make the testing a vital and integral part of the entire
program of curriculum construction.

Problems in Teaching Mathematics. The problems that con-
cern us here relate to the pupil, to the teacher, and to the materials
of instruction. We shall take up each of these in our subsequent
discussion.

Aims of Instruction. The term "aims of instruction" takes its
literal significance and hence needs no further explanation. It is
now generally recognized that the big problems in American
education "are problems of aim." No one will deny that these aims
have changed greatly in the last thirty years. We shall see why
this has been so. No efforts to discuss aims or methods were actually
made in the N. C. A. until about 1903 when Professor Moore's com-
mittee made its report. This was one of the influences that helped
to develop our modern practice of stating objectives.

The Secondary School. The secondary school grey up in the
United States naturally with the curriculum so organized as to
meet the needs of those pupils \rho intended later to go to college
or at least to follow intellectual pursuits. This is why the college
professors determined pretty largely the subject matter to be pre-
sented in the schools. Because of the enormous increase in attend-
ance in the high school and the wider interest in public education.

ao Pyrry. John, "'rho l'oliolloary of Ow Enallie..," Nrienee and
.1/gthcmatire, 2 : 20.1 72.
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attention has been given recently to the needs of those students who
do not intend to carry their formal education beyond the secondary
school. Thus, the senior high school has become the "people's
college." Naturally, this has resulted in a considerable modification
of our traditional courses of study,'° and has presented us with
many problems difficult to solve.

Where the aim was formerly to develop scholars, the aim now
is to develop well-educated citizens, In many schools to-day we
are developing neither, principally because we are making a fetish
of education. We believe that this is justifiable for social reasons
and for the safety of the nation.

Modern Aims. By the year 1910 psychologists for the most
part had rejected the faculty idea of psychology, and mathema-
ticians, as well as other educators, were looking for the hest way
out of the dilemma. We thal tw"' different views of the value of
matheinatics emphasized by those interested in the subject. They
may be stated briefly as follows: (1) To emphasize the cultural
value of mathematics ::nil to regard it as fundament in the train-
ing of the power to think clearly and logically. (2) To supply
pupils with information which th-y can use in the ordinary pur-
suits of daily life. The trend now is back to an emphasis upon tie"
transfer value of training. Such leaders as Professors Nnun.
and Ilediek are emphasizing the fart that mathematics. has eon-

value other than 1,1r the information it imparts.
Increase in School Population. According to Professor Thorn-

dike,'l not only has the increase in the high school population been
so great that to-day "almost one In three of the children reaching
their teens in the United :-Itates ytters school" against :le,
corresponding figures of one in ten in 1890, but the pupils of to-day
"Ore Iliqt'r-nt front those hvent: -five years age, nut only in their
experiences and interests, but also in their inborn abilities." More-
over, "the number of high school pupils in 1918 was six times that
in 1890. while the number of children of high school age in 1918
was less than one anti two-thirds imes that in 1890. The number
graduated, which is in some respeets a better measure, was eight
times as large in 1918 as in 1890."

Professor Thornlike further point: out that "We lack measures

4" y 7 ars and Svhnce," viton/ n..r art,/
Jtrithr matirs. s ::;1111,

41 TII.,rudilw, E. 1. 7lu i'.yi hfiloyy fif 11!p1o. p. 2. Nintintllan, 1021.
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of the inborn capacities of the one in ten or eleven of a generation
ago and have only very scanty measures of the capacities of the
one in three to-day. We have, however, excellent reasons for believ-
ing that the one in ten had greater capacities for algebra and for
intellectual tasks generally than the one in three of to-day." Such
a situation presents other problems that are difficult to solve.

In spite of all that has been said above, the facts show that
"the pupils in our academic high schools are, in fact, a limited
group which covers just about half, the upper half, of the total
distribution of American intelligence." Why, then, the enormous
number of failures that we find over the country in the first year of
the ordinary four-year high school? These failures constitute a
problem the solution of which is going to challenge the best thinking
of the leaders in education.

The change in objectives that has come about in the last decade
may be expressed by quoting the aim of mathematics formulated
by the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements as
follows:

The primary purpose of the teaching of mathematics should be to develop
those powers of understanding and analyzing relations of quantity and of
space which are necessary to a bettor appreciation of the progress of civiliza-
tion and a better understanding of life and of the universe about us, and to
develop those habits of thinking which will make these powers effective in
the life of the individual.

Materials of Instruction. This term refers to topics and sources
generally that are usually drawn upon to furnish the subject matter
for the course in mathematics.

The problems relating to content are so numerous and compli-
cated that we can tale time to discuss only a few. First, there is
the question as to whether the traditional course in arithmetic,
followed by algebra in the ninth grade. geometry in the tenth, and
so on. is the best one to perpetuate. Perhaps we shall not want to
perpetuate any plan. The widespread failures already referred to
are evidence enough to show that the traditional organization is not
satisfactory.

There are many who feel that a general mathematics course
beginning in the seventh year and extending through the high school
with the ealeuht!, :1,, the lank (}bjertive vnii1d be the hest way of
organizing the subject matter. The course in the regulth'y organized
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junior high school is a general one, but this is not true in most
seventh and eighth grades not organized on the junior high school
plan. This is certainly most unfortunate. What is good for the pupil
in one school in the seventh grade should be good in another.
Moreover, we are not agreed upon some of the main issues. For
example, we are not agreed as to whether the course should begin
with arithmetic, which in many cases is a review, or with intuitive
geometry. Some of us think that it would be psychologically more
sound to begin with the latter. Certainly we shall err if our seventh
grade work in arithmetic consists mostly of drills on the funda-
mental skills taught in the earlier grades.

Attempts have been made to set up an acceptable list of objec-
tives 42 which represent. what is actually being done in junior high
schools. We should remember, however, that merely setting up a
list is not suffieient. Such objectives should be more widely
cussed and understood.

In building a curriculum we have had to consider whether we
should have a unit of demonstrative geometry in the ninth year,
whether algebra would not be better understood if it. were begun
in the seventh year and then scattered through the eighth and ninth
years, and other similar problems.

Progress in the senior high school has been slower. While
teachers in the elementary school may still question whether
the course in arithmetic is entirely satisfactory, they have im-
proved the course greatly. We have seen how the teachers in the
junior high school have built up a progressive course." On the
other hand, the teachers in the senior high school have been more
or less content to let things stand as they are. The course in algebra
has been improved in content, numerical trigonometry has been
taught in some ninth grades, but generally ,peaking the situation
is static.

Changes in the Course of Study. Traditionally materials have
been organized in "logical" unitsputting together subject matter
which logically belongs together. Then in studying the material,
the pupil concentrates intensely on one topic at a time without
giving thought to its relation to other topics or to the course as a
whole. To att.'n lasting results to-day, it must be clearly under-

. sa,,ming, 11 Tentatire LW of iihketiers in Junior high Nhoo:
Mathentritig, Wahr, Ann !qua% Mihlan. 1920.

48 Smith. David and 111pv.. W. D., 7'111 Traching of Juniqr High grhool
Mathematics. Chap. 111. Ginn and Cu., 1927.
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stood that the organization must be made in "pedagogical" units,
rather than "logical" units. This organization of mathematics is best
exemplified in the new mathematics course of the junior high school.
Giving the pupil a wide experience with the fundamentals of mathe-
matics makes possible a gradual and easy approach to the parts
of the subject taught in the senior high school, whether or not the
material there is a general course.

Omissions and Additions. With the elimination of obsolete
material inserted when it was considered that everything mathe-
matical was useful, has come the bringing down of the most useful
and interesting concepts from higher mathematics into the junior
and senior high schools.

Partly as a consequence of the greater importance attached to
the child and his interests, and partly as a natural growth of pro-
fessional interest in the subject itself and a desire to exhibit its
maximum value, there has been a very decided tendency to elim-
inr.te much that was commonly found in our textbooks in 1910 and
substitute more valuable material.

In place of these dreaded topics we have substituted work in
informal geometry, meaningful formulas, graphs, numerical trigo-
nometry in the ninth grade, and so on. Early introduction of
coordinate geometry has made possible the introduction of the
calculus in the eleventh or twelfth year in many schools. The idea
of functional relationship between variables is creeping into all
texts more or less conspicuously as the unifying clement. We shall
now discuss some of these omissions in more detail.

Modified View of the Theory of Mental Discipline. With
our modified view we do not look upon all topics in a given subject
as having equal value. We no longer require pupils to study mathe-
matics because they find it hard or because they dislike it, but
beeaus we can find parts of the subject essential to the education
of every American citizen. The elimination of certain complicated,
difficult, and unreasonable exercises and problems can be traced
immediately to the fact that nothing but a mystical disciplinary
value could possibly justify their retention. This is seen in the
special fields of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry Acre the trends
have been peculiar to these fields.

Arithmetic. The arithmetic of special and unusual occupations
has been replaced by the arithmetic of the daily life of the people:
obsolete methods and processes have been eliminated. In place of
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giving all topics equal importance those obviously most essential
to life problems are stressed."

In the following table some types of material that were set .forth
in one arithmetic approximately ten years ago are contrasted with
the modern offering:

THEN NOW

Arithmetic of special and unusual Arithmetic for daily life. For exam-
occupations. For example, problems ple, problems involving
involving

1. Partial payments. 1. The home.
2. Marine insurance. 2. Banking,
3. Measurements of hogsheads. 3. Daily purchases.
4. Long and unusual fractions. 4. The farm.
5. Tax collector's commissions. 5. Fractions used in everyday life.
6. Hard additions and subtractions. 6. Business.
7. Partnership including the ques- 7. Industry,

tion of time.

Simplification of Algebra. Among the first topics to be elimi-
nated from elementary algebra were the highest common factor by
division, cube root by the formula, the general theory of the quad-
ratic, complicated brackets, complex fractions of a difficult type,
simultaneous equations in more than three unknowns, the binomial
theorem, and complicated radicals. The old idea that "we must
scientifically define all terms before they can safely be used" and de-
velop the subiect logically has been replaced by a psychological de.
velopment. Ore might here raise the question why the study of
quadratic equations beyond the pure type such as x2 = 4 should any
longer lw required of everybody in the ninth grade. Those who con-
tinue the study of mathematics will have to consider the topic any-
way and those who do not will never have any use for the kind of
work that is traditionally given. It is artificial and ought to he
omitted.

Graphs. The graph, of great and growing importance, began to
receive the attention of mathematics teachers during the first decade
of the present century.'"

Teachers are seeing that the best approach to algebra is not
made by means of the equation or through the fundamental opera-

" SPP Smith. David Euatme. The Progress of :1 16W:so-tip. Ginn and Co., 1923
SP(' also Thor/1(11M E. L., The Pstmehnlogn 1,f .irithnictic. Macmillan, 1922; and The
New Methods in Arithmeti, Rand MeN.Illy. 1921.

raln/r, Emily G.. -History the iraph in I:bluetit:try Algebra in the Cnitc'd
States, School &ienec and Mathematic,. 12; 02.036
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tions but through the study of the formula. The study of the graph
is a major trend to-day in algebra because with the formula it helps
to clarify the idea of functionality. We now emphasize the meaning
of graphs rather than the making of them."

The graph appeared somewhat prior to 1908 and, although used
to excess for a time, has held its position about as long and as
successfully as any proposed reform. Owing to the prominence of
the statistical graph, and the increased interest in educational
statistics, graphic work is assured a permanent place in our courses
in mathematics.

Functional Thinking. A significant trend in the teaching of
algebra, not fully realized but well under way, is to put meaning
into the subject by replacing the emphasis upon formal symbolism
by the function concept. The slowness with which this idea has
been adopted in teaching probably accounts for the despair with
which an occasional educator regards algebra 4T The more pro-
gressive courses are now planned so as to bring out the dependence
of variable quantities on each other at every possible opportunity.
In some schools trigonometry, analytic geometry, and the calculus
are introduced at this point to help bring this about. Professor Nunn
says: 48

As soon as the symbols of trigonometrical ratios are recognized as callable
of entering into formulas and of being manipulated, they should be regarded
as belonging to the vocabulary of algebra. There is, indeed, no principle
except the invalid principle of formal segregation, upon which we can include
the study of x or a in the algebra course and exclude sin x or tan x. All alike
are pieces of symbolism invented for the description and interpretation of
facts of the external world. Each represents a typical kind of function. To
each corresponds a specific form of curve which may be regarded as the
graphic symbol of the function. Both algebra and trigonometry would gain by
fusionthe former through an added variety and richness in the illustration
of its main themes, the latter by the removal of the excessive formalism
which at present obscures its value and interest for the beginner.

Old and New Syllabi. Additions and omissions may be best
illustrated by reference to the New York State Syllabus of 1910,
and to the new syllabus which will go into effect next year:

' Hedrick, E. IL. Reality of 'Mathematical Processes.** Third ruartiord of
the National rounit of "Vcachers of Mathematic& Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 192s.

Hedrick, E. IL. **()11 the Selection of Topics for Elementary Algebra,- Srivoil
Nience and Afathematten, 11: 5110.

Nunn, T. Percy, loc. cit., pp. 10.20.
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SYLLABUS OF 1910

1. The ability to formulate necessary
definitions in clear concise lan-
guage.

2. Removal of symbols of aggrega-
tion, and insertion of terms with-
in such symbols.

3. Factoring of expressions of four
terms and of those with literal
exponents.

4. Application of the principles of
factoring in finding H.C.F. and

5. Fractions including complex frac-
tions of the "apartment house"
type.

6. Ratio taught as a separate topic
and all definitions given.

7. Proportion: Inversion, alterna-
tion, composition, and division
were taught.

8. Radicals: Definitions. Rationaliza-
tion when denominator is a bino-
mial surd. Radical equations. No
mention of fractional exponents.

9. Quadratic equations: Solution of
pure quadratics and complete
quadratics, by factoring, by com-
pleting the square, and by for-
mula.

10. Radical equations resulting in
quadratics.

11. Bt Outtlial Theorem fur positive
integral exponents.

12. Graphs omitted.

13. Graphic representation of directed
numbers omitted.

11. Function concept omitted.

NEM SYLLAUVS

1. No mention of definitions as such,
but algebraic language and repre-
sentation substituted instead.

2. Removal of one set and at the
most two sets of symbols of aggre-
gation.

3. Taking out a common monomial
factor and factoring the difference
of two squares. Factoring tri-
nomials optional.

4. The terms H.C.F. and L.C.M. as
such not taught.

5. Fractions no harder than those
needed in the most difficult for-
mula taught.

6. Ratio treated as a fraction.

7. Proportion treated us a fractional
equation.

8. From the beginning pupils are to
be familiar with the use of the
tractional exponent.

9. St udy of quadratics optional.
Tendency to teach only the for-
mula, method of solution.

10. Radical equations omitted.

11. Binomial theorem omitted.

12. Graphs. Simple statistical graphs.
Representation of the formula by
the graph. Interpretation of the
graph.

13. Graphic representation of directed
numbers.

11. Funet ion concept,

15. Numerical trigonometry omitted. LI Numerical trigonometry.

Algebra. Arisine., vory as a reaction to tia' over-
emphasis on manipulative *kills in mathematics, audition has been
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called to the importance of teaching the pupil not merely to obtain
the correct answer but to think about and understand the meaning
of the operations lie performs. In a recent study Professor Everett 4u
points out the need for a more careful analysis of the objectives in
algebra and a more intelligent teaching program.

Geometry. Geometry, the oldest and most logical structure, has
naturally resisted change more than any other part of mathematics,
and the changes are mostly on the surface. The texts are better,
the amount of memory work has been diminished, and there has
been more emphasis on original work. The fundamental change has
been the introduction of the intuitive geometry in the seventh and
eighth grades, and a short unit of demonstrative geometry in the
ninth grade. This preliminary work has been one of the main
factors in reducing the time spent on the subject, so that one year
of plane and solid geometry combined in the tenth grade is now
thought by some authorities to be sufficient."

Fusion of Plane and Solid Geometry. As early as 1005 there
was apparent not only the idea of a greater emphasis upon intuitive
geometry and "original exercises," but also upon 'le fusion of
plane and solid geometry. At least tliere seems to be no very giHmi
reason why the combination of these two parts of geometry into ;;
one-year course for the tenth grade should not be made, and the
present tendency is ill this direction. \() one can teach :.11 nl
geometry in a lifetime anyway and the important part of so:id
geometry for the well-educated citizen should not require a half-
year of study. Moreover, why should we live in a world of three
dimensions and teach the geometry of Flatland?

Intuitive Geometry. When the doctrine of formal discipline
came into question certain adherents of the doctrine began to
assume a defensive attitude. Sonic people tried to justify the reten-
tion of traditional geometry in the curriculum by calling attention
to its applications, quite overlooking the fact that the science of
Euclid's day as universally taught had apparently developed in
the direction of pure logic. The unmarked straight edge and the
compasses, the instruments to which the pupil is limited in stud; ing
vometry, make it impossible to give practical applications of pure
Euclidean geometry to the physical world.

Everett. J. P., Thr Fundamental KI1114 r4 Algebra. Bar-au of Publlcation%.
TeachcrA College, Columhio rniversity.

H Allen, Gertrude, "A Modified Program for School Geometry." Untrrrsify High
.,t-hoOl Journal, 4 : 2:39.78. Oakland, Cal.
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In order to dissipate the confusion into which the subject and
those who taught it had been thrown by the overzealous and logical
geometricians, a movement was started which resulted in the separa-
tion of geometry into what are now known as intuitive and.demon-
strative geometry. The term "informal" would doubtless be better
than "intuitive" because the former might then be used in connec-
tion with the so-called "informal proofs" (in contrast to "formal
proofs") which would include proofs by "intuition" and by "experi-
ment." Thus, "informal" would be the broader term. The trend in
this direction, embracing a practical effort toward making the
introduction to demonstrative geometry more gradual and natural
can be discerned early in the present century." It is interesting to
note that at that time the adjectives "inventional," "concrete," and
"observational" were commonly used to convey the ideas now ex-
pressed by the word "intuitive" or "intuitional."

It is probable that the development of this idea of a definite
course in informal geometry of the kind indicated above will stand
as one of the notable :olvanrs of tle last quarter of a century in
the teaching of elementary mathematics.

Postulates. Closely paralleling the trend in the simplification
of arithmetic and algebra by omissions and reorganization of
materials came the suggestion that in geometry theorems whose
meaning was already perfectly clear and obvious to the pupil should
be postulated. The feeling is growing in our 5(.111)015 that the rigorou,
demonstration of such theorems should either be omitted entirely,
or be deferred until the pupil's knowledge of geometry has advanced
to a point where the logical implications of a proof have some sig-
nificance for him. Teachers are beginning to see the conflict between
the adult logic of pure science and the laws of learning by which
their pupils are governed. In such cases learning for the pupil ceases
to be a burden.

Limits. Within the last few years the theory of limits has been
omitted in the (21(.111:nit:try courses. Even though the topic is en-
tirely omitted from must of the recent textbooks, it was commonly
taught twenty years ago in most schools. In spite of very strenuou,
opposition, it occupies to-day a subordinate position in ini,(1)vii
courses of study ',`

,1 Hart, Clara . 't.. The Tach lug Of Geometry:. Sohnot ei,nee and itathrmati,.,,
:

3: helloes. NI.. -The reatincut of Limits in I :len:ciliary 4 ienmutry,- ehfrni\ Are and Mathematics, 0: ;;:.!:8. See also Ilti., Wm.. "The Ti aehiog of brunt-
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Applied Problems. There is at the present time an apparent
desire to introduce a reasonable number of applied problems rather
than to depend upon abstract propositions alone, and to arouse the
interest of the pupil by an appeal to situations within his compre-
hension. It is even asserted by some that culture itself can be prac-
tical and taught in conjunction with things that are practical. In
other words, it is not believed to-day that mathematics must be
taught altogether as a pure science."

Numerical Trigonometry. The introduction of simple numeri-
cal trigonometry in connection with the work in ninth-grade algebra
is one of the important additions of the last few years. Professor
Smith says that it is the most notable step forward in the last
quarter of a century in the progress of algebra.

Calculus in the High School. A suggestion of the possibility
of teaching calculus in the high school was offered as early as 1910,"
but the idea had not then been given the authority of actual trial.
At intervals since 1910 there has been a great deal of agitation,
especially noticeable at present, for teaching the fundamental
elements of differential and integral calculus. Moreover, in not a
few high schools in this country, the more progressive teachers have
been experimenting in various ways trying to improve the tradi-
tional organization. Such work is done in the Horace Maim School
and the Lincoln School of Teachers College, Columbia University;
in the University High Schools at Minneapolis and at Oakland, Cal-
ifornia.' Mr. John Swenson 8" is :loing a notable piece of work in
teaching the calculus to young girls in \Vadleigh High School, New
York City, The reader should consult other articles on the senior
high school program in mathematics for a niA complete and sug-
gestive outline of proposed work in grades ten, eleven and twelve."
try lu Its nolo:bin to the Present Educational Trend," S:I;25.33; and Lytle, Er-
nest IL, "Limits in Elementary Oeolnetry." 10 :53032.

"lipport of a Committee ou Heal and Applied Problems in Algebra and
etry," b*chuul Neitnce and Mathematics, tl:TsOs,

m Smith, David Eugene, -Teaching of MathmatIcs in the Secondary Sehools of
the Ilatd States," School Neience and Mathematics, See also Collins, Jos.
V., '"Ihr Prrry Idea In the Mathematics Curriculum," school seirnee and molly.
maties, 12 :2911.

ee Durst. Ethel II., "Calealus for High Sehool," nirersity High School Journal,
Oakland, California, ti

M sv%,ilson, John, "Selected Topics to Calculus for the High School," Third Year-
book of the National Culinii of rea/rit of Mathrmatis. Bureau of Publications,
Teaohers college, Columbia University, IO2s. Pages 102.34, See also Nordgaard,
M. .1., "lntrmlnetory Calculus as a High School Subject," pages 011-101.

ST liP(VP, W. I -The Mathematics of the Senior Nigh School," Teachers College
Record, 27 :374sn. Svc- al'-o 11. and Sanford, Vera, "An Elective Course
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Elementary Statistics. The prospects are that we shall soon
give more attention in the matlwmaties program to elementary
statistics. A few schools are already doing this, although the text-
books" generally do not treat it. The demand in several fields like
education and economics makes a knowledge of the most elementary
notions of the statistics of variables a part of the necessary equip-
ment of every American citizen.

The Textbook. The makers of textbooks have cooperated in
the movement to aid the progress of mathematics. The large
majority of textbooks have been prepared solely with a view to as-
sis in the improvement of instruction in our elementary and second-
ary schools. Much attention is paid to the needs and interests of the
children especially in matters of type, proper spacing, and the like.
In this respect our books excel those of foreign countries, but theirs
are generally more scholarly.

Professor David Eugene Smith's work in the history and back-
ground of mathematics has been one of the important factors in
improving the general form of the texts. This is seen in the use of
pictures, in better diagrams, in historical information, and in repro-
ductions of pages from interesting old books.

Junior high school textbooks show more progress in their willing-
ness to surrender the logical divisions for the sake of a better
learning order than do those of the senior high school. The former
are free to benefit by this more psychological development and
the traditional barriers of aritlanetic, algebra, trigonometry. and
intuitive geometry are not so impenetrable as those between demon-
strative geometry and the other subjects. However that may be,
the fact remains that several series of books have been labeled
merely Mathematics I, II, and III, and have attempted with some
degree of success to organize the material on the basis of learning
difficulty rather than on the nature of the material, and have largely
disregarded the former compartment method of learning.

Proposed Course in Junior High School Mathematics. The
result of the combined efforts of all those interested in the teaching
of junior high school mathematics has had a salutary effect. We
have to-day a rather wide agreement as to the general features of

In Mathoninties for Ow Eivi.ntli and Twelfth School Yeartt, The Mathentattes
Teacher, 19 :1S,

II Se!,(Irling and 1{1.w% Ornrral 31,11hrmntit4, 11.nk I, Chap. 10. Iltnn and
Co., 1910. Sf, nIsm IL IL. Smith. David Engem.. and ItePre. W. Mothema-
*tea for .4yrieulture and Elementary Scienoe, Chap. 0. Ginn and Co.. 102s.
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the course in junior high school mathematics, even though the order
of treatment of topics is not standardized as is the case in the
senior high school. Thus, it is quite generally agreed now that the
course in mathematics in the junior high school should be deter-
mined by the general purpose in teaching any subject, namely, to
develop well-educated citizens.

This difference in purpose makes a difference in content possible.
It permits us to open the door of mathematics to every boy and
girl so as to give a broad view of the subject in order that each
one can choose according to his ability and preference, having seen
the general nature of the subject and what the science means. If
his taste and needs require it, the pupil should be permitted and
encouraged to go on. If not, he should not be forced to continue
the study too long.

Because of the wide range of individual differences in native
ability, experience, and interests we need to keep in mind the
guiding principle in the selection of subject matter for each grade.
This principle states that the subject matter selected should be that
nigh -riot ?rhieh will be most valuable to the pupil, provided he lean l

school at the end of that year.
Seventh Grade. In accordance with this principle the aim in

the seventh grade should be to keep up a proper use of the funda-
mental skills in arithmetic which the pupil has learned in the first
six grades. This is done by giving such applications in the arith-
metic of the home, of the store, of the bank, of thrift, and the like
as the well-educated citizen is likely to need. In addition, the pupil
is introduced to the study of intuitive geometry, a subject in which
he looks at a figure and draws certain voLclusions. For example,
he looks at an isosceles triangle and says "the base angles are
equal" because he cannot conceive of their being otherwise. In other
words, "he feels it in his bones."

There are three questions in geometry which may be asked
about an object. First, "Where is it?" Second, "What is its shape?"
Third, "What is its size?" The answers to these questions give rise
to the geometry of position, form, and size. These topics should be
treated in such a way as to give the pupil some idea of geometric
forms in nature. architecture. design. and the like. Under the head
of the geometry of size the pupil is introduced to simple problems
of direct measurement and thus is led to understand simple algebraic
formulas like C.------- ad, A = nr= , rt , and the like. The need for
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a knowledge of evaluation of these simple formulas leads to such
equations as 3/ = 12, n + 4 20, C 5 = 14, and ib = 6, whose
solutions can easily he presented in the seventh grade.

Eighth Grade. In the eighth grade a little more than one-half
of the pupil's time should be given to a further consideration of
intuitive geometry and to the fundamental applications of arith-
metic, such as problems of trade, banking, insurance, corporations,
and the like. The remainder of the year should be given over to a
study of algebra. It is better to continue the study of algebra which
was begun in the seventh grade and to finish it in the ninth year
than to condense all the treatment in the ninth grade.

If a pupil ever uses algebra at all, his greatest need will be a
knowledge of the formula. Here is where he gets 4iis idea of what
algebra means. Even if he doesn't use formulas, he must read them.
And so it is with the statistical and the mathematical graph. More-
over, if the pupil uses formulas at all, he will need to know how
to solve the simpler types of equations. To these three important
ideas we may add directed numbers as the fourth thing in algebra
which the well-educated citizen should know.

Ninth Grade. In the ninth grade the course in elementary
algebra should be completed and a unit of numerical trigonometry
given. There is no question that intuitive geometry correlates well
with both algebra and trigonometry. This can easily be done be-
cause the trigonometry is based on intuitive geometry and the
pupil's previous knowledge of algebra. Moreover, there is to-day a
clearer conception than formerly of the nature of trigonometry and
its relation to modern life. It gives the pupil a knowledge of indirect
measurement in contrast to direct measurement where the measur-
ing instrument is laid directly on the distance to be measured. It
is much easier than many of the traditional algebraic topics, is far
more important, and is more interesting to the pupils.

A short course in demonstrative geometry should be given in the
ninth grade so that the pupil will have a chance to find out what
it means to prove something. This can he done with a few axioms,
postulates, and theorems reinforced by some carefully planned work
on original exercises It is my belief that it is better to spread this
work out over the year, but in any case opinion seems to be in-
creasingly in favor of the idea of some kind of geometry course in
the ninth grade for those who will wit continue in school.

It is clear that the junior high school course briefly described
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above is general mathematics in the best sense. With this basis it
is possible in the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth years to give a more
enriched course to those pupils who are able and interested enough
to study further.

Proposed Course in Senior High School Mathematics. The
purpose of the mathematics course in the senior high school is to
meet the needs of the following four groups of pupils:

1. Those who intend to go on to colleges and technical schools.
2. Those who are going to specialize in commercial work that re-

quires mathematics, especially algebra.
3. Those who expect to specialize in science.
4. Those who desire to study mathematics further because they

like it.

Because of the purpose outlined above it would seem that the
senior high school course in mathematics should be made elective.

Probable Alternative Courses. In addition to the probable
foundation courses in algebra, plane and solid geometry, and plane
and spherical trigonometry traditionally given in the ordinary four-
year high school, certain other alternative courses may be men-
tioned.

1. College Algebra. In an increasing number of schools there is
offered in the senior year a half-year course in college algebra. This
would be one profitable way to spend the time if such a course in-
cluded what is essentially college algebra. In too many places,
however, such a course is college algebra only in name, being mostly
reviews of the more difficult parts of elementary and intermediate
algebra with only an occasional glimpse at new material on the
college level. One solution for such a situation is the complete adop-
tion of the general mathematics program all through the senior high
schoola plan which will presently be discussed.

2. Courses for Future Mathematiciam. For the future mai he-
maticians there will probably be offered certain half-year courses
that will be largely informational and basic. Chief among these are
college algebra, analytic geometry, projective geometry, the calculus,
and possibly a course in what we might call college geometry--
geometry to correspond with the course called college algebra.

The decision as to which of these courses is to be offered will
doubtless be left to the particular wi,lics of the instructor who will
have to teach the subject.
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3. Courses for Vocations. There will also be offered in some of
our schools courses for those who are preparing to enter vocations.
Thus, we may find a course in mechanics for those so inclined, a
course in commercial arithuatie or algebra, and possibly a course
in machine shop mathematics.

Work of the Tenth Grade. The central feature of this year is
the fundamental elements of plane and sold geometry. If a pupil
has had the general mathematics course of the ninth grade described

ve. lie is familiar with a large number of definitions and concepts
that will form an excellent basis for the work of the tenth grade.
Algebra and trigonometry should be used wherever they help to
clarify the proofs. Trigonometry correlates well with intuitive
geometry and with algebra, but not with demonstrative geometry.
To the extent to which it is permissible to introduce mensuration,
just so far is it feasible to introduce trigonometry into demonstriltive
geometry. Both merruratiou and trigonometry may have a place
at this time for the purpose of changing the emphasis and of pro-
viding the pupils with a mental rest from the pursuit of logica'
demonstration.

Work of the Eleventh Grade. For those who continue the
study of general mathematics through the eleventh grade
course should be built up around algebra, trigonometry, and the
simpler elements of analytic geometry us tue central features. some
teachers may prefer to introduce the calculus at this time or even
earlier. There is no reason why this should not he done in certain
schools. The following outline for the work ( this grade is mpary
to he merely suggestive of the general field 9"1 nut of the order of
presentation:

I. Iki.endence.
1. NIcaning of ileprn(lence,functional mlationship.
2. Review anti extetvion of the earlier work on tilv.,braie functions.
3. Trigononictric functions as examples of tratisc,mktital functions.
. Functiontl notation,
5. Evaluation of funct ions.
6. Determination of finiction4.

a. From ottipircal tiara and tables.
1). mpiric:11 :.11)itrary function,

of function-.
S. Graphs of algebraic functions.

a. Variation of function.
b. Graphical introduction to toa \Mi.( ar..1 ttunt,..L.
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9. Fundamentals of statistical method.
a. Theory of measurement.
b. Fundamental ideas.
c. Applications.

II. Trigonometric Functions of Any Angle.
1. Review and extension of the earlier work.

n. Ratio definitions, including secant, cosecant, and cotangent.
b. The right triangle where the acute angle is 30°, 45°. or 60°,
c. Similarity of triangles, No trigonometric function of a given acute

angle has more than one value,
d. Given the value of a trigonometric function of an acute angle A,

to construct A and determine the other trigonometric functions.
2. Changes in the functions of A as A increases from 0° to 360°. Graphi-

cal introduction.
3. Positive and negative angles of any size.

a. Angles whose initial sides and radius vectors are respectively
identical.

b. T. signs (quality) of the functions of angles in the various quad-
rants.

4. Functions of (A) in terms of A.
5. Functions of n X 90° A, n X 180° --t- A, and n X 360° A.
6. Line definitions of the trigonometric functions.

a. Graphical representation.
b. Application to wave motion, electricity, and the like.

7. Table of natural functions.
8. Applied problems.
9. Fundamental trigonometric relations like

sin x = 1 sin xand tan x =
csc x cos x

a. Proving identities.
b. Applications to physics, iiivigation, and surveying.

III. Logr.rithms and Applications,

IV. Solution of Triangles.
1. ROI triangles.
2. Oblique triangles.
3. Applications.

V. Identities.
1. In elementary operations.

a. Work on functions extended.
b. Use of analytic method, especially in proportion.
c. Factoring.

(1) Review and extension of earlier
(2) Factor theorem.
(3) Factors of xn yn.
(4) Mathematical induction.
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2. In formulas.
a. Review and extension of earlier work.
1). Addition and subtraction theorems of trigonometry.

c. Trigonometric functions of 2:1 and A
Fc.

d. Applications of b and c above.
(I) In evaluating certain functions.

For example, sin 75° sin (15' -f 30") == ?
(2) In proving certain identities.

VI. Straight-Line Formulas.
1. Distance formula.
2. Mid -paint formula.
3. Slope of a line, parallel lines, a perpendicular.
4. Point-slope form.
5. Slope-intercept form.
6. Two-point form.
7. Two- intercept form.
8. Distance from a point to a line.

VII. Equations.
1. Linear.
2. Quadratic.

a. In one unknown.
(1) Maxima and minima.
(2) Radical equations.

b. In two unknowns.
c. Theory of quadratic equations.

3. Trigonometric.
a. Radian measure.
h. Two acute angles are equal if any trigonometric function of the

one is equal to the same function of the other. Explanation of
how the value of an angle is obtained and thus how to solve a
trigonometric, (qua ion.

c. Solution of trigonomrtric equations.
VIII. Series.

1. As an example of an identity.
2. General nature.
3. Classes to be ennsidi-re.i.

a. Binomial Theorem.
b. Arithmetic.
c. Geometric.

4. Applications.

IX. General Number System.
1. In tcgers.
2. Fractions.
3. Negative.
4. Surd.
5. Simple imaginari,
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Work of the Twelfth Grade. There is no reason why pupils
wlio wish to elect general mathematics in the twelfth grade should
not be pr(wided with a suitable course. There is probably no best
course, all(' a great deal of experiment al investigation should he
carried on. The following outline is offered as a suggestion for
such a course:

I. Variation of Functions.
1. Graphical representation of functions, to bring out variation of dif-

ferent kinds.
a. Mechanical graphs like Weather Bureau records.
b. Review of details in graphic work, scales, and the like.

2. Mathematical method of studying functions.
a. Who makes such study? Illustration.
b. Why such study is not made of all existing functions.

3. Review of functional notation.
, Directed lines. Rectangular coordinates.

a. Intercepts.
b. Infinitely large or infinitely small functions.

5. What is meant by a rate.
a. Rate of change of a function.
b. Uniform rate of change of a linear function.

(1) Slope of the straight line + b.
(2) Uniform aerleration.
(3) Applications.

c. Average rate of change of a function.
d. Instantaneous rato of chansze of a function.
c. Graphic methods involving a, b, c, and d.
J. Small intervals.
q. Interpolation by proportional p.iris.

(3. Important problems.
a. Mean-value.

(1) Average value throughout a certain interval.
(2) Applications.

(a) To find the distance tia% vied.
(h) In physics.
(r) In geometry.

b. Ext retne-alue.
(1) Review and extension of maxima and minima.
(2)
`Lt ro-vdue.
(I1 (; rarlier cqii.ttion murk with mplia,is on the idea

vaiati.m.
(2) Itrviiv of graphic nitlinik ut sol% nig simpit, cqint: ions and

uxtension to the solution of higher equations.
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(3) Theory of equations.
(a) Number of roots.
(b) Location principle.

7. Deriving formulas.

II. The Notion of a Limit.
1. Elementary notion.

a. Numerical.
b. Geometric.

2. Relation to instantaneous velocity.
3. Instantaneous direction.

a. What a tangent line is.
b. Slope.

4. Explanation of limit.
5. Explanation of notation used.

III. Differentiation and Its Applications.
\1. The idea of a derivative of a function

dy2. Meaning of
dx

3. Differentiation of simple functions, formula/
4. Maxima and minima.

IV. Integration and Its Applications.
1. Integration explained.
2. Formula for integration.
3. Notation.
4. Applications to areas, surface, volumes.
5. Other applications.

V. Commercial Algebra.
1. Review.

a. Exponential and logarithmic functions.
b. Growth curves.
c. Compound interest.
d. Annuities.
e. Business depreciation.
f. Differentiation and integration.

2. Series.
a. Evaluation of functions.
b. Mathematics of investment.

(I) Accumulation.
(2) Life insurance.

VI. Permutations, Combinations, and Probabilities.
1. Permutat ions.
2. Combinations.
3. Chance explained.
4. Simple and compound probThility.
5. Normal distributions, surfavs. and curves.
6. Errors of measurement.

173i
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7. Applications.
a. Life insurance problems,
b. Mendelian theory of inheritance.

VI'. The Number System Extended.
1. Review and extension of the real number system.
2. Similarly for imaginary numbers.
3. What a complex number is.
. Polar form of a complex number. Polar coordinates.
5. Applications.

III. METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

Administrative Trends. By administrative trends we mean
the external schemes of organization whereby teaching and learning
are accomplished. It will be worthwhile to consider some of the
most outstanding of these trends and see if we can discover what
progress has been made.

The Laboratory Method. Among the remedies suggested is
the laboratory method already referred to, where the instructor
is supposed to follow something of the order of procedure commonly
employed in the physical sciences. The teacher meets his pupils
part. of the time for purposes of discussion or "recitation" and
devotes the other periods to study and investigation.'"

Individual Differences and Needs. We are now giving serious
consideration to the variation in the abilities and needs of indi-
vidual pupils. This factor alone probably constitutes the greatest
problem in the American secondary school to-d;r:y Through tests
of one kind or another we are now able to classify children into
ability groups; and yet in many schools we go on with our teaching
as though no differences exist. To continue such a practice is un-
wise. In a democracy, if anywhere. leader,-.14 is essential and we
arc not developing our leaders. Moreover, we tire not doing much
to develop intelligent followership in those Who cannot
study of needs brought more definitely to light by a program of
testing has introduced iuto the teaching of mathematics grouping
according to ability, enriched curricula. and opportunity classes.

Homogeneous Classification. Perhaps one of the biggest
changes is the practice of grouping by ability or homogeneous
lassification. This practice enables 11,: to let each clay advance at

Newhall, Charlva \V -*rho Toahing .111.-bra he thf Laboratory Method,-
school Netenre and Nathematicx, ;i:40-4:.. 5.' NO rranklin T., -tinny,'
veriptives In Laboratory Matltomittea and 'noir grhnnt Silence and Mathe-
matics, 5:406 -10.
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its own rate and allows us to enrich the course beyond its minimum
essentials for those of high ability. This is possible because only
those who desire and who have the ability to continue mathematics
are urged to do so. The modern twelfth-year group in mathematics
is even more selected than that of the traditional type, where there
was little preparatory work to make for real understanding of the
mathematical processes involved. In connection with ability group-
ing we use prognostic and diagnostic tests which help us to classify
the pupils, and practice or drill tests which enable us to tell where
the individual pupil is having difficulty.

Fads in Teaching. It was in 1913 that Professor Dewey's
Interest and Effort in Education made its appearance. By 1915
"motivation" was the watchword in education. "Vitalizing" the cur-
riculum was the key to success at this time.

Thus, a number of fads in teaching have passed over the coun-
try from time to time. There was the laboratory method referred
to above. especially in geometry, where the pupil discovered for
himself the various truths to be learned. Then came the socialized
recitation. supervised study, the project method of introducing and
developing subjects," the Dalton system, and the Winnetka plan,
each with its own advantages but no one of them meeting satis-
factorily all situations. Supervised study, for example, is either
study or it is not study. If the pupil does the studying. it may be
helpful; if the teacher does it, the time is wasted. If one had control
over the fourth dimension, aml could travel fast enough, so that he
could see into ten thousand classrooms to-morrow, he would iind
in the vast majority of them no unique plan of teaching in use. No
doubt he would find each teacher doing the thing most. evidently
suited to the situationsometimes a lecture. other times hoard
work, again seat vork or perhaps class discussion with an occasional
period given over to diagnostic testing. and the like. Often to-day
the pupils select the procedure by they will learn most
easily and most economically. The b(:,t teachers do not con-
fine themselves to one method at any time. If they did, the
monotony would be unendurable. They try all of these schemes
sooner or later and in the end retain what is good in each.

New Spirit in Presenting Subject Matter. In the past twelve
year a new spirit has characterized the pre-en!at ion of subject mat-

.1nhIntiowr, Juseph. "The Project M. th..ti and the $.)cializ.11 Recitation." T/ e
Mathematic* Teacher, 21 : 431.41.
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ter, permitting a pupil to live his life naturally, with a minhnum of
restraint and without tasks that are unduly irksome. Thus he
is allowed to develop his interest in nlathe Illaties largely by his own
spirit of curiosity. Moreover, he is directed as in a game;not
driven, not even led, but stimulated by the teacher to discover
truths. Professor Dewey once said, "It is pretty generally con-
ceded that the proper method of teaching is to present the facts and
let them he worked up according to the capacity of the minds that
work upon them."

Accordingly, the emphasis has been shifted from subject matter
which puzzles the pupils to the pupils himself. As a result of the
breaking down of lines of cleavage, of the bringing down of new
material, and of the shift of major consideration from the subject
to the child, there has followed a more vital, teachable, and learn-
able organization of subject matter, both in general courses and
in those having traditional labels.

The Testing Program. The testing movement, vhich has swept
the country since the World War is at the present time probably
having a greater influence upon the teaching of mathematics than
anything else. Attention to individual needs and differences has
made homogeneous grouping possible. Scientific construction of
curricula in mathematics has been in the foreground during the
past two years. Diagnostic testing at the present time promises
to revolutionize the teaching of mathematics. Psychological analy-
sis of methods and abilities is doing much to clear up questions
of procedure. However, these latter developments are too near at
hand for us to get the proper perspective in order to evaluate them.

Uses of Tests. About the yeat 1910 an attempt was made on a
large scale to measure the degree of skill attained by pupils in
studying the fundamental processes in arithmetic. Tests were soon
used as a basis of comparison of achievement of classes and of
schools, a practice which has not met with general approval. Later
tests were used as a means of determining whether the material
taught. was too difficult for the majority of the pupils. They were
also used to detect weakness'., in tenc!,ini.: so that errors in the use
of principles eould be corrected.

In an effort, to secure more successful work in mathematies,
edirators have analyz, I the Major operations and dill1C1111it'S into
those of a minor nati, Ile teacher. in order to he sueeessful, must
be aware of all the difficulties that will eonfront the pupil and
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prepare low for them. Tests have been prepared whirl' reveal not
only ability as a whole in a given operation but detailed abilities
as well,

Other New-Type Tests. Nobody will claim, of course, that the
new-type tests which are not standardized will be a panacea for
all of our testing ills. They also have their shortcomings, as we
shall see. As Professor Horn points out, we need to emphasize the
method of testing insteaq of any one test itself. He lists 61 the
important purposes of educational tests to which I have made
certain additions and amplifications as follows:

1. To give in a brief period of time a rapid survey of all the
skills or abilities to be tested. Pupils' difficulties with given topics
are often due to neglect of the teacher to provide instruction in
certain small details. What is mathematically to the teacher a
single skill may be psychologically to the pupil a complex of skills.

The new-type test on the quadratic formula on page 178 will
bring out this point in a practical way.

The old es:ny-type of examination tested only a few skills. and
it took a long time to do even that. The standardized test in mathe-
matics has progressed little in this direction, although it has made
a start.

2. To remove the personal equation in marking papers; in
other words, to make the scoring of tests objective. The marking
of examination papers in the past has been highly subjective. This
procedure is human. Every teacher is prejudiced with respect to his
pupils. Objective tests can be marked in only one way and the
record is impersonal.

As in the preceding case. the test on page 179 referring. to
optional historival information that might be given in certain
classes. can he scored in only one way.

3. To show the pupil how efficient he has been. The old essay-
type of examination did not do this. It was too narrow in scope to
show much of the pupil's mastery of the field.

4. To show the teacher how efficient he has been. The essay-
type of examination can reveal how well the teacher has taught
only a few things. The modern educational tests through their
diagnostic features set forth clearly the strengths and weaknesses
of pupils so that the teacher van do remedial work if necessary.

At I Inrn, 1:rtw.t, ni.rm I. inpr.,,., ment
(; '1. Itht.h. Soot. Pot,tliaii and (. 1:12

,./ th, ltrttlen
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The Quadratic Formula x = b mt.- 1)1 4ac
2a

Taking ax" + bx + c = 0 as the type form of the general quadratic equation
which has the two roots xi and xi, insert the proper values in. the following
table, using the numbered columns which correspond with the eight given
tquation4, as shown. for the first five in Ex. 1:
1. ?-1-3x+2=4. 3. .0-1-9x-30-----0. 5. ?-8.r=-15. 7. x'-10x=11.
2. x2-3z+2=--0. 4. .0-13x -40-0. 6, x2+10.r--=-24. 8. e-1-14x=32.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

a ,------ 1

h= 3

c--- 2

b = -3

bs ----- 9

ae =--

4ae =

2a ----

ha 4ac =

-I- %' b' 4ac =

Vb1 4ac =

b + -V b' 4ac = _
b V b' 4ac =---

b+ 1 b2 1a,.
xi =--- 2a

1) \ hs Itte
12 2a
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Optional Historical Information
In the ten-hand column is the name of snmr person, place, time, phrase,

or people cHrresponding to some item in. the right-hand column. Insert on
the dotted lines the letter of that item which corresponds to t1 numbered
entry in the left-hand column:

1. Thies.
2. Pythagoras.
3. Euclid.

II II

a.
b.
c.

Square on the hypotenuse.
First printed edition of Euclid's geometry.
Great Egyptian surveyor. Formula

A =/ s(s a) (sb) (sc).
4. Greeks. d. Laid the foundation for geometric proofs.
5. Romans.
6. Plato.

I, II e.
II f.

Foundations of demonstrative geometry.
Euclid lived about this time at Alexandria.

7. Heron. g. About 1600 B. C. copied an earlier manuscript
on Egyptian mathematics.

8. Archimedes. h. Wrote the greatest of the Greek textbooks on
geometry.

9. Alexandria. 1. To them is due the best work in geotiu in
early t imes.

10. Ahmes. Plato lived in Athens about this time.
11. Arabs. k. A Greek city at the mouth of the Nile. Euclid

lived there.
12. 300 B. C. II 1. Applied mathematics to practical uses. as in

great engineering works.
13. 500 B. C. m. Tran,latd Greek works on geometry. whence

they reached Europe again through the
Latin.

14. 400 B. C. n. Pythagoras lived in Croton, Italy, about this
t ime.

15. 1482. o. Lived in Syracuse, Sicily. Computed a fairly
good value of 7r,

16. Pons asinorutn.

17. Golden section.
18. Pentagonal star.

19. Canipanus.

:0 1570.

First English translation of Euclid's great
geometry.

q. Badge of the Pythagorean brotherhood.
r. The best known of the early tran,lat ions of

uclid into Latin, about 1260.
s. Anjis opposite tire equal s:des of all isoceles

triangle.
t. Dividing a line into extreme and mean ratio.

p.
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This is the strongest feature of such tests. When properly pre-
pared, they reveal the pupil's knowledge and abilities with respect
to every essential feature of the work.

5, To measure the value of a given text or method of teaching.
The tendency to-day is to build up a course of study and then
provide tests to determine how well the objectives are being realized.

6. To find out how long it takes to teach a topic. To-day we do
not know how long it takes to teach anything. We know that we
are getting mastery on only a few things. With proper testing, for
example, we could find out how long it taLos to teach a normal
group of ninth-gra.de pupils to factor the differenee of two squares
to any desired degree of mastery.

7. To serve as teaching devices. No textbook can contain all
the exercise material required by modern courses of study, pa-
ticularly in the fields of oral and of rapid written work. The tests
supplement the text and relieve the teacher of the necessity of
supplying the additional material.

8. To find out what is a desirable content.. No matter how
desirable sonic of our objectives are, it may be that some of
them are not within the reach of the pupils we are teaching. It is
only by intellikent testing that we can properly decide finally which
objectives are valid.

9. To enable a ptt ti to rate himself on his performance in
relation to his former record or that of his fellows. The first. of the
two schemes is probably the better to use. Just as a man is eager
to heat his previous score in golf, so a pupil is usually eager to
improve his score in mathematics.

10. To survey the status of teaching in a school system. These
tests are designed to afford a comprehensive survey of the work
of a semester or a year. They are often given by some one who
is surveying the school system and. although general, are useful
in indicating the status of teaching in the system.

Present Weakness of New-Type Tests. We should not con-
clude without pointing out some of the wealcnes-es of new-type

1. Alany of these tests contain obsolete material of no possible
importance.

2. Some of the tests are poorly arranged and badly printed.
3. Some tests. especially those made by busy teachers, have had

all sorts of impracticable features, such as loose detached sheets,
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transparent paper, and the like, that make them unfitted for class-
room use.

4. Certain speed tests tend to glorify the machinery of mathe-
matics. Habits on this mechanical part of algebra may be over-
done. Skill in algebra must. not be obtained at the expense of
understanding. There is no value in finding out how fast errors
can be made.

5. Only of late has anything been done to test the field of
algebra, and only recently has anything of importance been done
in geometry, although a good start has now been made.

6. The tests do not measure attitudes, appreciation, and the like.
This need not remain true, and at the present time steps are being
taken to remedy this defect..

Conclusion. Finally, it is not contended that the new-type tests
should replace the more traditional types, but it is suggested that a
broader and wiser use be made of these newer instruments of
measurement in supplementing the older ones. There is little doubt
that. the pupils themselves like the new types much better than
the older ones. We know from actual use that larger areas of sub-
ject matter may he tested in less time by the new-type tests and
that the drudgery of scoring is greatly reduced by their use. We
have reason to believe that we obtain more information about the
extent and quality of a pupil's learning through the use of the
newer tests and that. our remedial instruction is more intelligent
and worthwhile.

In spite of the frequent inadequacy and inaccuracy of teachers'
judgments both in setting good examinations and in marking them
fairly, it should he more generally recognized that these same
teachers are in the long run the ones hest situated to do the task.
Teachers cannot only learn how to make objective tests that will
have both measuring and diagnostic value, but they can also learn
to use them intelligently. This ability to use the tests will increase
in proportion to the progress that teachers make in understanding
more scientific methods of measurement.

IV. Pi-D.:SENT INDICATIONS OF FUTURE PHOGIIESs

Increasing Prestige and Value of Mathematics. Professor
Hedrick says that the mathematics developed since 1900 is more
important and far-reaching than all that was developed prior to
that time. Einstein's Theory, which is really more mathematical
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than physical, is as important as the development of the calculus,
A vast. amount of new mathematics has developed during the
Twentieth Century. Eighty per cent more of such material appeared
in the journals of mathematics in the United States in 1927 than
in 1920.

During the period from 1923 to 1927, mathematicians were
awarded important prizes for the most outstanding papers in the
entire fichl of pure seience. The winners were Professor I3irkhot'f
of Harvard and Professor Dickson of Chicago. The awards are all
the more significant when one realizes that no mathematicians were
on the award committee.

Many other instances could be pointed out to illustrate the
dynamic nature of mathematical research. Professor Slaught in an
article on "Mathematics and Sunshine" 62 says:

It is well known tha one of the major inters is of the Rockefeller Foun-
dation is the promotion of public health through scientific research in the
fields underlying medicine. Their procedure is to delegate to the National
Rcareh Conned flit' selection of highly trained men whose powers of research
in those fields have already been tested anti to Award them cash fellowships
as an incentive to still further prosocut their investigations. The biological
sciences, of course, were chosen initially for these fellowship awards, then
chemistry :18 nut biology, and physic,: n4, underlying ehemimry, and
finally mathematics as underlying all the rest.

The following quotation " from an editorial in the Saturday
Evening Post is apropos here:

Many a bright and promising college man drops his studies along with
his athletics. After a few years he takes on weight and becomes heavy on
his feet. Ilk intimates make teasing remarks about bay windows; but none
will have the hardihood to hint that he has likewise developed a bay window
of the mind or has allowed his mental machinery to rust and jam through
sheer neglect and shiftlessness. Faithful are the wounds of a friend, but
friendship is the prier of inflicting them.

Hopeless eases of fine minds gone soft and flabby are so common that
it is not too much to say that arrested int ellect u development is the great
national disease of our educationally privileged classes. Sheer lack of will
power anti mental stamina makes it difficult or impo.,:ble for us to forego
ease and rest and :mark irksome tasks such as reading the hooks that. harden
the brain, but which are so new and strange that they must be studied as a
child studies geomeirypainfully and doggedly. Since men now in their fifties
went to college the whole universe has bet n taken down and reassembled in a

slaught, it. .. "Mat hemativs and Sunshine." The Mathematiee Teaches.,
21 :2411,

88 mathematics Ni'ws LOUT, 3: 4-3.
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already become timelier* of the National Council of Teachers of
hintlwmaties. The various state organirMions should also be
affiliated with the National Vounell so that the work of improving
instruction itt mathematics may he dime more intelligently,

Professional Advancement. Sum tearhers of mathematics,
like those of other subjects, "get in a rut." They do not read the
eurrent edueational and mathematieal journals, Nevertheless, they
are coming more and more to renew their interest It1 their subjeet by
attendance at summer sessions or at regular sessions during the
academic year in tvputable institutions of learning. Every teacher
of mathematies in this country should be a member of the National
Council of 'Teachers of Mathematies and should read regularly its
official organ, the Mathematics Teacher, This magazine is the only
ono in the country devoted entirely to mathematics in the ele-
mentary and secondary fields.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. The
organisation of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics "
at Cleveland in 1020 inaugurated a nation-wide program for
improving mathematics. Prior to this, as Professor SI:mot pointed
Out at the ninth annual meeting of the Council in BosJI1 in Feb-
ruary, 1028, we Inked three essential characteristics for success as
a national organisation; namely, group eonsciousness, group pride,
and group enthusiasm, 1Vith our rapidly increasing membership
(from 3,009 in 1927 to more than 8,000 at the present time), with
the awakeird interest in the yearbooks and the formation of
branches of the Council all over the country, wt: shall soon acquire
the three important characteristics referred to above. As Mr.
Austin " put it at the Ruston meeting;

Counting till' Paptillg 1uJr organitition, vight annual totaitings have been
hyltltwo nt Clyvlantl, No ut Cliiyago, ono, twit ut Atlantie City, Washing.,
too, 0,161111mi, anti Dallag. Con$itlYring the great tlistanyys to travel, the
:m(1111;111(4. ha?, Iwo' xoitionally largilivvnteing about one Hundred and
syvynty-thy pyrsons. 'fen to twoloy shops %%p1'1' rypresyntyti at each meeting,
Thum, Halmal myytooth hut. pe't'al valuably not only for carrying on the Work
of the National Connuil, but al) byauNy they' have lawn a great inspiration
to thy hand trackers of lie! Thr Hireling at Dallas, in 1927

NI., "111%1[11.1Ni! Aviiiiiit ur 14111111 null IiruttIh ut Mt! NatitInfil
Conn v11 lit' or Mill hviiint !VS," MU I /win r, 20418,

44 Iluglo, Shah. "How Mlithoinitt ehihs and AsstivIntiting Nlay liconip
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21 :.122211.
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Schools of education throughout the country are furnishing to
ambitious teachers the opportunity to learn more about the solution
of their problems by providing summer sessions, extra.mural
courses, parttime study, and torrespondenee courses. A genuine
attempt Is made to give teachers what they want and need. A
significant statement in this ecauwetion was made by Professor
W. t!, Bagley recently when he Nalt1 that the greatest dump hi
eduction at Teac lays (\Mewl, Columbia University, during the
past ten years has been the inereasing emphasis on mailed matter,

Outlook for Mathematics, The outlook for mathematics is
bright. If the organisation of mathematics %long better lines is
necessary, and improvement in instruetion is possible, those best
fitted to 'mike the greaten emit ribution are the mathematies
teachers. We' should begin remedying the present defects, The
ultimate success of our en'ort4 will be due to the optimism and in-
telligence we show hi admitting the filets and in reorganizing the
course accordingly.


